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FOREWORD

In recent yeirs, the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruc(on has

developed a series of teacher resource curriculum guides in communication

arts. As.an extension of this series, two publications for English and

Communication Skills have been developed for ninth and tenth grades.

A new alternative design is used in each of these publications which

address three components; namely, (1) functions of communication, (2) audiente

context, and (3) integration of the language arts. Each publication includes

twenty-five capsules or units because there are five major functions of

communication (informing, feeling, imagining,, ritualizing and controlling),-

and five audience contexts (intrapersonal, dyadic, small group, publicsrand

mass communication).

It is- believed these publications are the first to incorporate all

three components into an overall scheme. While the design of these publica-
.

ttons may Suggest a pattern for generating curriculum at the local level,

( the ultimate aim is the development and.improvemenf.of basic thinking skills

for English and Communication---classes in Wisconsin high schools.

These publications were written by teachers, consultants and Department

staff. The Department of Public Instruction welcomes comments from thdse

teachers who use these publications.

V

Herbert J. Grover
State Superintendent

v.1 L



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

AIM:

To deveZop'the basic ranguage and\ommtutic*ation Aiit4 .96 Wisconsin

high zchoot students. .

A well rounded program provides instruction in reading, writing,

speaktng, and li?tening. Therefore, this curriculum design for English/

communications has beemdeveloped to,
6

- appeal to students of all.ability levels, 9-12.

provide for rich student interaction and active involvement.

increase student use of language as a communication tool.

- maximize development of vital communication skills.

, I ,

- involve students in creating'and recei
.

ing messages in various

modes, for various purposes, and for ,varied audiences.

RATIONALE:

In the real.morld, people use communicatiom to serve a variety of

functions or purposes. We use communications to give and receive informa-

tion, to persuade others, to share feelings, to engage in_imaginattve

'thought, and to interact'socinly. _Further, communication in society is

directed toward specific audiences ranging' from oneself, to another, to

a small or large group, to a mass.audiencei, As we -communicate in life,

we use a blend of language acts or processes. We read, write, speak, or
.

listen as the occasion demands.

If the above is true in the real world, then students being prepared

to communicate effectively in that world ought to initiate a variety of

messages differing in purpose; intended audience, and language form.

Traditionally, however, the high school English curriculum has not

effectively incorporated all of these eleMents. A national study of hickii

.r school English programs by Squire and Applebee,1 found, that: 1T literature

9
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is the most-extenSive,.carefully organized, and effective element of the,

.
English curriculum; ?) there is very little writing, instruction in the

...

contemporary English curriculum; 3)' ladguage study is_the least we'll taught

a

of the three major components of English; and 4) most schools fail to pro-
.

D,
. , -. , ;

vide any integrated or sequentia] training in reading and speak4ng. In
I. , , =..

response to the prevailing conditions'in Engli0 classrooms, Squire and

Applebee indicated that Chglish programs need to become more balanced.

They concluded that the Eliglish curriculum must include more consistent

and progressive instruction in writing, language, reading and oral communi-

cation.

While conditions within English programs nationally have changed since

this report was issued e concern for developing a more balanced Inglish

program remains a valid one. It is therefore, the purpose of this curric -'

culum totoffer a design that integrates all aspects of language skill -

reading, writing, speaking and listening - and successfully guides students

toward communication competence, acrg'ss diverse settings and for varying

purposes.

In Wisconsin, about 65% of senior high school students are enrolled

in literature courses. Only 33% are enrolled in composition or writing

courses, and less than 20% are enrolled in any speech course.

Thus, although English educators have expressed a need for a balanced

curriculum, the facts suggest that a serious imbalance exists in Wisconsin

high schools.
.;

C.
Evidence for alternative designs comes from other quarter as well.

The University of Wisconsin, System Basic Skills Task Force reported in

May 1 79 tha,t: "25% of our freshmen enter without the basic skill com-

petencies deeded for success in-traditional gitrj/level courses," 'The

r
,task"force studied verbal skills, (reading, writing), mathematical skills,

and investigative skills - the latter being partially defined as a

1

if
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student's ability to "organize ideas as demonstrated in speaking and in

writing...," and student Skill in "reshaping and developing inforination,

and finally communicating' effectively:6

In addition to the Wisconsin scene, other studies'underscore the

need for alternative approaches. The National Assessment of Educational
.

Progress has noted over a ten year period (1969-1979) of analyzing

student writing samples.that:.

1. students show increasing difficulty with organizing and ,

developing' ideas as well as with:providing transition
between idees.

2. students have difficulty in_grasping and'explaining the
sense or "meanings" of_wqat they are attempting to communi-

/ cate.4

1

On the other hand, students show no.increased difficulty in handling

the -surface features of language (spelling, capitalization, punctuation,

etc.). These "surface" &kills remain mainly in tact. Therefore; it is

, the deeper structure or "meaning" leVels of language that plague students.

The national excitement about written language may be overshadowing

-an equally vital concern spoken language.

As George Banner,'Jr:, Chairman Board of Directors, AmeriCan

Association for the Advancement of the Humanities has said:

In addition to students' deficiencies in reading, writing,
analytical; and historical skills, it turns out that many
of them have also-lost their ability to speak well; and
since this skill cannot .Tily be measured, its ass has
gong unremarked. . . .

Remarkable, the ill state of' the spoken language is rarely
mentioned in commentaries about the crisis in literacy and
.basic skills. . . .

It is time that we re &gnize that the much' vaunted "retarn.
A\ to,basics" must in.cluda attention.to the spoken as well as.

the written language. Once we acknowledge the crisis in
speech; we Shall be able to talk about it and come up with
a course of action to combat it. It will be none too soon.5

k .
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While we, have recobni1zed that Johnny has trouble reading and"writiog,

it Ts now time to state that "Johhny do'n't talk good neither." But are

oral communfcation competencies all that.vital? .

In '-studys...of 160 Sunday newspapers, nearly,,6,300 help wanted adver-
.

c tqements weresfound which specifically asked for OplicantsWith.communi-
.

;

on-skilTs. Verbal {(oral) communication and sperling'werethe two most

frequently mentioned ones, followed by written communication., counseling,

\ . 'recruiting, interviewing, and 9uPervisory, sill s.6

,.. , -
.

tulezian surveyed 154 employers 'rho recruit on college campwses to
.

,
. .

.

. .- .

Isee the kinds of academic prepafation these recruiters .look for in non-
.

. ,
.

,i

../.

business majors.? The three most strongly endorsed areas, were accounting,

oral and written business".communication, and rersonnel m pagement and
, -N._

. ,

human behavfor in organizW,ons.
,

Ragge-Greenberg surveyed.40timi.lar groupolempToyers, asking them
...
...

to evaluate a list of skills'and qualities which they might,considr

, A

important when hiring a college gt'acluat,;.8 She then contrasted those who

.
, .

.

hiredliberal Arts graduates with those whb-do not. Oral communication

)5kills topped the list in importance for both-groups%

'Corson and Paul studied over 5;000 people holding 'key posts in the

ral service_and, fromthat study, concluded that "the professional's

. ,

-activities that they-be capable of Communicating their knowledge

%
- -,-,

effectively and defending,ii pers,dasively both inside and outside the ,

/ '

agency. They also stressed that the professional's success depends on

#

the ability to translate complex-ideas into understandable terms.

The latest issue- of The Endicott Report: -Trends in theEmployment

of Cblle e and Universit Graduates in BusinesS and IndiAtr 1980 provides

data on the reasons employers did not offer positions to those college

graduates whom they 'turned down. These. responses by the hiring officers

of 170 well-known business and industrial concerns were evoked by this

/I
12
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questions. "What a e the most common reasons for NOT offerfng.a job? ('
4

'
Q '

, In other Words, what gative factors most often leadto rejection?"

o4

°reason cited mOSt often was Nnability.to
communiate44'

or "poor comniuni-,
.

cation skills.' Th. reason was given.by sixty-five percent of tiled.
RR 4

. respondents, an mazingly high level 41COnsittency for 'an open-ended
0

, 1 -,

question.10 .

4.
Another group concerned with the attributes or skills which increase

s ,

. the likelihood
.
of employment are the counselors, in employment agencies.

, 1 04
Dubin, Alderman, and Marlow'a4"ked these ,counselors to indicate the com-

.

0

petenties that areimpOrtarit to getting...a job_ There were six ,skills

that these,respondents indicated were either'"quite important' Or "extremely

important" They were: "Listening, problem solving, decision making, 0'

motivation, questioiling techniques, and speaking compeience."11'

. . .
.

For, years, we have assumed that schoO) curricula were providing.com-

prehensiveippa balaqted instruction in the language artsdp The evidence
.

. ii

.4-indicates otherwise. If we wish our students-to communicatg'seActively
/

,

through reading, writang, speakinynd listening in a variety of con:
,..

*
..,,

texts and for a- variety of intents,:malor curricular reform is necessary.

., .

This alternative curriculum can serve as a vehicle for such reform.
. ft

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

lathe matrix shown below, Dimension One, Functions of COmmunication,

identifies the major purposepses of communication in life. timensidn,
N,,

. .

Two, Audipnce Contexts, .identifies the major settings in which communica-
, l , .

tion-occurs: Each, of the twenty-five cells per grade level will 'be re-_

presented.by a learning capsule containing appropriate reading, writing,'

9

speaking, and listening activities. Thus, when used in toto, the design

ensures thatipdents will initiate and receive ich variety of messages

represe.ntatIve of the major communication functions a d settings.-,In

Retf'

A _ 1 3
#1$6,

.".`06r/4
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the mmainder of this secti4 the fiyed

texts will be expIalkd.

. 41
This_ Oternative 9t and 10th grade' English/communications .cui.riculum

) 1
Fictions and five audience con-

reflects the matrix that follows:
w

Dimension One
Functions of
Communication

MATRIX FOR
fa-ENE-RATING CURRICULA

IN COMMUNICATION

4-)
0 : '

x Mass Communication

O
O

g Public Communication

4-)

g 'Small G

AS Commupication

Dyadic CoMmunicatii

as Inetapersonal
Communication

£ /.

e

.
I . .

.
.

1

I . '''

N.

1

,e

r

.

. t

-----..

___F

a

. .

.

.

1

*Each cell involves both message initiation and message reception skills.

R. R. Allen
UW-Madison
February, 1977

r
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THE FIVE FUNCTIONS OF COMMUNICATION ip

'Five categories of communication functions, based on the work of

Wells34'.and Halliday13 have been idedtified by the National Project on

Speech Comm4nication Comlietencies.14 These are:

-INFORMING.- The partitipants' major purpose is to.offer or seek

infofmation: These acts include stating information,, question-
ing, answering.,,justifying, naming, demonstrating, giving

'reCtions., explOning and acknowledging.

FEELING. The participants' dominant purpose is to express feeling

and attitudes as an affective response. These acts tend to 11e

spontaneo9s and-are manifested because Of the satisfaction they

Carry for the partiiipants. These acts,.include exclaiming,

expressing an emotibnal state or attitude, taunting, commiserat-

ing, tale-telliRg-And blaming.

IMAGINING. These are acts that cast the participants in imaginary

situat4ons. These acts riclude creative.behavior§,such as role

playing, fantasizing, 61Mafizing, theorizing and storytelling.

RITUALIZING. These acts serve primarily to maintain social.
relationships And-facilitate social interactions. Such acts

include greeting, leave taking, participating in verbal games,
reciting, takinglturns in 'conversations, and demonstrating

amenities.
1

CONTROLLING. The participants' dominant purpose is to control

behaviOr. These acts include behaviors such as /Commanding,

offering, suggesting, permitting, threatening, warning, pro-
hibiting, contracting, refusing, bargaining, rejecting, acknow-

., ledging, justifying, persuading and arguing.1

AUDIENCEICONTIXTS

In the course of a day, students are pa

diverse kinds of contexts. Onemethod of categorizing contexts is by

size (and/or distanceof the intended audience. These contexts are:

ImNTRAPERSONAL COMMUNICATION. This is the most personal kind of

communication. It involves talking to one's self. We engage

it; such intrapersonal acts as rationalizing, goal setting,

es to communication in

praising, and blaming.

DYADIC COMMUNICATION. Much of human communication occurs in

two person groups. The student's ability to relate to a friend,

a sibling, a mother, and.a father is of crucial importance to

a happy and fulfilling life.

SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION. A smart group may be defined as an .

assemblage of people who are in face-to-face contact and who are
psychologically "aware" of each other as individuals Sample

small groups include families, peer groups, classrooM group and

clubs..



PUBLIC COMMUNICATION. Public communication occurs'in larger

group's where the roles of initiator and recipient tend to be

relatively fixed. The context in which public commuNcatiorr-.
frequently occurs includes lecture halls,.banquet rooM, and,
deliberative' chambers.

MASS COMMUNICATION. Where the initiator aid recipient are
physically separated from one.anbther,,and.where lechnoltgy is
necessary to bring the message from.the initiator to the re-
cipient, we Nye mediated communication. The'common media used
to deliver these messages are radio, televisibn, newspapers,
magazines, films; records, and tapes.'

ADVANTAGES OF THE, PROGRAM:

As suggested by its very design, this program has eel:tap' advantages.

Intrinsic AdvaltN2s

1. Functional communication competence is the central focus.

2. A-veriety of audiences is addre

.410

3: A blending of reading, writing, speaking?-and listening occurs.

4. Student-centered, experiential learning is promoted.

Additional Adyantages

A clear, consistent structure,is proVidee:

6. The design is flexible and economic since available, current

resources, can...be-Used.

7. The design provides for cyclical treatment of competencies as
shown by an index of primary and secondary competencies for
each function.

GENERAL SUGGETIONS'IN USING THE PROGRAM:

This experimental program has certain characteristics, which if re-
,.

called, will aid implementation.

1. Gain program familiarity.

.

Before teaching any capsules or-units, individual teacher,

tea (one speech teacher and one Englis teac 0, several

/----"\ teachers at the-same grade level, part of or'an entire
English/communicationsartsdepartment should familiarize
themselves with what isohere. ;This means reading the entire
program for the prospective grade leVel orslevels.

4 .
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2. Tap program versatility and economy.

Once teachers gainfamiliarity'with this cuvicUlum, it can
be easily Suited to any current school situation. This design

may be adapted to individual students, .classrooms, grade levels,
mixed levels, tracking situations, or heterogenlpus groups.
Regardless of size of finan'cial resources, city and rural
schools can utilize this program by tailoring it to a school's

'circumstances. In addition,' the grammatCcal,usage, vocabulary,
or composition skills required by a department can be integrated
into appropriate activities within -a capsule. Also, many
favorite yearly actiyities or lesson plans can be inserted as
well.

Note too that a check pof departmental storage shelves will
yield many of the resources suggested here. Finally, by
using this curriculum, teachers will see in sits framework a

great potential for developing added materials, fresh
adaptations, or newly created units.

3., Keep uniformity within each strand:

The desirabljuniforMity of this program lies in the required
adoption ofTe.five communication functions-.= After a func-
tion has been chosen for classroom use, it is important to
complete the five units or capsules within the partictilar

strand or functioh. These functions undergird the units,
suit the audience contexts, and integrate the language acts
of reading, writing; speaking, and listening.

Within each unit, teachersoineed to recall that at least four

activities are offered in covering the full range of-communica-
tion experiences. Each of these activities should be completed.
Teachers will note, however, that some activities within a
capsule may follow a different order; for example, sometimes
a writing activity precedes a speaking activity, or one unit
may start with a listening activity rather than a reading
experience. Simply follow the suggested'pa tern.

4. Plan for interaction and program growth.

.)

This alternative design seeks to'i-mprove interaction'among
students and teachers. In brief; this is a student-centered,'

qctivity oriented program. Students talk, act, listen, read,
and write as-they engage. in'many -skill.building activities.
Suggested materials should be seen,as a core around which a
teacher can build as the program develops through use. To
aid individW students, alternative materials are often
suggested. This proves program growth and enrichment pos-
sibilities limited only by the teacher's ingenuity,`

y 17
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SPECIFIC ROLE OF THE -TEACHER IN IMPLEMENTING THIS MODEL:

1. Choose a major function suited to your students' needs and ,

your teaching emphasis.

2. Next, within this chosen function, follow'br adapt the suggested

sequence of language acts (reading5Fiting, speaking, and
listening) and audience contexts (self thru mass communication).

3. Provide, as needed, greater background or in-depth knowledge
fir your students to successfully complete each suggested
activity in the guide. /

4. Em hasize the primary.and secondarycompetencies.asindicated
for each learning activity.

5. Continually emphasize within each capsule and activity the

relationship's between function,.audience, and language

processes.

6. ,After-completing a capsule for the chosen function, assess

your Studfnts' krfowledge -of the competencies listed at the

beginnin/ of the unit.

7. After evaluating to your satisfaction the level of student
communication competence demonstrated within the chosen
function, preview the remaining units or capsules to deter-

mine the next appropriate function to be taught. Then,

repeat the above steps 1-5_to guide your instruction..

'o

.
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:DESIGN OF THE CAPSULES

Gfneral Information:

Teachers will, dll.00veMive Introductory Statements regarding the

,27
major functions; These are designed to famillarize potential users with

the basic intent of each function. A Master List of Competencies pro-

vided before each major function shows the thinking or communicative

skills underiirding the lessons:

For each of the five major functions, there are five capsules or

lessons covering the audiences ranging from intrapersonl through mass ,

communiAtion.. One the first page.of each capsule, the grade level,

function, audience, and capsule ttle appear. Eac'h capsule contains the

following major parts which remain the same throughout this guide. These

parts are:

I. Focus of Capsule:

This section summarizes the capsule's main topical .19'r thematic

concern. It has two aims: 1.) to aid teacher integration of the

lessons into a current or future unit and 2.) to suggestw..motivatiopal

approaches for student_ involvement with the theme.'

2. Overview of Activities: .

This part condenses the tyPes'of reading, writing, speaking, and

listeninb activities created for each capsule. Any of these ackivities

may's,tart a capsule,;but teaehers-may adapt the suggested sequenceto

'suit particular classh or unit emphases.

3. Types of Activity:

These headings clearly identify each reading, writing, speaking,

and listening activity.

19
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4.- Primary Competency Developed: , 2

Primary competencies are those,thinking or communicatime skills
4

cr:

drawn from the Master List which precedes each'major function-) Pri-

mary competencies are those selected skills receiving major emphasis

,;-_,,within an activity.

5. Secondary Competency Developdd:
1

From the same Mastest per function, selected skills are given '

a secondary or lesser degree of coverage within a specific activi-ty-

- Some capsules*have no secondary competencies but focus instead only

on primary competencies.

o 6. Learning Objective: c

For each reading, writing, speaking, and listening activity, an

objective ideAttfies what th$:students should be abte to do and

generally whaf.pkiduct or evidence will underscore their achievement

by the end of the activity.

7. Description of Activity:

Sac,

0 ,

Sufficient detaiq are given for each language arts activity to

aid immediate classroom use. For completing the activity, resources

and suggestions are provided with ho restriction on teacher improvisa-.

tion.

8. Class Discussion Probes:

Organized under tag word headings for Primary and Secondary

Competencies, 4sroom questions are designed and seqPenced_pr
,.. ...

etch activity. Teachers may revise or adjust the dislotission probes
,

to suit classroom needs and to decipher student mastery of,;the com-

petencies. New probes danlbe developed too 'since successfpl use of

this alternative des4In suggests an on-going evaluationjof student

2 0
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proficiency in the primary and secondary competencies offered for

each major function. ,

The above discussion of,the major parts along with the appendices
, 1

and indices should aid teacher implementation of this experimental design.

I

F.

O
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT: INFORMING " -.

Writing news stories, explaining a process, giving a demonstration

speech, or engaging in panel.discussion,are'all student activitis focusing

on informing. Other classroom lessons for this function might include

learning research and library'skills, or using narration, descriptibn, and

varied expository patterns like cause-effect relationships and spatial and/

or chronological organization. Giving and gathering inforition appears

therefore in many ways or combinations.

The Master List of Competencies for informing and its lessons group
o

familiar thinking skills easily used in English /communication classes.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT: FEELING

Analyzing literary characters; composing poems, discussing,,attitudes,

role-playing, storytelling, or disagreeing are clear-cut means whereby

teachers involve, students in emotional expression. Dealing with feelings

occurs in studies of language and word usage or with classroom topics-like

denotation/connotation, euphemisms, exclamations, and .the emotional or

empathic power of words in human interaction.

In the Master List of Competencies for this domain and its lessons,

/ ;

students communicate and respond to attitudes, values, or emotions. Students
A

are given rich opportunities to foster skills in conveying the emotive power,

beauty, and delicacy of language.

INTRODUCTORY. STATEMENT: IMAGINING

Creative problem-solving, dramatizing,,fantasizing, storytelling,

speculating, role-playfng are some obvious means tea(herscan use tp

engage students in a host of imaginary worlds. 'Inventing and participating

o
in such worlds Aas one aim - to cultivate student fluency of Words, ideas,

non-verbAl and figurative language. Since Socrates, .this has been aleaCher

goal. ',

2
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In contrast to'informing, the imagining function underscores a.novel

transaction between sender and audience._ More importantly, it is metaphOric

thinking whose intent is divergent, Self- expressive, and often poetic.

This image- making function taps the common student-teacher resources

of literatyre and media, personal imagination and experience. The Master

List of Competencies for imagining and its lessons promote greater verbal

and non-verbal fluency as students use, appreciate, invent, and participate

in many creative forms.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT RITUALIZING
4

"Good morning, class! I am your teacher. Excusb me for being five

minutes late."

"Good morning, teacher! We're 1.ad you-arrived."

"Really., class?' Then, let us begin."

This simple example of ritual begins with its role expectations,

familiar symbols, predictable responses, social amenities, and effective

participation. In fact, ritualiOng is useful because it helps us to pre-,'.

71!,
dict the behavior of others, establish comfortable responses,..and give

order to our lives. The communiative skills akin to ritualizing can

develop most comfortably in English/communication.classes. Whil1e the

amenities which Maintain social relationship's and facilitate "interaction

occur throughout each day, classroom settings can enhance student proficiency

'In this function.
I" 1

Frequently; practice in ritualistic behavior surfaces in lessons on

A

fib interviews, panel procedurediafcrgue, recitation, class participation,

forme.addresses, and structured speech assignments.. Teachers can a;dido

'assist students in confidently recognizing, initiating, and responding

to such socializing acts. In addition, teachers move students to step

A

outside these.. settings, analyze them, and then engage in their require-

"

ments of ritual. This meialtnguistic awareness receives added coverage

(4' 2 3
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in these capsules whose ritualistic competencies enablesfUents to .con-

centrate on using, indeed refining social communicative' skills.

INTRODUCTORY STATVNT:. -CONTROLLING /-

To most teachers, the teem "persuasion" may be more common tian

controlling. Nevertheless, in English/ctmMunication class, students.

read editorials, write argumentative essays, debate issues, and'critique
. 9

advertisements. Also, they examine lines-of reasoqing or propaganda

devices in speeches; and analyze messa" containing ethical, logical, and

pathetic proofs as found in print and non-print sources.

Daily communicative behavior supplies even more 'evidence of controlling.

From parental commands to legal warnings, f written contracts, to

justification of one's personal actions, the stances of controlling are

frequent.

The Master List of Competencies and its lessons for controlling

prompt student facility with audience appeals, special

different prtofs, and finally evaluation of the message.

I

24
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MASTER LIST
'Cis

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLIWCOMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

I.. INFORMATIVE COMPETENCIES

A. Basic Analysis

I. Analyzing the topics*of informative discourse

2. Determining informative purpose (in the right of subject, audience,
and occasion)

3. Distinguishing between relevant and 'irrelevant information

4. Distinguishing between fact-and Inference

Discovering Iryformation

1. Analyzing self es an informs source

2. Securin9 information rrom other's

3. Finding information in printed and audio-visual resources

w

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas it

1'
Recognizing-and using basic structures (introduction, body, and
conclusion; 'beginning, middle, andtend)

'1 '.

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as . initiator and recipient

.31 Recbgnizing.and.utilizing Variable patterns of organization (chrono-

logical, logical: analogical, spa,t]al, rank-order, cause:effect,

etc.) - .

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse

1. , Presenting.am4 following narratives

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions

3. ,Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition

4: Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms'

E. Establishing Closure ("After It's Over") 4

SummarYzing.
A

..,,.

.
9 101e,..

'2. Initiating and responding to questions
*

..

)::---,,, -

N 3. Drawing inferences fromInforma0op ,

.."..s....,..

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of Informative communication
1

k

Underlined words are tag words. , 'Re). 4
0'

% .. 67
.y4)1,1

...

.4
--- .-------77:z

N

V ft 4
:4:

,
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,-- 9th Grade,-,
Infol-ming

lvtitapersonal

I

-is-

1NSIDE,OUT/OUTSIZE IN

Focus of Capsule: '

An important goal of education is to,:,jproVide toolsdfor 'life-long learn-

ing. Student and adults are continually required to gather and process

information 'about themselves and theilworld around them: Thus, a fundamental

le4rnij-Ig tool is knowing how to search for information. The focus of this

capsule_is on the research process.

A sburct of information often overlooked is.personal experience: While

activities in this C8puSle provide studentswith an opportunity to.learn

library research skills, they also allow students to discovel non - traditional

sources of informatjon for self.and for others. Thus, the capsule focuses
, .

',

on the.student as an information gatherer, a Source of information for self,.

,f-}'
and an information source for others: Students discover info:rmation about

,7
1.27v

$themselves - -their hobbies, activities, interests, and special talents. They°/,_

begin to appreciate their value as a source of information'forothers,:the

4 .

importance of knowing oneself, and the value Of other people as a source of

inforMation.

Overview of,Activities:

The activities begin with reading a story(ies) about people With special
A

interests, hobbies, and sAills. The purpose of this'reading is to "help

.students discover how people can, hrough,personal experiences, become valu-
,

able infoemation resources. - .Next, students write a self-report discussing

their own areaof expertise. The speaking and listening activities develop

opportun-0,e5 for studying jibrary skills and thenresearch process. Students

listen to a presentation on library research skills. Then, each student )s

given'auquestion to answer. At a press conference, each student answers
.

this iTi.lesion and responcrs'' to additional questions from other students abdut

' how s/he-found the answer.
26
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READING ACTIVITY: OTHERS AS INFORMATION SOURCE

Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Discovering Information.

2. Securing information from othei-s.

3. Finding infor mation in printed and audio-visual resources.

/
Learning Objective:

After reading fictive and non- ictive iterature, students will be able

to identify and differentiate the various forms" through Which*information
.0t

may be shared with others.

Description Of Activity:

The students will read a poem, Ai-Ctive or non-fictive literatusi acrd /or

view movies, videotapes'and the.like that illustrate how a person's experi-

1

encps, talents, and interests can lead to a personal knowledge base that is

'worth s- haring with' others. These works should illtaraie the variety of

.#
forms including film'apprOrk5loate for sharing information with others,

Possible reading material: *Early Marriage," Babe, Jogi-h7"Tremain,

--14_J.le...4-it, Other Side of the Mountain, "Interview with Gordon Parks," film

about his life as a photographer, diaries, journals, interior monologues..

Class 'Discussion' Probes:

-B-2 Securing Information.` AND 8-3 Finding Informat ion:

.

1. What skills, talents, interests, or hobbies does the writer
have?

2. What is the author'sIattitude toward self?
e .e

4)

claim?

4.

. :

3. What specific details can you find that sUpPOrt
. ,

4. How did the writer discover that's/he had informat4 n or
experiences to share?

4

IN

5. What techniques "did the writer(s use which helped to tell *

the personal messag,2r story?
't., el

6. What form s do you think are more effective in communicating
* .personal experiences-journal,. drams, diary/

7. _Why did the writer choose to share this story? And in this

way? *b

27



or(Prim y.0 etency Developed:

Discovering Information.

1. Analyzing self as an informative source..
Learning Objective:

-20-

WRITING ACTIVITY:- SELF AS INFORMATION SOURCE

Students will write a self report identifying an area of personal exper-

tise'and providing de -tails that explain what s/he knows about this area.

Description of Activity:

Pre-Writing siege:,

a. Complete the above reading activity.

. ,

b. Tell students to individuAgy jot dam their personal list of

fifteen "favorite" activities. After ten minutes, let students

cluster on group these activities. Patterns or trends may emerge.

C. Next, students select two-three items from their lists and create

a lit of notes bricyfly describing "what s/he knows" as a result

of that hobby, activitysor interest. Ihis set of notes should

reflect what the person knows due to experience. More research

would normally be unnecessary to inform others about this topic.

The Writing Assignment:
0

The student will write a self, - report that identifies a special area of

personalexpertise. Instruct the students to use the lis0 ts and information

about serf that has been generated in
,-the.pre-writing activities) to select

one area, and to write a paper that summarizes an area of expertise. In the

report, students should identify the area, what they know about ist, and how

they'gained the information they have about the area. Students ipy use any

format they find helpful. Audience: self: Tell students to write so they

can understand it and so they will be able to use it later.

Evalution:

This paper shourd not be 6-aded in the traditional sense. 7Theleacher

will check to make sure each student has completed the project; however, the

value of the writing experience is in the thought process requiyd about

one's self. The student will find the lists created and the self-report to

28.
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.

be valuable aids for More formal written and speech assignments later in

Ae information unit.

Class Discussion Probes:

Analyzing Self.

1. WhatAalue did this activity have for you? What did you
discover about yourself? Were you surprised?

4

2. What reasons can you give for selecting the topic -you vEpte
about?

3. What was your basic plan of organization?

.4. How did you decide on what supporting details to include?

5. Was your writing on this topic enjoyable'? Effective?

6. How could you use this piper in the future?

1

osi

1

20
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LISTEN ACTIVITY: LISTEN TO LEARN RESEARCH

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Discovering Information.

3. Finding information in printed and audio-visuar,resource-s.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Ara-lysi.

2. Determining informative purpose (in the light of subject,

audience, and occasion).

C. Miin and-Subordinate Ideas.

1. Recognizing and using basic structures (introduCtion, body,

and conclusion; beginning, middle, and end).

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator and recipient.

3:4 Recognizing and utilizing varitkle patterns of'irganization

(chronological, lo , analogrEal, spatial, raN-order,

cause-effect, em.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

3. Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

E. Information Processing Skills.

1. Summarizing.

2. Initiating and responding to questions.

-3. DraWing inferences from information.

Learning Objective,:

r

Ask the librarian to prepare a 20 minyte tack on how to conduct research

in a library Take the students to the library for the presehtation% BefOre'

,
.

the presentation, the teacher will want to discuss note-taking skills ,Ind
._,...-i. ,

effective listening behavior. Students should be told that
.

their purpose

for listening in this situation is to gain information on how to gather in-
41aA

formation. They should be told that they,` will be expected to recall the

information-gathering process'on a test, in discussion, ani with the speaking.

activity. Students'-sho d be ncouraged.to ask clarifying questions if

necessary to ensure correct interpretation of the presentation.

3 0
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C.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary.Competency:

B-3 Finding'Information.

-23-

1. What reference Materials are available in the library?

2. Name three resources which are new to you.

3. Describe the basic research process. What are some basic
steps no matter what the topic?'

Secondary Competencies:'

A-2 Purpose.

4. What was the librarian's purpose in this presentation?

5. How did you discoyer this purrioA? What clues-verbal and
, non-verbal were given?

4
C-1 Basic Structures. AND C-2 Main .Ideas. AND C-3, Patterns.

4

6. What were the presentation's main iqeas?

7. How was the presentation organized? ,Did this organization
help or hinder your listening?

8: What were the sub - points or suboralonate ideas?

D-3 Exposition.
2

9. What was most effective in QielpresentationT Least effective
or least memorable?

E-1 Summarizing. AND E-2 Questions.' AND E-3 Inferences.

10. Summarize in three sentences the highlights of the librarian's
speech2.

--

11.- Were any clarifying questions asked.? Did these help you to
interpret the message?

12. What were your questions which need clarification now? What
new ques4ons do you have about the library?

D. What advice would you give a newcomer to our school on "how
to" use the library? Giv% specific recommendations.

31
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SPEAKING'ACTIVITY: US,E Tifr
6

RESEARCH PROCESS
b

Primary CompetencyDeveloped:

B, Discovering Information.
#

3, Finding information in printed and audio-visual.resources.

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Information Processing Skills.

2. Initiating and responding to questions.

Learning-Objective:

Students will be able to demonstrate the basic skills. of research and

to orally compose questions and well-suppc;rted answers.

Description of Activity:

This activity follows the listening activity.. The teacher prepares,a

list of questions that will require some digging,at the library to find

the answer.' Some sample questions: "What_is a Chinese anchor stone? Who
1 .

is Max Plands? Did Einsteiri-sail? What'is a wuasar? Who cut off his ear

and letters to GatguN-1?" By developing creative questions, the

teacher natura \I ly requires the use of a variety'of reference materials.

Teachers should: a) alert the librarian to .the assignment, b) indicate to
. AK.

students that the librarian is not to find the information, but ma suggest
. .

resources for the students, c) assign a different question to each student,

d) set a deadline, and e) after answering their questions', students should

3

prepare for, a press conference,

Each student will be the focus ofthe press conference for. 3-5minutes.

Questions from the group should not only get the student to answer her/his

questions, but should also require the student to explain how s/he found

.

tfle answer. The teacher will want to coach students on how to prepare

probing questions and how to answer thpmcleanlyand succirictTy.c.

t
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Class Discussion Probes:

'Primary Competency:

B-3 Finding Information.
.

a

1. What reference materials were used Most often?. (Chalkboard
tallies.)

2. Based on this experience, can -We develop some guidelines to
aid the class in future research pIojects?

3. What processes seemed most popular? least popular? most
effective? least effective? '

4., What research processes worked best for you? most effective?
least effective?

Were you-satisfied with ,research process andsiills?'
How could youlchange or d lop it?

444
Secondary Competency:

E-2 Questions.

6. Whay types of questions seemed clearer? more effective? more
probing? Why?

7. in the press conference, whatjelivery techniques were used
by interviewee in most effectively-responding to questions?

8. If you were to be interviewed agrif, what would you do
differently?

'9. What advice would you'give someone prep ring for a press.
conference?

10. Summarizewhat you learned about questions?

-how to ask them
-how to answer them

2

33
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9th .Grade

Informing

Dyadic.

Focus of Capsule:
A

In the study of dyadic communication, two concepts are very important, -

self- disclosure and "person perception." These concepts involve giving and

receiving information about self.and significant others. The focus of this

capsule will be on giving information about self to others and receiving-and

processing information about others into character imOressions.

-26-

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

Overview of Activities:
a

This capsule is concerned with characterization of self and others in the

real world and the world of literature. The students will begin with the

speaking, listening and writing activities and then -move into discussing

characterization in literature. The discussions of 'self-disclosure and person

perceptibn will naturally lead into a discpssion bf,devicesauthors use to

al/low readers to "perceive" a- -character in literAture. Thus, the capsul

begins with self-disclosure, stereotyping, and interviewing exercises that

are designed to lead students through an analysis of person perception and

hmpression formation. Then each student will write A'briefdescription of

his/her partner which will be typed and Placed on the classroom bulletin

board. The whole class activity will attempt to match the description with

names of students. When the discussion of )person perception is completed,

4/efudents will move on to a discussion of how characterization techniques in

short' stoF-ies are used to help the reade "know" the charaCter just as one '

can get to know a classmate. Students wi i read short stories or short bio-

graphies and discuss the techniques used an "real life" parallels. Finally,

the teacher may ask students to write an essay that summarizes the specific

detailsused by an author in a short story to develop a character,ization of 0

"person in-the short story."

34
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: SELF:-DISCLOSURE

Primary Competencies'Developed:

A. Basic Analysis..

3. Distinguishing between relevant and 'irrelevant information.

B. Discovering Information.

1. Analyzing self as an informatiVe source.

2. Securing information from Others.
`

Learning Objective:

`The student will be able to state.the difference between fact and inference

or perceptioA.

Description of Activity:

The' teacher will say, "You have been making somede51A4ons about me from

the minute you saw me. Now I'm going to give you a chance to 'reality test'

your impressions 'to see if you pre right. Take out a slip of paper and write

you answer to the-following questions."

How old do you think I am?

What kind of music do I like?

Do I have brothers and sisters? How many?

What do I do on weekends?
How long have I been married?
Do you have other impressions of me?

The teacher should collect the answers, read them out loud, and then respond

to the questions by giving information to help students detdrmine the accuracy

of their answers. The teache? may decide n'Ot to answer a question by indicating

that s(he) feels uncomfortable sharing that information. Thq teacher should

then leed.a discussion about how his/her disclosure will alter impressions

held by the class. .

The class should, rbrainstorm a list of things they use a-P basis
.041.

for drawing conclusions id6Ut people, for example - height, age, weight,

numben of brottkers and sisters, address, year In school, hobbies, vacations

taken, boyfriend/gir'lfriend, religious affiliation, political affiliation,

clubs, etc. The list should include as many topic areas as possible that
Va
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provide information about people. (The teacher may need.to review the rules

of brainstorming before the class begins.) After the list is created, hand

out a simplified'self-disclosure chart. Review_the_Johari Window idea that
p

there are.things that are known to others and some that are hiddeh 1 those

things yOU choose to share and those you will not share,. The ha7dout should

have columns.

Public Public/Private
{

Private

Public - things people know about you
Public/Private - things you would tell others if they asked.

Private - things would only tell very few people or perhaps no one.

Ask each student to place each topic on the list into a column, then have

the class share reactions. Make a composite listing and note those topics that

consistently are in one column and those that change.

Glass Discussion Probes:

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

1. What criteria did. you use to categorize the topics for yourself?

Are there sim,ilarities/differences between students?

B-1 Analyzing Self.
:

2. What implications does the existence of the hidden/self area

of the Johari Window-have for /ou?

B-2 Securin9 Infocmation. )
,

. ,

t3

- 3. What do you'd° tO "reality test" your perceptions of others?

4. What implications does such a list have for the development of

questions .for an interview? Are there questions that are

irrelevant or unnecessary?^ Inappropriate? What criteria

would yoL use to determine the appropriateness and relevance
of a question as a tool for gathering information about an-
other person in-an interview? .k

p

.6e#
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: ONE-ON-ONE: INTERVIEWING

Primary Comp ncies Developed:

A. Ba Analysis.

3. D..istinguishing between relevant and irrelevaht,information.

B. Discovei-ing Information.
a.

2. Securing information from others:

Learnin_g-Objective:

The student will ask appropriate questions, of his /her partner to gain

information fOr use in p personal description, taking notes and asking_clarifying

questions where needed.

'Description of Activity:

The students are in pairs (see writing activity 1). Each student will

prepare interview questions tipr his/her partner that are approppiate for the

purpose of writing a description Of the partner. Each student wilL'interview

his/her partner and be interviewed. A student may choose not to answer any

question. Note to teacher: jou will want to review appropriate interviewer

and interviewee behavior before you begin this phase of the capsule.

Class Discussion Probes:

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

. 1. Now did you decide what was important in selecting questions to
ask?

2. Were clarifying qUestions used?...What kinds?.

B-2 Securing Information.

3. Are you satisfied with the amount of information you have gathered
.about your partner?

4. Were there distractions that-16de listening difficult? What did

you do to overcome these?
4"

5. Were there any questions that your partner refused to answer?

What does this mean?

6. Now was workiAg one-on-one, in a 'dyad, different than working
in a larger group?

37
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WRITING ACTIVITY: CHARACTER SKETCHES

Primary Competencies Developed:

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas.

tr

1. Recognizing and using basic structures (intr uction, body, and

conclusion; begiying, middle, and end).

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.
'46-)

. 2. Presentihg and interpreting descriptions.

Learning Objective:

1. The student will write an *objective report 6(Cfellow classmate

using vivid descriptions, language appropriate to a general audience,
and avoiding,stereotypic or evaluative remarks.

..
Description of.Activity:,

I
Each stu ent.!All write a one page non-evaluative, description of his/

her inter few partner from the notes taken. The essay should include a vivid

description of the classmate and numerous specific,letails about, the classmate,.

Ttie paper shOld avoid stereotyping, inferences, and evaluative remarks about

,z-
7' the student's personality.

When the paper is completed, it should be given to the partner to read

over, checking for clarity, accuracy, spelling, and punctuation errors.% The

paper should then be typed and two copies submitted to the teacher. On one

copy, black out all reference to student names both in the body of the paper

and otui the title page. On a second copy include interviewer's name at tap

of paper.

The nameless copies will be put on the bulletin board. The next day, as

a whole class activity, the students Will'match student name tags with the

descriptions. If individual pictures of each student can be obtained they
110

should accompany the name tag and paper. A "Who.'s Who" bulletin board is the

result! Or the teacher may choose to read the descriptions andask students

to tell who the person is.
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Class DiscussLon Pr bes:.

D-2

Basic Stru tures.

1. Did th= sketches have introductions?

2. Which onclug-ions stood out as memorable and interesting?

Why?

Descriptions.

3. Was it difficult to write a totally objective, factual de?crip-

tion? Why?

574. Did you have difficulty matching some of the names- nd descrip-
,tions? Why? Why not?

5. Whenyou read the description written about you,
feel?"

6. Which descriptions-were most effe_ai-v-e7 Why?

4
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READING ACTIVITY: COLORFUL CHARACTERS

. - -,,

Primary Competencies Developed:

D. The Forms of Infor, rmative Discour;d.
.-

6

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions: -

J..,

E. Information Processing Skill's.

3. Drawing,inferencea from information.

Learning Objective:

The student will differentiate and summarize thy' major literary techniques,

used in. portraying characters,
'd

Descrl,ption_ of Activity:

All of the _previous activities and classroom discussions :;will have

1.
_ r

fcused-the i.tudent's attention on person perception - how we make inferences

about the personality and character of other people. This 11 naturally lead-
.

int discussion at how authors must use description, diaiogue, and actions

to develop character-s in literature. Thus, following an introductory dis-
.

cussi\on of techniques of *characterization, the students will read short,shories
)

and character sketches:

. .

Possible Materials: "Secret Li,fe-of. Walter Mrtty," other short stories.,

Re'ae s- Di est: "My Most Unforgetabe Character."

Class Discussion Pxabes:

E -2 Descriptions.

1. What techniques did authors use to develop charactersr

ilk 2. What specific factsabout the main character(s) were%gkven?
(find several)

3. What details about the character were particularly memorable?
Colorful? Find examples.

i

E-3 Inferences.

4. What inferences did you make f.,rom the author's descriptions?

5. What parallels can you find between the type of information used
to establish character in this story and the type of information
used to gain impressions of others in the real Wtrld?

j
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-

. Post-Discussion Writing Activity Suggested:-

Hve each student se- lect dnetcharacter from the readings. The student

.

will write.a summary of that character's personglity and provide a list of

the details found in the story' s details upon whiCh-the ptrsonal impression

summary was ,based. The' paper should be handed in and graded. The teacher may-

404 ' . ,

alto require student s to read these re0 rts aloud to the cles's fn order that

the class can discuss them.

it
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0 -9th Grade
Informing

Small Group

Focus .of Capsule:

-34-

/--.
SIMON SAYS

People of.all ages give and follow4 instructions daily. We read and listen

to. directions to repair the sink, lake a test, start a car, or put a bicycle

together. (Failure to'successfully- follow directions can be a function of the

clai-4y of the written or oral instruction's or tht ability tp comprehend and

respond appropriately .to instructions. Moreover, we are continuously involved

in small roup situations requiring leadIrship andgroup participation skills.

The-focus of this capsule is'on developing direction-giving and following skills

in small gro

instructions,

ations. Xs-students work in small groups on oral and written

will learn about the advantages and disadvantages ofoiral

and written instructions as well as how t6 give and receive information ,in a
J- q, 4,

group gitiJation.(---

Overview of Activities:

The activities begin with reading and following instructions in small. groups.

Then students are'asked to rewrite a problematic set of directions so another

group,of students can more easily follow them. Then each group will prepare

and present instructions for a treasure hunt and listen and follow another group's

instructions for a treasure hunt.

0
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READING ACTIOTY:- FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.

(t Secondary.CompetenciesDive4ped:

C. Main and'Subordinate

0i

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization (chrono-
logical, logical, analogical, spatial, rank-order, cause-effect, etc.).

E. Information Processing Skills..

,3. Drawing inferences from .information.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of informative communication.

Learning Objective:

GiVeh sets of written instructions, students, working in small groups,

will follow the instructions and create a finished product.

Description of Activity:

Collect a variety of sets of instructions; for example: instructions for

putting a bike or toy together, changing a phonograph needle, making brownies,

making a dress, putting peanut butter on apiece of bread, etc. Divide the

students into groups and have each group read and follow several types of

directions. They will need the appropriate materials for fo'llowing the

directions. Have them begin with simple things and then progress to more

technical and difficult sets of directions. The students :should feign com-
0

plete ignorance as they read and try to follow the directions. Make sure-"the

students understand that this is a group project and that everyone in the

group should have input into creating the final productit_

441%

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-2 Descriptions.

. 1. What difficulties did you encounter reading and following the

instructions? Vocabulary? Abbreviations? %Sequence? Assump-

tions and unspecific directions?
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Secondary Competencies:,

O

C-3 Patterns.

2. Of the several types of directions you tried,td foflow, what
formlicwas most useful for you?

E-3 Inferences%

3. When did yOu Re d to infer what to do because of unclear instruc-

tions? Were any of your inferences wrong?

E-4 Evaluating. .

4. As a reader and interpreter, how could you Wye iproved your
performance as a direction follower? What factors in this
communication situation do you have control of? Which factors
are out of your control and thus a function' of how the instruc-

tions were written? t

5. How do written instructions differ from vrbal instructions?
What does this mean for the preparation df inst uctionSI What

elements of written communication ate'ifliborta as .one prepares

written i nstruct ions? Why?

a

to
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' WRITING ACTIVITY: TRY AGAIN

Primary Competency Developed:
1

D. The Forms of.Informative Discourse.

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.

6

Secondary Competencies Developed:,

A. Basic Analysis.

2. Determining informative purpose (in the light of subject,
audience; and occasion).

3. Distihguishing between relevant and irrelevant information.

4. .Distinguishing between fact and inference.
.

C. Main and Subdrdinate Ideas.

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization
(chronological,,logical, analogical, spatial, rank-order,
cause- effect, etc.).

E. Information Processing-Skills.

4: Evaluating the effectiveness of "informati e.communica ion.

Learning Objective:

Given a set of written instructions, the students, working in small

groups, will revise and rewrite the instructions to enhance clarity and

accuracy.

. DescriptrorI of Activiv: .

)

Have each- group select one set of instructions that was particularly-
(

problematic for them and. rewrite the instructions so that an uninformed per-

son could follow them. The rewrites should be graded for Clarity, accuracy,

and appropriate format. Give the rewritten instructions toNanother groUp to

discuss aid evaluate. :.

Class Discussion Probes:

Secondary Competencies:

A-2 Purpose. .

1. What is the purpose of this set of instructions?

.45
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A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

2. ,What irrelevant, informatioR did you cut out of the directions?

3. What relevant,informatioh was omitted from the 'original instruc-

tions?

A-4 Fact and Inference.

4. What inferences..did you have to make when first reading th

irfstructionsk What facts did you add to reduce the need for

guessing?

.C-3 Patterns.

5. How:ii\ci you change the structure of the direcpoms? Why?

E-4 Evaluation.

6. Did the rewrite solve the problems you had with the original

set of instructions?

Primary Competency:

D-2 Descriptions.

7. What, words and pictures were used to clarify the directions?

8. How would you chanle the directions for n oral situation?

Audience Context:

9. How did,group interaction hel5'you in .this project?

10. What ,eroblems did yoU'encounter in completing the task that

was a function of the group process?

11. Explain how your group worked what decisions were made, who

did specific tasks; why?
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: LET'S GO ON A TREASURE HUNT

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.
a

2. Determining informative pqrpose (in the light of subject,
audience, and occasion).

3. Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information.

4. Distinguishing between fact and inference.

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas.

.lk Recognizing and using basic structures (introduction, body,
and conclusion; beginning, middle, and end).

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization
(chronological, logical, analogical, spatial, rank-order,
cause-effect, etc.).

Learning Objective:

9

The students, working in small. groups, will pdan'and present to'another

group, a set of oral 'instructions on how to find a treasure.

Description of 'Activity:

Divide the class into groups of 3-4 students. Have each group prepare

and present orally a set of instructions to one other roup on how to find

a treasure hidden in the school, on school grounds, or within the community.

Students should be redinded that the listeners will not be able to take notes.

Group success will depend on whether the listening,group can find the treasure.

Class Discussion Probes:

PrimWry'Competency:

D-2- Descriptions.

1. What delivery styles were most effective? Why?

2. What elements of the message were most important to the success
of the treasure hunt?
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3. What problems with interpretation did you encounter? Why?

_Secondary Competencies:

A-2 Purpose.

4. What is the purpose of speaking and listening for this situation?

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

5. How were relevant and irrelevant items determined by the

speakers and listeners'?

A-4 Fact and Inference,

6. 'What important facts were omitted? Why? What inferences did

you have to make as you prepared the ins,truCtionsi

7. Now did the background and expectations of the audience affect

the development of your directions?

C-1 Basic Structures. And C-3 Patterns.

.

structures and organizational patterns are necessary to

'--" deal with the oral nature of the message and the fact that

listeners can't take notes?

9. Howidid the structure affect.the-ability,to remember and follow

the instructions?

NIL
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LET'S GO ON A TREASURE HUNT
6

Primary Competency Developed:

D! The Forms of Informative Discourse.

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.
411.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A7 Basic Analysis.

2. Determining informative purpose -(.in the light of subject,

` audience, and occasion).

-

3. Distinguishing betWeen relevant and irreevant information.

A. Distinguishing between fact and inference.

C. Main and Subbrdinate Ideas.

1. Recognizing and Using basic structures (intention, body, and
concjusion; beginning, middle, and end).

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization
(chronological, logical, analogical, spatial, rank-order,
cause-effect, etc.).'

i/

E. Information ProcessinO, kills.

1. Summarizing.

*

2. Initiating and responding to questions.

Drawing inferences from information.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of informative communication.
.

Lea Ob'ective:

ln small groups, students will listen to and follow 'oral instruct -tons in

order fo find a treasure:

Description of Activity: )

Set up groups. Each group will listen to and follow the instructions of

another group tp find their treasure. One-half of the-groups w411 be allowed

to ask questions; one-half of the groups will not ask questions. No notes can.

be taken. Group success will depend on whethkr the group finds its treasure.
/

L



Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-2 Descriptions.
.

41.
A

1. What delivery styles were most effective? Why?

2. What elements of the message were most im4rtant to the success

of the treasure hunt?

3. What problems with-interpretation did you endounter? Why?

4

Secondary Competencies

A-2 Purpose.

4. What is the purpose of speaking and listening for this situation?

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant. 1

5. How were relevant and irrelevant items determined by the
speakers and listvers? 4

A-4 Fact and Inference.

6. What important facts were omitted/ Why? What inferences did

you have to make as you prepared the instructions?

U

7. How did t1he background and expectations of the audienCe affect

the develoOnent of yoAr directions?

C-1 Basic Structures. And C-3 Patterns.

8. What structures andkorganizational patterns are necessary to
deal with the oral nature of the message and the fact that

listeners can't take notes?

9. How-did the structure affeNthe ability to remember and follow

the instructions?

..
E-1 SuMmarizing.-N,

r

10. Were you able to summarize-the instructions? Why or why not?

E-2 Questions.

It. What questions were rhost fruitful? Why? I

Was ability to question a positive influenCe onyour ability to'

follow the instructions? Why or Why not?

E-3 Inferences.

A

13. What inferences did you draw as you listened? Were trey correct?

50 OM.
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E-4 Evaluating.

14. How effective were
group in following

Audience Context:

15. How did the group
did it hinder the

16. How did the group
by whom?

4

-437

the instructions? How effective was your

the instructions?

process help with the treasure hunt? How

hunt? it

structure itself? What/roles were played

51
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9th Grade
Informing
public

FocutOfCapsule:

-44-:

LET IT L HANG OUT

O
Thi capsule Cuilds upon the themes developed in the self and dyadic

capsules seeking information about other people and providing information

about ourselves and our interests for others.

,Overview of Activities:

The activities begin with reading a biography or autobiography,. Then

students will select a person to research and to write a brief biographical

sketch about. Students will also write an autobiography. Students will

prepare a 3-5 minute informative or demonstration speech on a hobby or per-

sonal area of interest. The listening activity involves discussing of

listening problems after participation in a "rumor game."

i
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READING ACTIVITY: 'PRESENTING REAL LIFE1

Primary:Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.
-;

ef
2.. Determining infdrmative purpose (in the light of subject,

audience, and occasion).

3. Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information.

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas.

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization
,(chronological,.logical, analogical,spatial, rank-order,
cause-effect, etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Information Processing

1. Summarizing.

3. Drawing inferences from information.

4. Evaluating the, effectiveness of informative communication.

Learning Objective:

The student will recognize the main idea, details in descript4ons,and

facts about a person from an autobiography or biography.

Description of Activity:

Students will read a biography or autobiography. The teacher will -want

to select one that will be of interest to the dabs. Possible selections:

The Miracle Worker, Gibson, The Sir-U.11 Storm, Marion Brown, Ruth Crane, Death

Be Not Proud, John Gunther, Houdilni Master of Escape, Lace Kendall, Thd

Lincoln Grown Up, Carl Sandburg, Go UFor Glory, Bill Russell, Brian's Song,

Gale Sayers, The Legend of Bruce Lee, Alex Benn Blach, Eric, Doris Lund

40

Lippincott,if You Could-See What I Hear, Tom Sullivan, Harper-Row 1975: The Lady

is a Jock, Lynn Haney, Dodd 1973.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-2 Purpose.

T. What is the author's purpose in Ling this account? Was the
author successful in meeting this purpose?
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4

2. Why are, biographies or autobi graphies Written?

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

3. In writing a biography, there,is a lifetime of the individual's

experiences to tell-. What selection criteria do you think were

used to determine which experiences were included?

C-3 Patterns.

4. How did the author decide what order to put the events in?

5. How or why did the author judge certain events to be important

in the character's development?

Secondary Competency:

E-1 Summarizing.

6. Summarize facts you learned about this person's life.

E=3. rnferences.'

7. Briefly characterize the main figure of the story. What spbcific

details and descriptions in the book led you to your conclusions

about this person?

How much. information about this person's life was/is common

knowledge to the-general public (who had/have not read this,

book)?

I's /was the person's life different because of being so known

to the public?

E-4 Evaluating.

WV,

.10. A year from now, what will you remember about this book and

this person's life? Why?

ANW
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INc.v.ACT1VJTY,:` PIECES OF AL1FE

Primary Competen__ikGe10 Rrik

B. Wacler tm'Infoati.on.

1. Analyzing self as an informative source.

3. Finding jnformatiok in printed and audio-visual resources.

A. Basic AnalysPs.
4

.

3. Distinguishing between,releyant and irrelevant infor ation.

C. Main and-Subordindte Ideas.

1., Recognizing
and coriclusionr ginnin9, middle,. and end).

structures Ontroduction,

Secondary Competency Develwd:

D. The Forms of- Informative Discourse.

1. Presentinioand:following narratives.. .

,

2. Pre.senting and interpreting descriptions. )L
--

Losani4 Objective:

ef

,
_/-

d
The studentAill write an informative, biographical sketch after re-

.. _...-
.

searching the life of .'famous person. He/she will then write a personal-4P.

7

Pi.

autobiography.

. Description of Activity:-

Draw up a list of names of famous people L men and women froM all walks

416 of life. Each-student wilj, select a name from the list and research thatiper-

i. Students t;iillthen write a 'brie bio,fraphical'Sketch if:,that person

441P

that summarizes and-iynthTsTzes-4nformat found in research. The audience

for the paper will be classmates.
*
When e sketches are completed, have the

students read their sketches to the class. When the papers are turned in,

students NO al)o hand in elist of references available in the library :about

,the parson. 6

-
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Class Discussj5n Probes:
1

kimary Competencies:

./7
The activity continues with students creating theirauflobiographiev:

0
A -48- 4

B-3 Finding Information. ti

a

1. Where did you look for information, first ?'"

2. What types of sources were available?

AA-3 Relpvant and Irrelevant.

3 What selection.crite'ria did you use in determining.what to
include in this sketch?

40 ,

4. On what did-you base your generalizations about the,yharacte'r
of this person'?

r

4

Class Discussion Probes: Pre- writi7ig Discussion .,

)

1. What experiences have had that have, made an impactpn who

you are now?

---711\, 7"..... d

2. Who were the significant "others" of your life., What was their

impact? g, .

4

3. Can you remember a most ortant petison" or "event" in your

life?.

4/ Where have you lived? What impact has thii had on y r Wei-
) tis

sutir.
5. Agt.nave you learned?

,:
1 s .

6. Where doyou want to go with your life? Can you remember why

you have this attitude?

7. Wh 'some'of' your beliefs and Values? How did they develop?

,-
8. Develop a chrOnoloii of events in your, life.

The students will write a,3 -5 paragraph autobiography. The intended

audiende is the class. You could do many things with the autobiographies.

You could select one per week and highlight that person on a special bulletin
i.,- 4

t .

board. Put the autobiography reports written in dyadic capsule, pictures,

examples of hobbies, etc. on theboardaltthuS "feature" a student eaarr-

2(eek or two. Or you could publish a booklet of the autographer.
.

401
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Class Discussion Probes;

Wthary Competencies:
.

B-1 Analyzing Self.

1. What information did you newly discover about xoUrself in
writing the autobiography?

2. Do.you feel any differently about your life now?

3. How does your autobiography and its facts differ from the report
you prepared earlier during the dyadic capsule? How arekthetwo
papers similar?

4.- What was the most difficult part of this assignment? Why?,

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

5. What criteria did you use to determine what to include/exclude
from the autobiography?

CLI Basic Structures.

6. What main idea did you try to express?

7. What organizational pattern did you use for the paper? Why?

Secondar'y Competency:

D-1 Narratives.

8. How was the narrative "voice" you used in this autobiography
different than that used4in the sketch of the famous person?

D-2 Descriptions.

9. What was awkward about describing yourself?

57
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: THIS I KNOW...

t, t
Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Discovering Information.

_1. Analyzing self as an informative source.

C. Main and Subarlinate Ideas.

\

1. Recognizing and-using ,Pdsic structures (introduction, body,
and conclusion; beginKing, middle, and end).

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organiz6tion
(chronological, logical, analogical, spatial, rank-order,

cause-effect, etc.).,

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

1. Presenting and following narratives/

Secondary Competency Developed:

a%
E. Information Processing Skills.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of informative communication.

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to organize and present a demonstration speech.

Description of Activity:

_Students will' prepare and present a 3-5 minute informative or demonstra-

tion speech on a topic they have personl-experience with. Students should

use ,the -self,report data developed in the "self" capsule for this speech.,

The speech should require little.or no research. .Students should be required

to present the speech extempbraneously, from a short outline. Provide a

question-answer period to allow listeners to clarify ? nformation or ask for

additional information:

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

B-1 Analyzing Self.

1. Why/how did you select this subject to present?

2. Why is it of special interest to,you?

58
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Basic Structures. AND C-3 Patterns.

3. How did the speker ge your attention?

4. Were any sect,ions

Misleading?

of the body of the speech unnecessary?

5. What form of organization was used?

D-1 Narratives.

16. Quickly summarize if a listener cannot do this, why? Is this

a..listening problem? Delivery problem? Organization problem?

Cohtent problem?

Secondary Competency:
.

'w
E-4 Evaluating.

r

4

7. Ilas-the delivery techniqueffective? HoWt"" What .did you

learn from the speech?

0
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: RUMORS CHANG INFORMATION

Primary Competency Developed:

E. Information,Processlig Skills. ,/

4.. Evaluating-the effectivenAs of informative communication.
T

Learning Objective:"

The student will be able to identry problems inhibiting communication

on the part of a speaker or listener.

k Description of Activity!

Set up the "Rumor Clinic".experience.

Send five students from the room. Call one in at a rime. Tell the first1:

student a story or incident. The first studebt should repeat the information

as accurately and completely as possible to the second person who enters.

The same process continues until the last-student tells the story to the class.

Various students can be assigned,to each storyteller to note the bits of infor-

nation each adds to or omits from the story.

Class Discutsion Probes:

E-4 Evaluating.

1. What happe9ed? Why?

4

2. Who omittedWhat items?

3. Why were changes made in the story?

4. As a listener or storyteller, were you distracted by anything?

What? What could you do to overcome this?

5. What are the implications in terms of listening?

GO
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9th Grade
Informing

Mass Communication

-53-

GUIDE TO THE SCHOOL

Focus of Capsule:

The focus of this capsule is on the production of a guide to the school

in the form of a videotape or radio production; the intended audience is new

or incoming students. Through the process of producing the guide, students

will gather information, organize, write, evaluate, and edit a cohesive,

infoi-mative message.

Overview of Activities: .000i

,,,.p1Students will first prepare and participate in interviews to gather in-

foi-mation -for a guide to'the school. 'PTheziri students -will read a variety of

media scripts and storyboards to gain an understanding of how they should be

written. Following the reMing activity, the students will write their script

and then produce it. Sigce the program will actually be used to orient new

students td the school, emphasis in the final activity is placed on critical

evaluation oaf -the program by students and preparation of a slick final product.

6 I



LISTENING ACTIVITY: CONDUCTING,AN INTERVIEW

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Analyzing the topics of informative discourse.

4L. Determining informative purpose (in the light of subject,

audience, and occasion).

3. Distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information.

B. 9iscovering Information.

2. Securing information from others.

E. Information Processing Skills.

1. Summarizing..,

2. Initiating and responding to questions.

3. Drawing inferences from information.

Learning Objective:

Working in groups,.students will gather information through the interview

process that will be used in the guide to the scholi.

Description of Activity:

This interviewing activity is part of the total process of producing a

guide to the school for new students.

Pre-interview stage:

a. Determinine the informative intent of the guide to, the school.

Indentify specific topics to be included in'the guide:

c. Identify interview sources for the information.

d. Discuss sample interviews and how to conduct interviews.

The Interview Assignment:

Set up groups of 2-3 students. Each group will be responsible for gather-
.

ing information on a'specific topic by interviewing one or more persons in the

school. Before the formal interviews are conducted, the group will carefully

62
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prepare the interview questions. 'Have each group role-play the interview

before it takes place. Another group should listen to the mock interview 4

and help to evaluate the quality of the questions ask'd, the listening

behavior of the interviewers, and the quality of the clarifying and probing /

r-...zeitions. When preparations are complete, the formal interviews will take.

a

place.

Class Discussion Probes:

A-1 Topics. A-2 Purpose. AND A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.

I. What is the specific purpose of th &guide to the school?

2. Who is'the intended audience?

3. Given the purpose and the audience, what specific topics
should be includedin the guide? For example, what does an
incoming student need to know about the building? What does

he/she need to know about courses? What does he/she need to

know about the administration, the counselors, the instructors,
and school activ-ities?

B-2 Securing Information.

4. What ared4the best sources of information for these topics?

5. What interviews should be set up?

/'

6. What types of questions are appropriate f4 an informative
.interview? How are interviews conducted ?'What behaviors are

appropriate for the interviewer and interviewee?

7. What kinds of non-verbal expressions are important to an

interviewer?

8. What kindS of non-verbal expressions must an interviewer be
aware of in the person being interviewed?

9. What difficulties did you encounter while trying to take notesc
on the answers your subjAct gave?

101. Can you develop a system of abbreviations which will help you

take notes?

E-1 Summarizing. E-2 Questions. AND T.:.3 Inferences.

11. When will summarizing skills be important in the interview?

Why? How should they be used?

63,
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12. During the interviews, how, effective wsre the listening

behaviors of the participants? What distractions did you

have to overcome as a listener? .

13. Were clarifying questions used effectively ? cWhenr"
, .N.

14. What probing 4stions ere used? Now could they'be imporoved?

Were the responses to t the questions clear and.to the point?
- .

15. Was the information you received from the interview complete?
What inferences did you drtw about the subject duringothe

interview?

ye.

I
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READING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S UP DOC?

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Ihformati.Ve Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.

Learning-Objective:

Afters reading film; radio and/or TV scripts, and storyboards, students

will be able to identify the major components of a media script and/or

storyboards.

Description of Activity:
4

Collect a variety of film, radio and TV scripts and storyboards Have

each student read at least different types of media scripts/storyboards.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-4 Mediated and Special Forms.

I How is a media script structured? What non-dialogue information

is included? Why?'

2. What kinds of instructions are necessary on 'storyboard?

What does a writer of a storyboard have to envision before
begiAeing to write?

4. How do instructions on a storyboard or script differ from those

we have read previously?

5. What assumptions do storyboard writers make about their readers?

6. How will you heed to adapt to the technical ignorance of your
group as you prepare your,script and storyboard?

6 5-
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WRITING ACTIVITY: PREPARING THE SCRIPT

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Distinguishing'between relevant and irrelevant information.

A. Distinguishing between fact and ,inference.

C. Main. and Subordinate Ideas.

1. _Recoghiztng and using basic structures (introduction, body, and
conclusion; beginning, middle, and end). -

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator and recipi

3. Recognizing and utilizing variable patterns of organization
(chronological, logical, analogical, spatial; rank-order,
cause:effect, etc.).

D. The Forms Of InfOrmative Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.

Learning Objective:
4

Working-in groups, the students will write a clear, well-organized script

or storyboard that is appropriate for the genre they have selected for the

guide to, the school.

Description of Activity:
A

Set up writing committees that will collate, organize and present the in:

formation gathered from the interviews. The information should be written

with the medium throusb_hich it is to be presented in mind (i.e., if video-

tape, is to be used, there should be storyboard preparXion for camera instruc-

tions; if radio is the medium, then the final scripts. should be typed in

capital letters for easy reading in front of a microphone). Rough drafts

-r
should-be approve.d,by the group, and then final drafts, should be prepared.

These final drafts should be proofread and treated like any material to be

published. An editor -in -chief for the activity might also be selected. This

student's duty will be to correlate all the interviews, arrange them in a

meaningful fashion, and approve the final interview products. This same

function can be accomplished by the class as a whole.

66
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Class Discussion Probes!

A-3 Relevant and Irrelevant:

1. How do you decide what to include in the program?

A-4 Fact and Inference.

4
'2. What Information are you including that is based on inference

rather than fact?' What problems could this cause?

C-1 Basic Structures.
.1

r

3. How will the Rrogram be'introduced and concluded? What should

. the introduction and conclusion do?
a

4. Where does the introduction end and the body of the program
begin? Are a transit -ions' between major-parts.of the script/

storyboard andled smoothly?

C-2 Main Ideas.

5. -Whet major ideas will be the focus of the presentation? What
supporting detaift will be used to explain and/or clarify the
main ideas? . 0/0

C-3 Patterns.

6. What is the most effective form of organization for the main
ideas? Why?

./
D-4 Me fated and Special Forms.

7. How do you put across in writing the enthusiasm or determinatio9
or involvement that the person interviewed fel; about his/her
job?

8. How do you correctly punctuate for emphasis so that a piece of
written prose will become an effective piece of spoken prose?

9, What special media-effects will _be used? How should this be
\included in the script? -

10. Wer .special requirem s of the script or storyboard met?

Ca the guide be properly roduced with.this script?

11. What type oft program format ill be followed? News broadcast?

Situatiorr yomedy? Documentar APhy?
.

a
4
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: ON WITH THE SHOW

Pri'mary Competencies Developed:

D. The.Forms of Infor=mative Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms:

E. Information'Processing Skills.
P

4. Evaluating the effectiveness Of informative communication.

Learning Objective:
mat -,

Students will use a scrLpt or storyboard to produce a well-organized,

clear, concise radio or TV guide to the school for new or incoming studeny.

Description of Activity:

Set up production committees. Help the'students to organize job descrip-

tions and wor- k assignments. A production supervisor and editing committee

should also bd selected. The final Product will be a radio or TV program

that introduces new students to the school. When a preliminary guide is

completed, the 'class will view Or listen to the program. Since the program

will actually. be used, students should be very critical in evaluatingthe

program. Suggestions for changes and final editing should .be thoroughly

discussed. A screening of the final product for administrators and faculty

members should also be arranged.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-4 Mediated and Special Foims.

1. What production equipment will be required?

2. How will special effects be done?

4.-

f

3. Who Will play "on camera" or "on mike" role's? How will they

be selected? What criteria should be used to make the choices?

E-4 Evajuaeing.

4. Does the program fulfill its purpose? Willext year's fresh

e men find it useful? Why or why not?

5. Is the program well-Or-janized? Are main ideas and supporting

details clearly identified?..

1
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6.. Are any important items missing?

O

Do the lierformrs enunciate clearly? Are tHeir actions and
speech natural?' Do they look et the camera?

t

Are there any sound or camera problems?

9. "ghat types of camera woik be More effectiye?
% .

10.:,/4. transitions smooth? Is_the program unified ?:

11. Are special effects effective?

'e
12. Are-you proud of the program? How do you the adminis-

tration and faculty will react? 40,11 it,app to students?

o

4

O

.1

. ,

I
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MASTER LIST

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH /COMtIUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

1)

II. AFFECTIVE COMPETENCIES - EXPRESSING AND EMPATHIZING WITH FEELINGS
4

A.' Analysis of Self and Others

1. Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes and yalues

2. Determining the communic'ator's '(self or others) emotional state

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings are Expressed

1. Inviting and recognizing the APression feelin .

go/-\

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings

3. Recognizing or exercising control when expressing feelings
1

C. CommUnicating Feelings

1. Expressing and attending to feelings

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues

3. Inviting and providing lverbal non-evaluative feedback

4. InitiatiNg, .responding to, and anticipating questions about fee4ings

D. Resiplirding to Feelings
. '' . .la

I: Providing
0 and a &cepting evaluative feedback

... /

2. Initiating and accepting the exprssioii.isf positive feelings about self

&

3., InitiatinYand accepting the expressionl of negative feelings about self

. \

7()

4

YJ
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9thGrade
Feeling
I ntrapersoNs

-63-

./

YOU ARE WHAT YOU FEEL

r

,

Focus of Capsule:

One goal of education is to develop both the mirn arid the feelings. .This

area of feeling is often overlooked. Knowing,, underftandink and'communicating

our feefng. is vital for individual grOwth. In addition, sfiaring feellngs aids in

101
making the communication act more comeete. Before students can hope to success-

.

fully communicate their feelings to others, they need to be in touch with their

own feelings. This capsule focuses on understanding the feeling sqlf.

Overview of Activities:

The activities are wide ranging. Various readings-may include novel, short

story, and pvms. These readings help students see how people can experience

and express fee ings. Writing activities center on journal'writing which allow

students to explore their feelings and how they communicate intrapersonally

about their feelings. The "speaking and listening activities expand on the

journal idea and invite students to create oral journals and nonverbal collage's

designed.to heighten awareness of how emotions are communicated.,

el0 s

S
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READING ACTIVITY: OTHERS EXPRESS FEELINGS

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of'Self and Others.

1. Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes and values.
4

Secondary Competencies Developed:

,

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

2. Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

1 B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.
. .

.

, 16
1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

D. Responding to Feelings.

2. Initiating and accepting the expression of positive feelings about

self.

3. Initiating and accepting the expressions of negative feelings
about self.

Lafning Objective:

Students will learn to identify and interpret examples of self-reflection

in literature and recognize its importance as a characlerizing device.

Description of the Activity:

The teacher may decide on a'combination'of or excerpts from the following

.

.suggested readings. Others y be substituted as the, teacher sees fit.

Possible readings:

1. Huc[tieberry Finn

2. Tom Sawyer

i3, Light in the Forest

4. The Pigman

5. Romeo and Juliet
it.

The students will read the literature of their or the teacher's choOsing.
4

I

The selections demonstrate a wide span of emotions', many of which are self-reflective
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or intrapersonal. Major characters in these readings react to a variety of

situations, conflicts, and settings. Some works could be us in combination;

cZ21for example, Light in the Forest and Nuckelberry Finn both nter on young

people facing a conflict of societal and personal, values. Other literary coth-

binations are possible if students seem capable of tapping the power of variable
ern, .

sources.
4e

Class Discussion Probes:

-Primary Competency:

ti

A-1 Attitudes and Valuet.

1. What feelings do the majorcharacters express toethemselves?

What valu4s motivate these feelings?

3. Are the feelings expressed to self, consistent with those ex:

oreSsed to others?

S.-condAr ompetencies:

E.-otional State.

wnat is th/e7otional state of the chara.cter when expressing

'-isiher feelings to him/herself? how is the .emotional stet

Wnat causes the emotional state? .

ez: Recognizing-Expression.

5. that do the characters who expres.sself feelings do to allow

themselves to be honest with themselves? To what extent do

4 they succeed:,
-.1o4

B-2 Apprgatenes.5-..

6. What emotions and feeling expressed by specific characters

surprised you? Qisappointed you? Pleased you? ,Why?

t

D-2 Positive Feelings.. ND Negative Feelings.

ft

7.`' How successful are the characters in tacCepti-ng positive or,negative

' ' feelings about thlselves?
,! t

,

\
.

\
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WRITING ACTIVITY: I AM A FEELING

.

. Primary Competency Developed:
o-

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.
422-

N
1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which feelings Are Expres-se

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

3. Recognizing or exercising control when expressing feelings.

u .

t

C. Ccmmnicating Feelings

3: Inviting and providing verbal non-evaluatime
_ 1

Learning Objectives:Objectives:

The student will dembnstrate in writing the ability )to reveal personal

feelings through direct and undirected journal enfires.

1:)escription of Activity:

Pre-writing activities:

A. ReadingActiity above.

B. Jeacher.during the year has clearly explai.ned the intent and class
guidelines for journal writing.

C. 'The class can brainstorm and record on a chalkboard t emany possible
experiences that can stimulate a journal entry. Such obvious. possi-

bilitiesare books, friends, travel, experiences. Allow the students
enough time (15 minutes) to fill the board with ideas or the teacher`

can provide journal entry ideas. Suggested journal entires: .

1. Incomplete sentences.

a. When I am sad, I tell myself...

b. When I am happy, I tell

c. When I achitve in schq

d. When I fail, I feel...

, I feel...

e. When I do something to help someone, I tell(myself...

f. When I huit someone, t tell myself-...,

g. I get angry when...

h. I am sad when...

74 .
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i. I feel lonely when...

j. I am proud that I...

k. I usually worry about...

miliw2. Write an "I Ash" poem,'

3. React to situations like - How do I feel when iity mom yells at me

for skipping dinner? My best friend ignores me in the hall? I

hear a bad .rumor about a friend? My little brother ruins my

favorite T-shirt? I "ace" a test... etc.

4. Write an essay, "How I talk to myself."

5, Assigi army moods" page in journal. The-tudent will analyze
hi's/herMoods - what they are, when they change, and why.

6. In past six months or past year, what wasyour deepest and

. /str congest emotion? Record something or the occasion and stimulus
circumstances, but-mostly describe the feeling at vividly as you

tan.

7. What is your most difficult ipeling to express? Why?

Notes: Student may want to share some-of the journal entires with the class.

Encourage this, but do not require it...1

The teacher may want to have students write4joui-nal entires daily during

the entire "feelings" unit using these and other suggestions.

D. While in class, students pick one of the items suggested in (c) and

write for 5-10 minutes on any associations prompted by theirichoice

of stimulus.

4

ir
E. The next day, with the aid of a selected recording, picture, slide,

oral reading or combination of stimuli, the teacher will create a

free writing experience. Students will focus on the stimulus pro-

vided for about ten minutes. During this time, students should jot

down'notes, ideas, words, or sentences which occur to them as they

listen, see, or respond to the stimuli provided.

Students should feel comfortable exploring the experiences and develop-

ing the ideas suggested during this free writing time. Late in the

'class hour or on the next day, one or several ideas shotild be hig

lighted and developed into more focused, developed,studeks' writin s.

These "more developed" drafts should serve as another journaldentry

The aim here is to prompt a writer's wIllingness to utilize many

possible sources of ideas and to seg a "patternifof ideas in his/her

rough draft. This pattern may suggest a xiesigh, 'purpose, and.tone

of a more or less.creative.response. Given the right stimuli, students

will write freely and will be surprised at the sheer number of words .

produced.
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The Writing Assignment:

Having had in-class time developing tVitten journalentries of a somewhat

directed response, students are now challenged to select. their own stimulus and

to develop an "undirected" journal entry. This entry can focus on any feelings.

or'literary reactions that the student wants to express.

The only directive is that the student "talk" to himself/herself more

concentratedly in this journal entry: The intent of this assignment is to help

students value the journal as a vehicle of important impressions, values,

--att t tattes-T-and- new f ee-1-4 ngs-.

Evaluation:

Journal entries such as this remain ungraded. This is a required assign-
,

ment, sand read confidentially by the teacher unless the student has requested

otherwise. The pre-writing activity as described could probably be developed

into a longer, more focused piece submitted for grading if a student so

wishes. All such offerings should of course be pre-read by a "buddy" system

or small student editing group before being read by the teacher.. Again; special

requests for 'student privacy should be an option.,

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency: 111

6-1 Recognizing-Expression.

What stimulus helped you to write? Image, sound, touch, com-
bination?

2. Which directed and undirected possibilities seemed to make you
feel free, to express yourself? Why?

,

3. What other kinds bf writing do you feel would allow you to express
feelings about yourself or your motivations freely?

Secondary Competencies:'

B-2 Appropriateness.

4. What did you discover about yourself? Were you surprised?t..

Pleased?

Would you want to share your feelings as expressed with others?
.

76



B-3 Control.
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6. Did you find yourself' holding back your feelings even though
you were writing for yourself? Did you not write something
which you would like to have said? Why?

C-3 Verbal Non-Evaluative Feedback.

7. Did any-of your writing'respond to other thing ou had written?

Is there an internal dialogue in your journal? Is it suppor-

.tine or critical?

8. What did you learn about yourself?

-1

A

C

17,
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S UP DOC?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others:

2. Determining the CommunicatorJ.s_(self or others) emotional state.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self. and Others.

1. Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes and

values.

C. Communicating Feelings.

4. initia , responding to, and anticipating questions about "feelings.

D. RespOnding to Feelings.

I. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to verbalize their feelings and reactions to

personal experience, as well as the emotional states which evoke thosefeelings.

Description of the Activity:

. Ask each student to-purchase (if the,school cannot provide them) an empty ,

cassette tape. The assignment is to record'an "oral history" or personal feel-

ings for three days. The history should identify experiences,.events, encounters

that arouse emotions. bireciions to students: Explain the experience as well

as your feelings before, during, and after. Try to explain how you felt and

why. You may want to provide a chronology oyour day's activities and your

feelings during each activity; your mood for the day and why you were in the

mood; or you may,highlight particularly outstanding events. Do your oral his-
.

tory at he end of each day. Do not listen to the..tape for 3 days. Then go

back and listen. When ycu have finished listening, answer the discussion

questions on the tape.

Evaluation Note: Have the students turn in the tapes, but be sure to indicate

that you will not listen to their tape if they don't want you

to. You should listen to their responses to the questions, .

. however. Since an essential component on, empaihi,c listening

is non-evaluative, this assignment should not be graded,

however,'each student should produce evidehce of having com-

pleted the assignment. 78
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. Class Discus'sion,Probes:

r

Primary Competency:

4

A-2 Emotional State.

1. Were you able to determine the emotional state the accompanied

4 the feel rrigv that you noted on the tape?

2. Do you see any cause and effect relation'ship between that state
and your feelings? IP

3. How important was the event itself in determining the emotional
state?

Secondary Competencies:4

AT-IAttitudes and _Values_

4. What attitudes and or values determined the emotional states or ,*

feelings that acco panied your experiences?

5. What patterns or reg rities do you find in your responses?
What do those tell you about yourself?

C-4 Questions.

6. What questions are raised by your-record of your feelings that
you would like to have answered? Who could best answer them?

Why?

D-1 Evaluative Feedback.

4
7. How did you feel as you were listening to.your tape?

8. Are jou satisfied with your responses? Why or why not?

a

O
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE LOOK IS EVERYTHING

Primary Competeii6YDiieToped:

C. Communicating Feelings.

Ir.

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, .empathic cues.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation Which Feeli essed.

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

A. Analysis of Self apdOthers.
se

AA 2. Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

Learning Objective:

The students will identify and use non-verbal cues to express feelings,

Description of Activity:

.The students will listen again to their tapes from the previous activity.

They will list any emotion or feeling cues that come-from'vocal quality rather

than from what is said. Erasing their tapes, they will then use them to record

themselves using a nonsense word to express different emotions, for example

love, hate, anger, frustration, fear, joy, apathy.

Students will then listen as a friend who knows thip will list any physical

characteristics which cue their feelihgs. Students will compare the friends

perceptions with their own. Using pictures from magazines they will create a

collage of their own physical expressions of emotions. Students may exchange

tapes and collages and attempt to identify the emotions expressed.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:
i 4

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

1. What physical cues expr s feeling? Try to describe specific

,cues that express speci ic.emotional feelings?

2. Do we all agree on this Why or why not?

3. What vocal qualities ar used to express feelings? Are these any 1

more'univeral than physical cues?

80
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if

.4. Are some emotions more readily cued? Why?

$. ave you ever experienced a contradiction between emotional

ntent of words. and. the emotional intent of vocal and physical

-behavior? Which do you believe? Why? .

Secondary Competencies:

B-1 Recognizing-Expression.

6. How are physical and vocal non-verbal cues important in
inviting expression of feeling?. In interpreting expression of

feeling? In which are they most-important? Why"?

A-2 Emotional State.

7. Are some emotions more readily cu al) Why?

8. Have you ever experienced a contradiction, between emotional
intent of words and the emotionll intent of vocal and physical

behavior? Which do you believe? Why?

s..
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9th Grade
Feeling

Dya
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SOMETIMES TWO MAKES ONE

Focus of Capsule:

Relating to'impalanhers like friends, parents, and teachers engages

quite naturally a host of emotions. Ninth gradersare tryilig out new feelings,
Aw

new patterns of dialogue.as avenues ofseeing oneself and seeing others. The,

capsule will focus on a number of familiar areas-44 concern for young_people

such as developing loyalities and new friendships, sharing feelings or more

4time with someone else.

Overview of Activities:

-The reading offers chances for students 'to consider thelnany form's of

"togetherness" that emerge in friendships. Students will write a letter,of
4

feeling experienced for another. The speaking and listening activitiei will
.

irMolve students in dylic situations where,feelings are being expressed-an

non-evalpative responses are required. Students willProle-play a dyadic inter-
,

action where feelings are expressed and responded to.

cp
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4
WRITIMe ACTIVITy: ,FEELING_ptitS.RIRST

.11

Pr kkaiy- Competency Develope.d:

. C. communicating Feelings.
q .

-..
.

-1. Exprasing and attending to feelings. ."
. .

SeCondarY Competencies Developed: 1.

C6mMun i cit i ng Feel i ngs

4. Initiating;. responding to, and ginticipating questiqns about feelingS.
4%,

A. Analysis of Self ,and.Others.

2. -Oetermining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

a

. .

Learpl-rig\ Objective-I' _.
. '.. - 1 .., .

.

.
,,t

...... The students wi 11 deMonstrate abi 1 i ty' to reveal persona l ;feel ings and
.

.r , - ..: 161 -

. ideas through letter writing. '..
41.'".

r

.. . , ' ,
. ,

,
.

Description of Activity:

.

:1

ii

h

25.

Pre- Writing: , 1,' , iliP "4 . .
, r , , . ,

/ ,i, Think of a friend yoir have. . Rather then Wing simply" that "we'lget '
along," what- characteristics or qualities of this friendship, make
i t, di fferent from other ties you have?' ....,

tit

2. HoW is this ftiendshipwdifferen °han hePs you have'? is. it
the same? ,

,- 3. Jot down some icjeas in response to these gutstions. Take ten 'it....
-... : .

,-....-k
,...,

.,-,.....

41.,
- (,, . '-

, _. -- minutes do. this-.- , .1

, .
-

, .

i 4.'4'Based on,your notes, write asentence or two which may help ypu'Vt -
it- -started for your wri't'ing assignment. r . 4 V,

'6 i .. , r
.

-.
..GlaV -Wri t i ng Assignment: ' .

... a , 8 lir
. .

-Here ,i,t tht. student task:
'4 / ''

, '
. . ,f - . .

l. AUdien(e: Choose someone wfth whom.you want to expres's.some feeling
towards., this can be a family member, friend, teachei-, or someone
Jiving far away. .In picking yoUr audience, mate sure you choose

.:. Or.someone who would' list& to you and Ione who you feel strongly
aboutor.with whom :=ydu , have shared im rtant emotions.

ilt

:' 111-
2. Subject: DefinAr illustrategrivipfeeling. ". Use examples, .quota-

I ittns , shared- experienceg 4.("'remem when . . .") or .any ,ideas which

.
. -- .-.

. ... ,
will' clarify just what you mean.' ,

-4
..sa ,

. 3, pccasiOn.: Let a special occasion or ,time of year help you. This
may beloan,annlversary' f' your friendshig, 'a .season like Christmas

* New Yekrs, or 'someone. 'birthday; maybe, even yours. There are
4411.°

.

, 4,
.8 ej.

*.

,r
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'occasions when it's easier to write about a special feeling than .

at other less exciting - times. 'Specigl events like a football

game, dance., or other-school activity are the,times when shared
it'41t feelings and friendships actually begin or develop. Let the

occasion help you define your feeling.

4. Format:. .You may use.a "letter to a friend" format. An informal,
conversational letter maybe th4 best means for you to say com-

,'fortably something about your relationship...

AnothAnother possibility is a three paragraph essay defining your feslinger

then offering your aud+ence enough examples, incidents, or
illustrationsso that the qualities of your feeling or friendship
ard'clear.Remembei;: Choose someone you knbw who'll listen to
xour_ideas. And explain. feelings deeply felt and shared.

% Post-Writrng Adti'vity:
., - ...

. ,A.
A

Students shoulebe encouraged to share their written expression with at
.,

.
...

,, ,

least tyro others in class. The teacher will need to assess the "comfort level"

of students asked to share their definitions or lettert. Editing and proof-

reading should be a part of this dyadic_sharing. In addition, student writers -

should receive comment on the cle9ity,unity, develdOment and power of their

.

ideas.

. .

Class Disctismion Probes:

Primary Competency:

ti

C-1 Expressing-Attending.

,l. Do you find it difficult to express your feelings about someone
to them? Could you'share the, letter with the\O1erson it-is writtewritten..
for-without being uncomfortable?) Why? -

Z. .Do you feel you have the writing skills tocommunicate what4;u
.

really feel? If not,-what
10

do.you feel is lacking?'
94

,

. A
Secondary CompetenCibs:

i
.. . 0 _

40. . _
.

Z-4 Questions.
.

_.t. . .

.

3. _Read your letfer Carefully. If you were eceiving.it, what
questions would you want to ask of the writer?

..;

,. '...

'1. What emotiogleunderlies the feelings expressed ib your letter?
. .

, J.
$ . [. ,

...

5.... WOuld this emotional,.state be evident to the addressee?.

4,
-4

84
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READING ACT 1V I TY: I T TAKES 6140

Pridary Competency Developed :.

B. Analysis of the$ituation:in Which Feelings Are' Expressed.,

I. Inviting and recognizing the expressionof feeling. p

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others- ."r.
,

1. Identifying the commvicator's (self or others) attitudes and

values,

Determining the communicator's (sellNor others) emotional state.'

C. Communicating Feelings.-

4 Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about

411

0. Re;06nding to Feelings.

4 '1. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

Learning Objective:

The students will respond literature,in any form, from an Olture, by 9

sharing vicariously the feelings of the oharirrer/author. .

4t

Description ofActiv.ity: :. /

2. -..1

The teacher will select examples Osjiterature in which dyadic feeftngs
ON:4* '

i

W .

,

play a-significant part. Dandelion Wine'by -Ray Bradbury is packed with such

. . . . .

dyadic Situations, in-parok titular the friendship of two b6ys growing up. The

41,1f,%' 3 '

1Iprumper of sett gs and.dialogue excerpts 'useful for tvchingspeposes- is quite

clear., Students can read this novel and enact as well as discusS significant,

parts. Ma-ny passages lend themselves to reading aldbd with feeling.

Class Discuss)' Probes:

1PFim-dry CoMtericy:

B-1 Recognizing Express roe*

(- 1. Find. passage from the novel (work of fiction) which expresses

strong feelings. Share it with the class by reading it aloud.

' 2. 'How are,the feelings revealed?

r\E30 .14 at!
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*wow

A

I

' 3, Hoare the two characters.involved i%.1 the feeling sktuation

alike and/or different? Does th.is re;$ult in different.appr:oaches--

to expressing feelings?

SecondarylCompet cies:

A- Attitudes and Values.

. 'Whati values underly the feelings of the memberhe dyad?

A-2 Emotional State.

5. Do both members of the dyad seem emotionally stable by your.
standards? A or why not?

.;?.

C- questions_

6. hat questions would you ask the

Evaluative Feedback.

erecters out their feelings?

.1

7. 11 does the Hist character respond to'the feeling expressed by

% the other? Does this response seem justified? ..

8. How would yoc respond to the person expressihg feeling iffyou
\

wIre askpd to'-do so i-n an evaluative way?
YI

16.

itz

8(1

r
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LISTENING CTIVITY: t1C-A-MILE IN AY SHOES

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis Of the Siluation in Which Feelings Are Expressed,
,

1. Inviting and recognizing theexpression of feeling.

Secondary-Competencies Developed:

B: Analysisof the SLtuation in WhichTee)ings Are Expressed.- 4

3. 'Recognizing or exerci6ing control when expressing feeljngs.

C. -Communicating Feelings.
1

2. Providing and interpreting non verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

3. Inviting and provi 4g verbal non evaluative feedback.

* Lealirreng Objective: .

,The student will lear-n about andsdevelop empathic listening skills.
0

.10

Descripti-on of Activity:

. 4
p

101' What I'm'Not saying" and'Hugh Prather's "I Am Afraid of Yoir Silence."
4 .A. The teacher plays a'recording (on tape) of two oems,)"Please Hear

"!

B. Teacher plays a 40cording of the following message taken from Why Ath

I Afraid To Tell You Who I Am? 1 1 1 .
- .

.

4
Gut-level communication (emotional, openness and .honesty) must never

imply a judgment of the other. I am simply not mature enough to

enter into true friendship unless I realize that ) cannot judge the

Intention or motivation of'another. I must be humble aqi sane enough

to bow before the complexity and mystery'of a human being. If 1

judge you, I ha;./e only revealed my (An immaturity and ineptness for

friendship.
.

Motional candor does ncl ever IMply A judgment of you. In fact it

.
even abstais from any jUdgmeettiof myself. For example, if lorsere

to say to you, "I am ill tease with you,", have been emotionally .

honest and at the-same time I have not implie in'the least t'at it_

is your fault that I am ill at ease with you. Perhaps it is my own

inferiority-complex or my exaggerated cobcept of your intelligence.

. I am not saying it is anyone's fau)t, but simply giving a report of

my emotional reaction to you at/ this time. ...It would probably be

most helpful in most cases to'preface ouegut-level communication with

some kind of disclaimer to assure the other that there is ndr judg-

ment implied. I might begin by saying,"I don't know why thisithothers

Me, but it does...I guess I am just hypersensitive, and I really don't .

Mean to imply t atit yOur ,fauJe, but I do feel hurt by what you

As saying." y

e-



4.

4 4r.

Of coursfi the main thing is that there is in fact no judgment. If

I am in the habit of judging the intentions or motivations of another,

0 I should try very hard to outgrow this adolescent habit. I simply .

will not able to disguise my Judgments, no matter how many dis-

claimers Fake. .

.
, :

On the other hand, if I am reaAly mature-enough to refrain from such

judgMents, this tOo will eventually be apparent. If I
really want to

know the.itntentioh or motivation or reaction.of another; there i -only

one wai, to\find out: I must ask.

IC. Teacher plays a recording of the followiNg statements:of

ea , : - .....

I._ 'I wonder if I ought to start looking for another job., They're.
reorganizing the cd6pany, and what with drop in business and tall

- maybe this it one of the jobs they'll cut back on. But if my

boss finds out I'm looking around,maybe he'll think I don't like_'

it here and let me gb anyway.

2. That's really a beautiful' dress! Whe(e'd you get it?

3. I said I'd do the collecting for him, but I sure, don't_ feel like

it. But owe him a favor so I guess have to do, it.

4. I've got a report due.!tomorrow, an exam the next day, rehearsals

every ninOhis week,eand now a meeting,this.afternoon. I

don't thinK I can even fit in eating; and this has been going on

'all month.

5. gd can't under srand why they'haven't written. They've never been
1

gone this lOng without at least a card; and 'I don't even know how

to get in touch with them.

6. Thanks'for a great evening. The dinner was'fantastic, so was the

party. Let's do it again. .

.

7. My daughter got straignt A's this year and the high school has a

reputation for being very hard. Sheds a natural student. ,But

sometimes I wonder if she isn't all books. J Wi-sh I could hel

her get interested in something besides studying.
.,

8. Boy, the teacher tills us he'll mark ofron our grade every time --

we're late, by.t it doesn't seem to .bother him when heR'comes., in

late. He must figure it his priwilege. .

9. I
worked up the whole study,- did all,the studying, the compiling,

'the writing. It Was my idea in the first place But he telined..

it into the head office with h4s.name orrit, and he got the

credit.

w..l -

.

.

1 . I doni,t know whether I'm doing a good job or 'not. She_never

fttells me.if I'm doing well or need-to work harder. I sure hope

she 111<es my work.
...

411. She believed everything he said about me. She-woUldn't .even listen

to my side - just started yelling at me.

c 8
'

I
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(111

12. Lo e've gone over and over this. The meeting could have been
over an hour ago Vf we hadn't gotten hung up on this one point.
If we can't make a decision, let's table it and move on.

.(Statements shopld be recorded wistia....attention to acting and using

proper infle tion and emphasis.) Students should w ite on a sheet
of.paper the number of each statement arid then any d all feelings .

you think you hear in the .statement. Trite only fee ing not content.
When all are_finished compare answers in triads or dyads.

tClass iscussion Probes:

mallPr'i ry Competency:

8-1 Recognizing Expression.
C

401: Whai do the poems say about listening,; self disclosure and
friendship?

2. How does a friend listen?

3. Describe your best friend'as a listwr.

4. How would your best friend describe you ,as a listener?

5. What is the main idea of tie Powell selection?

-
_4_ How does it apply to listening behavior?

7., Does 'your fMend have the qualities of empathic listening imp lied
in this selection?

1
On-T.inat do you. base your closest friendship? Why?

' '11

9. What is empathy?

Secondary Competencies:

,.

8-3 Contrbl.

10. What kind of control need a good listener exercise?

il. Is recognizing control in `g speaker an important par't of good
listening? 'What can you leatp from it?

$
0 Non Verbal /and G Cues.

12. How is watching a part- of 1 istening?

13. Whamtst ybu listen for besNes content or word meaning.

C-3 V,erbal, Non-Evaluative Feedback.
Ci

14. Wha&an you do to encourage a person, to speak by showing that'

you are listening?
.
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'SPEAKING ACTIVITY: EXPRESS YOURSELF; 1 ACCEPT YOU

Primarty CompetencyDeveloped:

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

Secondary Compttencies Developed:

0

)4
B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

°3: Recognizing or'exercising control when expressing feelings.

C. Communicating Feelings.'

3. Inviting and providing verbal non-evaluative feedback.

-Lea ra i:ng Object

Students will express feelings accurately but nbn-evaluatively.

Description of Activity:

In dyads; have students role,-play situations where two people have emotions

to express. Each dyad should role-play a different situation, different

relationships,etc. Provide the dyad with infbrmation the.people 'and

their relati'onship as well as the situation that they find, emselves in. The

tey here is to have students correctly express their feelings without, being

critical of the otherperson.

For example:

Art teacher/student.
.

Situation: Art teacher lets studetts do-some drawing on the floor. S/He

4 is called out of 'room for awhile, only to find stuents s retying around

and the room is a mess. The principal walkslin. When-0 e leaves, the

teacher deCides to,express his/he feelings...

Best friends.

Situatio6: One, of the friends has just brokenup with girl or boyfriend.

After expressing to friend that s/he still 'cares for this pel:son, the

jilted one finds out that best friend has agreed to goout with the "ex."

--They,run into each other after school. , .

.. -
/ .

. Parent/teenager.
-

.

Situation: Teenager asks went to us43 0e car on'Friday night. Parent

says fine. On Friday, paPE-rit has an extremely hard day; ther car breaks,

dowh so parent, forgetting-teen's request takes car to me ting and is so
- ,

.
. . . C .



lane returning home that teen has to call someone else for a ride. ,

see each other the next day.

Boy/girl friend.

Situation: Girl has helped. boy write a tem/Paper. She spends long hours
and has helped a gneat.dea1.4IP

Class discussion Probes:

.

N. C-1' Expressing/Attendin.°

I. Did persons:express true emotions/feelings?

2. - Did they attend to the feelings ( of the-other party? How do
you know?,

3. Did the parties understand each others feelings as a result of
interaction?

B-2 ApproPriatenpss.
*s

4. Were the parties successful ,in not criticizing one another.

5. Was there any evident hostility?

B-3 Control.

6. Was there evidence of either party exercising self control Ire
avoid criticism?' Did it negatively affect the expression of
'feeling?

C-3 Verbal Non Evaluative Feedback.

7. What did either party do tR give the other an opportunity to
respond non-evaluatively?

4



. 9th Grade
Feeling

Ap Group

Focus of Capsule:

-84-

JOIN UP

Whether we belong'to aClub, team, or a small group Having common interests,

very often we nee share our, concerns, our -feelings within such groups. Be-

7/
cause our attitudes and emoti -ons can influence the'group's mood or accomplish-

ments, it's important to "air' strong feelings. No group can stay intact with-

out a healthy, honest voicegivehto feelings of each member. All of us know

that things left unsaid cane as harmful as those expressed. Being direct,

open, and honest in a small group setting means communicating ideas and feelings.

Because the family is probably the most important small group to which we belong,

this-capsule focuses on expressing and attending to feelings within the family.

Overview of Activities:

Reading about family interaction_ seen In the novels suggested 'gives

students a sense of the possible ways people choose to share feeljngs. Coopera-

ting in group writing suggests to students the brainstorming power of the small

group ,and-the motivating impetus of the group process for other writing tasks.

4
Role- playing effective eXpression,of feelings within the family and practicing

them at home lead to an opportunity to listen for empathic,responses.

9 y

1

a



READING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S IN A GROUP?

Primary Competency Developed:,

ado
D. Responding to Feelings.

.

1. Providing and accepting evaluative'feedback.

Secondar Com.etencies Developed:

B. Anal sis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

1 Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

C. Comm icating Feelings.

2. Pro iding and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

Learning Objective:.

After reading a novel or play wherein failure to communicate feelings

within a family causes tension, the students will explain how such tensions

mightve been avoided by providing or accepting evaluativefeedback.

Description of Activity:

The
AP
teacher will provide the students with a selection of books in which '

fanily tensions and problems are caused by a failure on the part of family mem-

bers to commupilicate.feelings. Thesepbooks might include Dinky Hocicer Shootsillki

If
Smack, Death of A Salesman, and The Glass.Menagerie. Each student will choose

and read a selection. In small groups of students choosing the same book, a

discussion should center, around the discussion probes.

111Class Discussion Probes:

Primary tompetency:

D-) Evaluative Feedback.

1. Do you feel that the characters in your book would be receptive
to evaluative feedback if it were offered?

2. What would have to happen to make this pOssibie?

3.' What problems come about because of a failure to communicate
feelings?

93
.



Secondary Compdtencies:

B-1 Recognizing Expression.

-86:

sr,

4'

ti

4. Does any member of the family portrayed in your book make'-any'

attempt to express his/her feelings in a nonrevalUative way?

5. Does any character seem'to feel that some communication ofk

fee -1 in4s would be desirable?

,./'

'6. Which character do you believe is mostly to blame for a lack

of communication? ,

S

7. What steps would Wu recommend for each character,to improve the

'.lack of communication within:the family?

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

8. Does any character give any non-verbal cues which ought to be

recognized by another family member as a cry for help,or an

appeal to listen?

", ,'
.'

Z L

A

'V
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WRITING ACTIVITY: 'DOING IT TOGETHER

Primary Competency Developed:

C. 'Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to ferelings.,

Secondary Competencies,Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others. '..

6

'Identifying the communi'cator's (self or others) attitudes and
values.

. ,

2'\ Deter-Mining the communicator's, (self or others) emotional state.
4 ... .

.
... B. Analysis of the Situation i-1 Which Feelings Are .Expres$,ed.

. -

a

a

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.'''

3. Recognizing or exercising control when expressing feelings.

C. Communicating Feelings.

2. Providing add interpreting non-verbal and'graphic, empathic cues.'

Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about feeli,ngs..
r

j

Learping Objective:
It

The student will contribute to a small group writing project that will

examine the ideal ccemunication pattern within one ,kind of small groin -,the

family.

Oescripti.on of Activity:

This writing will occur mostly in.class in groups of 4-5 students. Each

student is responsible °to the group for the creation d coordination of at

least three sentences into a unified paragraph or V40 summarizing the "Ideal"

family frOm thefstandpoint of communication of feeJings.

accomplishes; several aims:

Group writing

:f. It motivates the reluctant Writer and `assures hiM/her some omen Of
writing success. 4

2. .1t tapithe natural creativity of a small group.
. , .

.
_ -

. . .

.3, It suggests to students that others have worthwhile, ideas worth in-
corporating inta a s,iriimary.statement.

. l''

. It reflects some of thedynami interactive skill's and phenomena

1 that occur in.; smati -groups .both real and' literary. ..

a
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1
The teacher"calls for words dr phrases 'suggested by the "ideal family".con-

cept about ten wdids should be enough, although multiple---studentCo -ritfibb---:-

Lions are certainly enc)oraged. Students are then asked-to use any of the

words, in4..ci'eating 2-3 sentences aimed at depicting the most dominant impres ions

t

or feelings about groups as experienced in this unit.

- k Itgr
.

' Then, in groups of four or five, student will attempt to merge comment's

...

to one or two paragraphs having unity, coherence, and development:

_
-

Editing and discussion of .i.deas hould be tione in class. The teacher

will assign each group a leader who will moderate the "sentence contr-ibutors"

and read aloyd to the entire Class the "group theme."
, 1'

Class Discussion Probes.:

Primary, Competency:
.

Expressing /Attending,
46

1. Nov/do the written pOers'recommedd-that families express

:feelings? Attend to' .

Secondary Competencies:

(In each case the,probe 1S--to-aetermine w hetter the.. student papers have in-

cludedcluded a competen0"as_part. -of an idea communication-situation in a family.)

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

2: How can som Tne identify the communicatorJs'attitudes and

varUes?

"3. 'Were. yorable bo determjne the communicator's emotlaL.

-state? .
4 0

A-2 Embtional State:
.

A %
I 1

Recognizin9:Expressfion.'::

4..

What sUggesxiolisdid,the-papersglye"to help)familkes invite
and recognize the eApression of feeling?: ,

I ,B-3, .Control.
.

5. What- are some suggested'ways to recognizeor exer cisecontrol

when expressing feeling?

w

f .
t. I.

t

O
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_

C-20, Non-Verbal and.Graphic,Cus.

6. What does the paper
cues?

Questions

say about prtding'non-yerbai emp"athic
.

7. What clues does the Raper offer about initiating, responding

toto
and ,anticipa'ting questions about feelings?

.

ti

4

4

I

ft
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: EXPRESSING FEELINGS WITHIN FAMILIES

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

Learning Objective:

The student'will role-play and then practice in his/her own.family en

ment effective techniques for expressing .and attending to feelings.

Description of Activity:
-1,

Each group should role-play family situations brought to the group by

viron-

group members. Each student should have the opportunity to play "parent" in

. -
role-play situatioN1' Through the role-play experienze.s, students can try

several strategies for exprelting feelings in .a family situation. Emphasis

should be placed on honest, non-evaluative expression of feelings within the

family. The group should select one situation and prepare a short "drama" to

give to the class that recreates the event and suggests a successful resolution

of the communicatjon problem.

As a "homework" assignment, each student should be required to practice

honest., non evaluative, expression of feelings at home and to discuss communica-

a

tion problems
A
within their family with parents and siblings. The group can help

004
to create these discussion questions. After this experience, the group should

pr'epare an oral report that summarizes members' experiences.and their reactions

to the experience.

Class Discussion Probes:;

1

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

1. How do you usually express.fee 'rigs in your family? What reactions

do parents and siblings in you family usually have?

2. What problems are created by xpressing your feelings to parents

or siblings?

. Who can you communicate with most easily in your family?*

4. Why is it difficult to share feelings?

9,5

N't
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5. Can you empathize with, your parents? Why or why not? What does

this mean? Do they empathize with you ?'

6. Do your parents. openly express affection for, one another? How?

7. How much.do you self-disclose to your family?

.8. What role does"trust play in your family? 4

9. As you worked on your role-play activity, which strategies seemed
to be most effective? kiat happened?

10.' What is there about the far2ily as a group that Makes it unique?
What kinds 9f communication behaviors and problems result from
the uniqueness of the family group?'

0-

4
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTED MY_ CHILDREN

Primary Competency Developed:

D. Responding to Feelings.

1. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

-Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

.
,

3. Recognizing or exercisingicontrol when expressing feelings.
zo

Learning Objective:

The student will attend to the responses h/she receives to a nOn-evaluative

4.
expression of feeling sufficiently io be able to discuss them in relationship

to affect competencies.

Description of Activity:

Each student is to make a non-evaluative expres on of feeling in his /he

family situation about something important_to him/her, bdt previously un-
- k

expressed. The student shOtll'd be sure to understand the proper techniques be-

fore attempting this: Then h/she listens carefully to the responses (perhaps'

"attends" is a better word-as it invotves more than simple listening) so that

us/he will be able to respond to the following discussion probes.

Class Discussion-Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-1 Evaluative Feedback.

1. Did you receive any evaluative feedback in response to your non-
evaluative expression of feelings? What?

,

2. How did you feel about thL response?' Did you express these
feelings?

4

Secondary Competencies:

B -1 Recognizing Expression.

3. In what sense does an expression of feeling influence an
invitationito express feelings?
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B-2" Appropriateness.
, Art

4. -Did you regard the' responses you received to your expression of

feelings as appropriate? Why? How would you prefer to have been

received?

5. Did anyone suggest that.your expression
priate? Why? Do you agree?

B -3 Contr=61.

of feeling was inappro-

6. Did either you or any member Of your family exhibit evidence of

control of feeling in this sitlion?

1 0 1

1

t

k
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9th Grade
Feeling

Public

/'

Focus of Capsu le:

:FEELING SOMETHING MORE THAN

This unit centers on the larger contents of an "extended" family; a

/
community, ones country or culture. Students will discover that many

. ,

`-acceptable forms of written and spoken expressions

.

can' show deep feelingS' and

that these deep feelir10 can be appreciated and/or unde'rstood by them, that .

these expresS'ions will convey feelings of attitudes'and values, the emotional

state of the communioetor and the emotional state which the-compunicator" is

seeking toimbue in the.reader/hearer.

. Overview of Activities:

THe activities .in this capsule are desighed'to show how emotions and

* 4

feelings can be communicated to a public audience. .StudentsW141 first -read

and andlyzea short story in which the characters have not appreciated each

other until a third force is brought to 'bear upon them, when they or at least
4

one of them learns to express feelings and emotions that are central to their

relationship. Nett will, come a written activity in which students wiWeither

analyze emotions they have felt in a public situation or create a dialogue or

monologue in which they speak to sodieone whom they have had difficulty communi-

cating with in a public sort of way. Having gained this insight, they will then

move op to doing a dramatic reading of a children's-story or creative piece to

children, andithey will end the unit by,listening to serious speeches aimed at,,,)

/

creating an action on the part of the audiehCe because of what is said and how r

it is said.
1'

0,2
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READING ACTIVITY: CAN WE TELL EACH OTHER?

Primary Competency developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expres41,

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling.

4

Secondary Competency Developed: 101

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

2. Determining Ihe,tommunicator's (self or others) emotional state.

Learning Objective::'
\

Students will analyze when, why, and how someone might express deep seated

feelings which relate to 'family experiences.

Description of Activity:

The students will read a short, story such as "the SGarlet Ibis," or "Snow

(Goose" or "Raymond's Run" in which the major-character does not, until later or

aftdr a crisis understand his/her emotions or express-them to someone else

within the context of.the story. The class will discuss the short story after

completion of.the reading with emphasis placed on the public expression of

feelings and how one handles those situations.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:'

B-1 Recognizing ExpressiXL\

1. Where did the'author'do 'his/her best writing in capturing the
emotions of the narrator or the characters involved in the

situation?

2. What do .the characters leardabdut their feelings and about,the
expression of those feelings?

.3. How do the characters Come 'to understand their relationships
with others in the stories; and how these relationships are based
more upon respprise to feelings than upon response to fatily,

friends or other non-feeling means of relationship?

I
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Secondary Competericy:

A-2 Emotional State.

/

-96-

-4. What words contributed to the feelings of the audience through
their literal or figurative meanings?

5. What -images, scenes, or language contributed to the emotional

iMpapt of the theme of the literature? yT

a

104
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WRITING ACTIVITY: I WILL TELL YOU

, Primary Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings.-

1. 'Expizesstng.an&attending to feelirigs.

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

2. Evaluating theappropriatenesssof an expression of feelings.

Learning Objective:
1

.

Students mill writs a statement in which'they analyze emotions others'

have tried to produce in'them as members of an audiedce or a statement,in which

they communicate an emofion "they have had difficulty expressing to someone

before.

Description of Activity:

Students will write to either create an emotion or feeling, or to analyze

emotions they have felt within a designated situation. The assignment, in

'other words, might be creative or it might Be analytical. .If the student writes

creatively, s/he might do so tHi-ough a dialogue in which the student says

. something.s/he would like to say, but has felt restrained from doing .so for a .

1
number of 'reasons. Or the student might rite a monologue from an imagined

voice expressing emotion or feeling about a situation. If the student decides-
I

.

to write 'an analytical statement, s/he might choose to analyze the emotions
A -

..- :.

cheerleaders seek to develop in a crowd at a basketball game or a pep session,

- or the emotions a speaker sought to develop within his/her-public audience in

a published piece of literatttre such as Brutus' speech from Julius Ceasar'or

Emily's "Return to Life" scene frd-MOUr Town. Before writing, the students

should discuss with the instruotortheir'understanding of the audience to

whom they are writing and what injunctions adainst full expression-of emotion

their audience might expect.

.105
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Class%Discussiop' Probes:

A

O

Primary Competency:

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

1. What feelings.did you wish to express' in your writing?
,

2. Were you successfyl 'at doing so?

3. 'Did the feelrngs:you expressed seem suitable tothe audience you

were aiming at?

4. What words, sentence 4ructure, or ocganization helped you to

achieve success?
s

5. If you analyzed a situation for its emotional impact, what akproach

did you use? (For instance: how did yOu decide intent, delivery

and impact of the emotion?)

Sdcondary Competency:

B-2 Appropriateness.

6. What do you think would.be your audience's reaction to the feelings'
J you expressed in your writing?

7. Why would your expression be acceptable or unacceptable to that,'

audi'ence?

8. What would the re on of gehral leadership to yoihr state-

ment? Would yo iting help a general audiende understand the,

concept ,you were communicating?

How did word choice, sentence structure, or orgInization help

you achieve your purpose?

10., What were the emotional cues you captured in your writtenitate-

( Ment?

C
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SPEPIONG ACTIVITY: CBE LIKE A CHILD

Primary' Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feeling's.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathiC cues.

3. Inviting and providing verbal non-evaluative feedback.

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Other's*.

2. Determining the communicator's (sell or others) emotional state.

o

Learning Objective:

The students will read,a selection expressively, communicating the emotions

of the-'selection for an audience that.is younge< than they and then evaluate

their product thralgh feedback time ,provided between the students and the

audience.

Description,of Activity:
1

The instructor should make arrangements with a local elementary school or

have students make those a6Ongements, so students'may presgnt a prepared

storytelling or readinb to a younger audience. The ninth graders will seleot

stories with action, dialogue and emotional content that will appeal to younger

children. They will practice their readings with each other in class; paying,

particular attention to the necessity for exaggeration in facial expression,

gestures, movement in their delivery! Wh n the'students are r'eagy, the actual

presentation to an elementary grade dr_group should be made. Following the

reading, the reader should ask some basic questions of his/her udience--

questions about the emotions which the audience.felt. Th kind of feedback

should make clear 10 the reader

the emotions he/she felt w ere in

le141 of his/heKsuccess in communicating

the story or selection.%

107
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81,

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-I Expressing/Attending.
, . .

4

.

1.. What' words or verbal structures did you havi to emphasize to
your delivery to focus the emotions you' wanted to exprtss to your

' audience?
0

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues. *

2. How did you provide through facial expressions,gestures, and
movement for the fullest communication of the emotion of your

: ,piece as possible?
.

'

\jj*3.' Y uidyou use variety in yor fabial expressions, gestures and
_

movement?
IP,. '--- .

, - 1. How did pausing between words, using stress or pitch help you

convey emotions?
.

,
b

C-3 Verbal Non-Evaluative Feedback. .0\

5. What questions elicited ,the kind of feedbadk you were loclking

' for following your reading?

6. Is there, a recogniz6ble stritture to the phrasing of ,those.

- questions? ;

7.. tiow didyour own stance, non -verbal communication, etc. help

in eliciting the kind of feedback you wanted?

Secondary Competency:

A-2 Emotional State.
.

('

, /

.a. How did you decide what emotions the story writer wanted to

.... . convey? ,

i .

- . . .

9. What aspects of analysis did you have to pay attention to

(such as theme, sentence structure)?

to,
P * ito
1 .
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'FEELINGS BENEATH THE WORDS

Primary Competency Developed:" .

MN.
A. Anblysis of Self' and Others.

Identifying'the
Values.

4-

unicator's (self or others) attitudes and 1

2. Determining the comMunitator's (self or others) emotimaL state.
.

. ,,
.

e. -,
Secondary `Competency Developed:

,-- ..*

D. Responding to,Feellngs.

2. Initiating and accepting the expressi;on of positive feeljns
about self.

3. Jnitiatin4 and accepting the expressions of nealive feelings
about self.

r

. .
;

Learning Objective: ,

The students wiql be able to ,listen fo'r verbal an non-verbal

emotion in a formal speech aimed at a defined dudience.

,. ,

Desoription of Activity:
,

.

4

The instructor jkould obtain 'recordings of pubr spteches tilt have been -

2.

particularly s*cessful in arousing, emotions within an audience. These speeches

may range ,from Patrick Henry!s 'Give Me lipper4y" to\Martin Luther King, Jr.'s

"I Have a Dream" to John F,. Kennedy''s "Inaugural Address," to Douglas McArthur's

04r4Pewell to the tadets:'"- Students should listen to these speeches either

1p,
as a. class or in small groups, listening -for the emotions which the speaker

intended to inspHe and how's/he intended to do so. -Discuscsion should deal

with how the main ideas are enhanced by addition of emotion in both words

,and -presentation.,.

Class Discussion Probes:
_

rriin-ary Competency:.

AT1 Attitudes and Values.

. -

I. What is L440primary purpose ic4 the speech yo istened to?

2. What other purposes did the, speaker have in mind

,e44

Mere tlle 'attitudes and
-speaker's audience?

I

et

s expresse0,opposite Mose of the

1 nn

etc

e.

4e
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et 4 I ./

'
,

:
)

. a-....

4. Were the attitudes,and 411Aues pres, opposite those which you

hold?

A -2 Emotional State.
, . ----,

,
(

- ;.,

- 1
/' .

5. What emotions.did the speaker' express?
/

6. Were those emotions Separate from the words /he. uitsed? ,

P -

Did the speaker pack the speech'with loaded vocabulary to create:

the eihotion or feelings ;ntender

Secondary Competency:.

D-2 Positive Feelings.

8. What' positive feelings did you recei've from' listening to the

speech?

. t

9 Were these positive feelings intended? Howlido you know? ,

10. Were these positive feelings Communicated strict.ly through the

words of the, speech?.

D -3 -Negative Feeliagss.
/

I .

. ,, .
'

V. 'What negative feelings did you receilye from listening to the

4-,.uech? -g-r - ,, -.,

12. Were these egative feelings intended? How do you know?

13. Were these negative feelings communicated strictly through the

words of the speech? , 1. ,
4.

.

. f.
. 7-2

7'

4!.

_ or 1 1 o'.

.4

'1

t

4
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9th_Gi-ade

Feeling

-Mass Communidation

) -103-

THE HUMAN FAMILY

Focus of Capsule:

In this:capsule, students wiLl express feelings, values and attitudes
-

iti51 their own and learn to identify and empathize with feelings, values, and

attitudes by others througI2

Once we begin to,examine our links with others from friends to families,-

' from our community to our culture, only one more, thought leads us to envision

ourselves as pare of the human family. 'The world as a 'Jglobal village"
4

means that we all share the earth, its gifts, and the conflicting values or

lifestyles each culture offers. Underneath all the variations lies a unity

inherent in the human condition birth,Tife, food, hunger, poverty, joy, love,

anger, fear`, even death.. No matter who we are or where we live, each person

faces or avoids these common experiences. Expressing feelings in a mass

coAmunication setting means students must see that despite our human, Culturial

differences, we are alike in many ways.

Overview of Activities:

o

All peop +e th'ae.basic feelings such as joy, love, angerand fear; is

as important as a'sender and a receiver of communication to recognizethese

sirgra"r-ities. This capsule directs the students to ,explore how, de #'Spite our

liuma6 cultural differences, we are alike in' many ways.
-P-

First, the students will read newspaper editorials and identiO the issues

and concerns of the writers, the writers' point of view, and th writers' feelings.

4A

as expressed by connotative wording. Secondly, studdnts will" wg1te an editorial

"of their own, allowing their feelings to motivate their selection of the issue,

.but made aware that facts and sound reasoning are important as well. In

addition, students will view some films and/or TV movies that express deep

feelings, exploring. how feelings Were prominently, communicated through the

medium viewed. Finally, students will create a pictorial presentation that

cri

.

expresses a feeling.

111
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READING ACTIVITY: WE ALL GET MAD

PrimarNiCompetencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

1. Identifying the communicator's (sejf or others) attitgdes and

values.

2. Determining the comm4n-idator's (self or others),emotiona state.

B. Analysis of the Situatio in Which Feelings Are Exprvszed.

1. laviting and recognizing the expression of.feeling.f

Secondary Competency Developed:

D. Responding to Fedi-figs,
Se

1. 'Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.,:

Learning Objective: 4
f

Given a number of newspaper editorials, the studelitS'Ainl be able to

;identify the main issue or concern expressed by the writer, and the writers'

feelifigs concerning that issue.

Description of Activity: 44!

Students will be given a number of editorials gathered Prom at least two

different newspapers. In sfiall groups, students will recethe editorials and

4_

answer. questions identified in the class,disiussion probes.

Class Discussion Probes':
-

Primary Competencies:

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

What were the major:Issues and concerns addressed in each editorial?

EMotional State.

2. What feelings or emotions were expressed loy

B-1,4Inaillf211(211121..

e author?

What connotative words were used that he,lped you recogntze ehe

writers' feelings?

112
,
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Secondary Cpmpetencv,

0-1 Evaluative Feedback.

4. Did you agree with the author's point of view?

5. Did the author use good reasoning, along with expressing

his/her feelings? ldencifey.

7
'6. Did the author's feelings get in the way of what s/he was

trying to say-74.., Why?

-

mir

11 3
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TELL IT AS YOU LIKE

Primary Competencies Developed:

A'. AnaryIlls of Self nd Others.

1. Identifying die communicator's (self or others) attitudes and
values.

C. Communicating Feelings.
4

1. Expressing and attending to feeling'S!

-1.-Learning Objective:

Giv4ri a number of newspaper editorials whith the students have analysed in

terms of form and expressions of feelings, the students will be able to write

an editorial intended for a mass audience about an issue s/he feels strongly

about.

.Description of Activity:

Each student will write an editorial which expresses a strong feeling about
. a,

.
4, I

an issue important to the.student. It is important that the students identify
-_

their intended audience as a mass audience, and that-they recogrtize the need

4 foriscome objectivity.

Class Discussion. Probes:

. A-1 Attitudes and Values.

.1. What current issues, such as legalizing marijuana, abortion, or
capital punishwent, do' you feel strongly enough about to, take
a stand?

2. Identifythe issue you feel most strongly about. What Personal

values does your attitude.about this issue reflect? (Religion,

family beliefs,.morals, etc.).
, 4

C-1 Expressing /Attending.,

3.' What, were the major,feelings you were trying to 6Tress in your
editorial?

4. What reasons did 'ou give for feeli-ng as you did?

5. What reasons did You give Your audience for feeling as you.do
about the issuQ?

6. What connotative or emotion-laded ords

your feelings?

7. Do you feel a general (mass -) audience would accept your, p4int of view?

9.ise>in expressing
I-

11' ..,,

4s-
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE

.Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self Nand Others.

2. Determining the communicator's (self or ethers) emotional state.

.
Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling..

C. , Communicating Feelings.
J.

.2. Providir4 and interpreting non verbal' and graphic, empathic cues.

Secondary Competency Developed:

D. Responding to-Feelings.

1. Providing and accepting evaV,..Jative feedback.

LearninT,Objective:

Shown examples of films and/or TV movies that express deep feelings,

students will be able to identify how music, lighting, camera angles and non-

verbal communication c be used to express,feelings.

'Description of Activity:

Have the students view some films and/or TV moviest.hat express deep

feelings, for example, "Romeo and Juliet," West Side Story," "A Patch bf-Blue,"

and "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner."- Excerpts from TV movies, like "Holocaust,"

or "Shogun" would also work. The scenes of "Shogun" Japenese dialogue would

be excellent as a tool:for studying facial expression, music and other non-

verbal feelings, because you can't understand the dialogue. (Turning off the

sound in Athers would work for noa-verbal.communication intprpretatiOn, as well.
/ ,

Also early iilent films such as Chrlin could be used.) Discussion should center

on how the music, images, and non:verbal expl-ess,ion.of the charaOters set the

mood and express emotion. Films like "R & J" and "W.S.S." are also excellent
4

for discussing how people express feelings jn very emotional situations.'

*("The Art of Film" would be a valuable teacher resource for ,this activity.)

115
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

V
A -2 EmotIon State.

1. What feeliffgs were prominently,co6unicated by some of the

7
characters,? How?

B-1 Recognizing Expression
t .

2, How did'lighting, camera angles, mdsic, and sound help to express
feelings.

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

3. 'How did a character's/bodily action, facial expression and
vocal cues express his or her feelings?

Secondary Competency:

6-1 Evaluative Feedback.

4. What feelings did the film arouse in you?
.tar.

5: Did you cry? Have you ever cried in a movie?

'6. bid you feel a 'different response than the one the filmmaker

intended you to feel? What made you react in that way? -

7. Did you respond, by crying, or laughing, etc. appropriately?
What technIques were used to evoke that response in ,Icou?

116
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: FtELINGS

Primary Competency Developed:

4

C. Communicating re"elings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

3

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, 'empathic cues.

Secondary Competency Develobed:,

4 p. Responding tci Feelings.

,
A. Provid-ing'and accepting evpivative feedback.

Learning Objective:

Givyn a feeling, students will be ably to create a pictorial presentation

a'
-which expresses that feeling.

Description of(Activity: t ..

V 4 .

. r

The students will create 'a pictorial presentation that expreves one feePpg.
,

!').
.

They may use original photographs, magazine pictures, slides or original ,

drawings, which can be put on a poster or in a booklet., Pictures of facial

expressions, body stances, gestd'es may all be suggested.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-1 Expres.s.415/Attending.

1. What fling did you choose to communicate?

2. Why did you choose that particular feeling?

y C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues..

4

3. What non-verbal communicption was there in your pictures in
terms of peoples'facial expressions, eyes anclirmopths, gestures,

and posture?

4. Dia-colors signify any particular TZelings?
.

5. DidJthe setting.of the picture add to the feeling?

6. Did the camera Shots in terms of close-ups or in terms of the
angle from which the shot was taken affect the feeling?
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D-1 Evaluative' Feedback.

7. Which poster or booklet was the easiest to'identify?

8. Why*was it diffiqult to identify the feeling in some, of the

presentations?

Y4/

k.

a

of"

,7

1)8

2

4
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MASTER LIST

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH /COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

III. IMAGINATIVE COMPETENCIES

'141'
A. Non-Verbal Fluency

(
-

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (through) non-verbal
communication

2. Using and discriminating various sounds and voices (para).anguage)

B. Verbal Fllency

1. Using and appreciating.a rich vocabulary (word fluency)
4

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency_

3. Using_and appreciating metaphoric thinking (associational
flueRcy)

4. Using and appreciating messages that have a restricted
structure (headlines, captions, telegrams, etc.: expressional
fluency) A

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication

1.. Telling and appreciating jokes and stories

2. Participating iR and appreciating7t1ie role-playing of characters

3. Participating in and
//
appreciating dramatizations of events,

stories,-or pleys.

4. Participating in and appreciating solo or grdup oral readings.
and interpretations

5. Participating in and appreciating the recreation of mediated
br unstructured forms \

D. The Forms of reative Communication

.

1. Inventing and appreciating unusual forms (pun, riddle, rhyme,
yid limenick) ....

2. Ifiventing and appreciating poeticifOrms (sonnet, ballad, free
andblnk verse, etc.)

)
3. 'inventing and appreciating prose -forms (short story,. novel,

and descriptive essay) ,
,

4 Inventing and appreciating dramatic fol4ms (mpnologue, musical,
comedy, tragedy, etc.)

5. Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms

rr 119,
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9th grade
Imagining

4ntrapersona1

Focus of Capsule:

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!.

1'

Imagining is a rich stream ofslife-sustaining activity that is,carried o

Ir'
during day and night. Although imagining is at the root of all creative activ-

ity, it is often suppressed in schools or society unless pragmatically directed.

This capsule initiates the importance and appropriateness of self imaginings

supported by Wallace Steven's
%
sugg-d3t49r) that even facts are supreme fictions,

imagined truths. .An exploration of the interactiii worlds of reality and

imaginatidn Wilg enrich the student's creative and critical skills especially

those imaginings which shape self concepts.

Overview of Activities.:
,//

This capsule begins with ttie students reading litersature with characters

r'11

who deprive, sustain or,enrich their lives by imagining. Students then create

characters who use imagining in imaginay worlds. Moving back into the

"real" world,'-/stbdents dill orally direct a guided fantasy Which th have

written, and other students will' listen and follow their self-expl rations. .

Patterns of response, developed by imagining, can be used by the self to

escape realiTy'or to,enrich insights for the self coping with reality,.

.ro
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READING ACTIVITY: KEY TO ALL KINGDOMS

Primary Competency Developed:'

D. TheForms of Creative Communication.

1/ Inventing _and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel: and

descriptive essay)

4. Inventing and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue,

comedy, tragedy, etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed:' -

B. 'Verbal Fluency.
6

1. Using and appreciating,a rich vocabulary (word fluency).

2. Using and ap ciating ideationaliallency.

Learming Objective:

The, student will read words Ofliterature sl,iuctured by the imagining

self in order td distinguish between fantasy, reverie, dreaming, imagining,

and creating.

Description of Activity:

The students will read selected works Which illustrate imagihing at an

intrapersonal level or imaginative works. Examples of ghost stories that

inter -space imagining are "Ocurrente at Owl*Creek Bridge" by Ambrose Bierce

or the "Secret Life of Walter Mitty" by James Thurber. Novels which move

between two worlds ere I
Never Promised You a Rose Garden, The Eyes of the

Amaryliss, Owl Service or A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.

-Completely Imaginary worlds are exemplified by The Dune Trilogy, The Earth

Sea Trilogy or LOTR. Non-fiction works are The Three Faces of Eve. _firms
1

are "Mindscape," "fdiot...Genius," "Toilette,".and "Its a Wonderful Life."

Class Discuss ion Probes:

Primary Compete.ncy:

0-3 Prose Forms. AND D-4 Dramatic Forms.

1., How are imaginings healthy?

2. How has our society authorized some forms of imagining?

I

1



t 3. How can imagining create realities and truths?

4. Why are fanlasies always journeysof self discovery?

V

5. HQW do you distinguisif among fantasy,, reverie, dreams, imagining
and creating?

Secondary Competency:

B11 Word Fluency.
,

6. Do you think that a rich vocabulary improves one's ability to
imagine?

7. How would you.characterize the vocabulary in the selections
you read for this activity?

-B-2 Ideational Flu4ency.

8. How does the writer's imagination enhance any ideas which's/he
expresses?

4
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TWO DIFFERENT-WORLDS 4

Primary Competency Developed:

.\ D: The 'Forms of Creative Communication.
.

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel,
and descriptive essay).

A-, Secondary Competency Developed:

4

B Verbal Fluency.

2. Using and ippreciatirog ideationa uency.

Learning Objective:

The students will write a fable, a short short story, or a shOrt story

of a ssene in which:a character moves fr. reality to a fantasy world and s/

4_ bt
returns.

/4
.

The students will recognize that fantasy is not 'only intriniicallY self- .

. satisfying but_can be used to create solutions.

'..\0 scription of Activity:

se* c

.00

The studetp will create characters who move between worlds of f.aalsa§y
4

and reality.', While-in the world of fantasy, the character should solve a

confler discover a solUtion that-is carried back to the real world: Maps

can be drawn hkeprich the reality of the fantasy world. Examples can be

'drawn froin literatUre, comics and comic strips, films:., "Superman:" "Sword and

-the Stone," "Batman and Robim," and "Snoopy and the Red Baron."

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-3 Prose Forms.

1. Do you respond differently to animal and human characters r
fantasy? .Why?

2. Are different-techniques used in analyzing fantasy and non-
fiction? Explain.

o

3. 'Explore how writing reveals the mind of the writer rather than
"the- world..

.

.. 'NN........),

s .,
.

4. Did you experience any difficulties moving from thefantasy
world to the real world?

123
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5: In What sense can a fantasy be-credible?

Secondary Competency:

B-2 Ideational Fluency.

.4,

a'

6. How do you write? What steps do you to to aauretthat your

flow of ideas is not interrupted and hinAred by considerations

of form, style, or conventions of writihgr

Ai:14617'

1 a

n
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: WHISTLE A HAPPY TUNE

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forth-of Creative Communication.

1. In nting and appreciating unusual forms (pun, riddle, rhyme,
d limerick).

.Secondary Competency Developed:

C. the Forms of Recreative Communication.

1. Telling and appreciating jokes and stories.
9

Learning Objective:

The student will orally deliver a guided fantasy written by the student

which includes a crisis moment.
t

The student will include vivid and picturesque descriptions.

Description of Activity:
I.

The student will orally direct the class in a (guided fantasy) written

by the student in Which the character faces an unpredictable, mysterious, or

fearful physical or psychologicall4ituation. Students must then imagine their
0

solutions to the crisis moment. An understliiing of archetypes and literary

symbolism should be used N enrich the fantasies. The teacher stiould model

the focus and delivery of the fantasy but not give "solutions" or explanations

of the students' imaginings." Students will even share, if they choose to,

their plot lines and idsights.

Clas's Discdssion Probes:,

Primary COmpetency:

D-1'"Unusual Forms.

1. How does a guided fantasy differ from day/night dreams?

2. Why is speaking different than just imagining?

3. How is it, that vivid language enhances imagining?

4. Why do dreams and imagi-ningS have a narrative form?

125
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5 What types of peo
relationships?

Seco dary Competency:

C-1 Jokes and Stories.

6. What physical devices did you use in telling your fantasy?

7. How did you use your vocal non-verbal skills to enhance your

fantasy?

-118-
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LISTENI NG ACTIVITY: WHERE HAVE ALL 411111ELVES GONE?

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The IForms of Creative Communication.

1.' inventing and appreciating unusual-forms (pun, riddle, rhyme,
and limeNck).

2,

S1econdary Competencies Developed:

C. The Forms of Re6reative Communication.

1:, Telling and appreciating jokes and stories.

A. Non-Verbal Fluency.

1.' Assignirig (conveying) fneaning to (through) non-verbal
communication.

2. Using and discriminatilig various sounds and voices
(paralanguage).

Learning Objective:
4

The student will imagine the self in a variety of,novglsituations, roles,

,times and places.
b

The student will speculate on intrapersonal communication in 'strange-and

threatening situations, listening to the self.

Description of Activity:

(This activity is the receptive aspeCt of the speaking activity.)

Students will listen to and imagine responses to a crisis-orientqd guided

fantasy. The students will imagine themselveS as the main character of the

narl?tive and be preparee-berfall the speaker of their personal imaginings.

Students Should appreciate and rely on intrapersonal imaginings as they dis-

cover themseives.as being "in process" beyond logic but initiated and sus-

tained by controlled language.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-1 Unusual Forms.,

1. How is imagining communicating with the self?
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2. What kind of language affects your imaginings,, your moods,riko--

attitudes and self-concepts? /

,.
3. When do you fantasize? Why?

r---- t

4. No0 do you listen to your fantasies? How do yoLtrespond?

.
A

,

5. When isyourmaginatidh most active and creative?. Is there a

Pattern? What kinds of things do you fantagize about?

'Secondary Competencies:

C-I Jokes and Stories.

6. Why should imagined responses "belbng" to the imaginer?

7. Why shouldn't everyone be required to share what they imagine

during the guided fantasy?

A-1 Non-Verbal Communication.

8. What non verbal` physical techniques did you appreciate in others'

guided fantasies? Did they help your own fantasizing?

A-2,.Sounds and Voices.

9. What vixa l, non-verbal cechniqUes can you identify frorri others

guided-fantasies? Now did they help you in your own?

N

4

0



9th GradeN
Imagining

Dyadic

Focus of Capsule:

-121-

IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO'

Dialogue is the essence afAyadic interaction. Thus the focueof.this

capsule is oh the creation andappreCiation of imaginative dialogue.

Overview-of Activities:

The listening activity is an interview by the teacher of a creative

personality in the community that will expose students to the idea's and

motives of a creative; imagining individual, aryl the interplay of dialogue

between two indiViduals. In the.speaking activity, students break into dyads

to role-play an unusual joli4Onterview. The reading activity consists-7;f'

- reading a story rich In dialogue and a play to study how charActer'is re-

. vealed by dialogue. The writing activitrequires students to write an

imaginative dialogue between two characters.

I

CI(

I
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.LISTENING ACTIVITY: AND HERE'S....JOHNNYI

Primary Competencies Developed:

/'
-A. Non-Nerbal Fluency.

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (through) non-verbal
4

. communication.

c

2. Using and discriminating.various sounds and voices
(paralanguage).

B. -Verbal Fluency.

1. Using and appre.Eiating a rich vocabulary (word fluency)..

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

.3. Using and appreciating metaphoric thinking (assoicational
fluency).

'1'1111'1. 40Learning Objective:

Given a formal, live interview of a creative individual by, the teacher,

the students will be able to identify. the elements of this creative person-

ality and reiterate how this individual works at his/her art.

Description of Activity:

The teacher will interview a local creative personality (TV producer,

artist, sculptor,' actor, poet, author) about the nature of the creative life.
*'

Students should listen carefully to discover clues to this. creative person-

ality and how the person works at his/her craft. Students should be encouraged

.

to ask questions of the interviewee when the formal interview is over. It

would probably be best to have the students prepare their Questions ahead of

time.

Class Discussion Probes:

A-1 Non-Verbal Communication. AND -2 Sounds 40 Voices.

1.. What examples of non - verbal communication did you observe? What

.did these tell you about the communicator? How important were

the non-verbal Lies in helping you learn about his person's

personality?

13Q
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2. How does this creative person use non-verbal communication in
his/her art? Is non-verbal communication'an importak eleme
of this art? Why or why riot?

B-1 Word Fluency.' AND B-2 Ideatipnal Fluency: AND B-3 Metha

Thinking. .

-

.3. Identify elements of the creative process that were discu

by the interviewee. How does vocaburaryt_brainstorming,
metaphoric thinking contribute to creative thought?

4. ,What did you learn about .? (writing, Poetry, scul

ing, acting, etc..). o
c.>'

Note: Depending on who you have-as a guest, you will want to ask
questions about the specific art form represented and how

. the artist proceeds to create in that genre.

Audience Context:

1 What kinds of questions (open, closed, mirror, probing, leading)

were used by the teacher? What evidence of imagination or cre-

ativity do they give? Which questions were most successful ,for

gaining information about the creative personality?

2. %pat social amenities were used by the teacher and guest? What

did that suggest about theindividuals?

3 As a listener, what other questions came to your mind as the inter-
_

view proceeded? Why?

131
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SPEAKING ACTIVITYi WHAT'S MY LINE?

\
Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

Cs

2. Participating'in and appreciating the role-playing of characters..

Learning Objective -:

Given a job interview situation, the student will be able to use non-

verbal and verbal cues to characterize the participants in an imaginative

interview.

Description of Activity:

Have students role-phawkinterviewer and interviewee for a job interview.

the interviewer should select a job that is "different" and should 'flan a

series of questions that s/he wishes to ask of the interviewee. The inter-

, viewee,should try to make a good impression.

f'Sampl4 jobs include:

You are seeking a playmate for your pet gorilla.

You are a movie director looking for a person .to play 1r. Bill,in a

full length movie you are directing'.

tlYou are a police captain looking for a replacement member for your

".-6-"Oimb squad. 1 /

You are the personnel director for the-Green BayPackejsclooking for

, a tackling dummy for training camp.

1

All students should -live an opportunity to be either an interviewer or

an interviewee.

dlaqs Discussion Probes:

C-2 ,Role-Playing.

1. How sere non-verbal cues used to establish characters? Which

students were most successful. in their-use of non-verbal
communication? Why?

.411"

. 2. What adaptations in vocabulary were necessary to portray yotfr

`character? Who wai most successful in this?- Why?

4'

P

r
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3. What examples of humor can yOu identify? What did you find
particulafly funny, if anythirig? What is the nature of the

humor? , slapstick, verbal, situational, satire, irony,
etc.)

4. Would.you
would you
character

describe the characters as.stereotypes? If so,

say that that was. inherent in the light-hear.ted

of the situation?

'5. How would you rate the creativity of the jobs and characters
invented for the activity?

Audience Context:

1. What types of questions are important to determine the suitability
of an applicant for a job? Did the interviewers use appropriate
quegtions?

'2. Were the responses appropriate and to the point?

3. Evaluate the "flow" of the dialogue. Was it smooth? Were the
participants responsive to one another? Did they appear to be

listening carefully?

133
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. READING ACTIVITY: THE CONSCIENCE OF THE KING

Primary Competency Developed:

The.Forms of Creative Communication.

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel,

and descriptive essay).

4. Inventing and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue, musical,

comedy, tragedy, etc.).

Learning Objective:

Given a short story and a one-act_ play, the student will be....able to

identify how characters are developed through dialogue in these two genres

of literature.

Description of Activity:

Students-read a story with considerable dialogue such as Salinger's "A

Perfect Day for Banana Fish" or Hemingway's "The Killers" and a one-ace play

such as Jacob's "The Monkey's Paw" or O'Neill's "In the Zone." The teacher

directs them to watch for the way character is developed through dialogue.

An extension of the activity would be to have the students read the dialogues

outloud. Oral reading if the dialogues is an excellent way to emphasize

character analysis because the character analysis is essential to determine

the vocal and physical cues used in the oral interpretation of each character.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-3 Prose Forms. AND,-D -4 Dramatic Forms.

Howls physical description or designation of characters

revealed in narrative writing? In drama?

2. What do dialog tags contribute in narrative dialog?

3. How are those functions conveyed in drama?

4. How does the writer use dialog to reveal character differences?

5. How,does'the writer reveal his/her imagination in the use of

dialog?
-a

.
What advantages accrue to the writer who chooses plays over

narrative dialog? The reverse?

134
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I. .

r

r

'7. What did you learn about punctuating dialogue from these works?
4 What role does punctuation play in prose narrative? dramatic

) writing? f

8. Now are elements of characterization encoded non-verbally in.an
' oral reading?

.

P

V
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WRITING ACTIVITY: STRANGt ENCOUNTERS OF THE IMAGINATIVE KIND

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel-,

and descriptive essay).

4. Inventing and appreiating dramatic forms (monolOgue, musical;
comedy, tragedy, etc.),

Learning Objective:

Given an imaginary situation, the students will write'a dialogue between

two characters that develops each character's personality in either a narra-

tive or dramatic form.

Description of Activity:

Students are asked to think of two very opposite characters. These may

be real people such as Hitler and Ghandi, or "types" such as a hippy d a

- banker. Then they are to think of a situation-in which the two might con-

ceivably meet. After outlining this situation in a brief paragraph, the

student creates a two page dialogue between the two characters. This dialogue

may be either narrative or dramatic in form.
.

Evaluation: Form dyads and have students share their papers with one another
using the discussion questions below.

Clss Discussion Probes:

D-3 Prose Forms. AND- D-4 Dramatic Forms.

1. Has the writer chow a setting and a situation which makes
the juxtaposition of the two characters believable?

2. ev.What aspects of the dialogue reveal character? How? Is the

characteriz&tion realistic? Believable?

3: How could the dialogue be improved torrtalse the characterizations

more effective?

I3G
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_ 9th Grade -129-'
,,, .imagining -

Small Group

, ..

. HAPPY FAHILIEt
Y

,

. a ';',

Focus of Capsule:

,

'0 j Who hasn't Wished or wondered what life would be'like rf-they Mad been
, A

born into another family? Or.sOeculated an what "home" will be iike-in the
o

,ZA
twentyirst century? Or wondered what has become of. that mythical. entity'

si001*

* e ri
"TheIverage American Family?" This capsule invites. students toexplare the

perfect and the imperfect in,families through the powers of imagination.

Overview'of Activities:
i

- The play You Can't Take It With You begins thit capsule as a reading pro-
.

ject suited to both silent and oral modes providing huthOrous. insights into

' family life. An imaginary bird's=eye-view into a variety of families combined
11;

with a real life tripthrough the Yellow Pages leads to group poetry in a

familial,vein. Viewing d tc4 family lifeas portrayed by tele-

vision and in thefilm Y ar 1999 A.D. will lead to a discussion of the,

characteristics of ideal families now and in the future. After analysis in".

small groups, stitents will come to a c s on the attributes of the ideal

family and the family,of the future hich they will convey to the class through

a speaking activity.

G

.5 .

V10:3/1

4 4

1:3"?
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READING ACTIVITY: TAKE IT WITH YOU

. -

Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms .of Recreative Communication.
4

3: -Participating it and appreciating. dramatizations of events,

stories, or plays.

Secondary, Competency Developed

C. Theforms of Recreative Commuhicdtion.

1. Telling and appreciating jokes and "stories.

Learnin Ob'ectiv

4
Applying ski Is of literary analysis of the plot and characters of a play,

students will, examine

I

'fferences in kinds of humor while contrasting their

own
o
experiences imaginat with-those of others.

Description of Activity:

Stddents take roles d read aloud Kaufman and Hart's You Can't Take It

With You. If the teacher wishes, students could read the play individually and

walk through the play, while reading it aloud.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-3 Dramatizations.

1. What features of this play seem particularly imaginative?

2. pd any characters becothe more or less admirable during the

action?'

3. Which characters'are most important in developing the action?

4. What bits of sage business or mannerisms can, you think o t a

would help convey the personaNty or humor of your character

Secondary Competency:

laftftw,
N%#*

C-1 Jokes and Stories.

5. What kinds of humor can you identify in the play? Examples?

c

p

s

to
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,

Au ience Context:

1. What message about family life do the authors convey by bringing
these varied characters together?- Is this message idealized?

s

2. How is your family different from or similar to either of the familila
in this story?

VIP

GO
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WRITING ACTIVITY: RAISING THE ROOF

.10

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The 'Forms of Creative Communication.

2. Inventing and 40preciating poetic forms (sonnet, ballad, free

and blank verse,' etc.) .

Secondary Competency.Vg:TOTed: 4 ,\

B. Verbal Fluency.

I. Using and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency)'.

2. aUsing and appreciating ideational fluency.

4. Using and appreciating messages that have a restricted structure

(headlines, captions, telegrams, etc." expreuional fluency).

Learning Objective:

Students will write poetry utilizing a given structure which sho s imagine-

tive use of language throligh concrete, sense-oriented words and phr

Description-of Activity:
,

tr

Wagon
catll
irdf
y.

poem
'addresses,

r's "While
o s. In

tew"

are to
h Ch explores

l.

'lb-

.

..

Teacher hands out copies and leads disckgesion of,David,,

Looking,Through the Yellow Pages." Discus?%Iiiiew;of

this activity students are to imagine they Pine' '

.-.

into four'or five imaginary family homes sr

use this imaginary vantage point to wri a

h

,..

the differences in family situations thr np services

they might use, and free-associations r' ed to .4 ,

2. Students break into groups of three..-or--tour. .US.ing.dPrectories from

outside of the area (the more remote the-better),A444througii yellow

pages creating a group list of 30-40 lisii gs such as "Dew Drop Inn,""

"Apple Valley Free Church," "Walt's Locksh p." Try to find listings

that have an interesting sound or which stimulate clear sense images. ' '

, . .

3. Stucgts then go.to the White Pages ant' find'' an equal number of
,.

int sting names and addresses which they list separately.

Each group selects three of its name listings and free associates as

a group to achieve lists 'of objects, sensations, feelings"; etc: asso-

ciated with the three listings.selected. Each group will now have

four lists of concrete words and phrases.

4. Each jroup will,workon a poem, material for which they will draw

from their four lists. Rules for this poem are as follows:

a. Poems should be 20 lines or more.

b.- As far as possible, groups should utilize mater40 from lists.

They may confine themselves to one or two list?br draw,from all

four.

1 4 0
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c. F6cus on sound and'images. Let meaning take care of itself.

d. Don't dwell on a single image. ReMembec how Vagoner gives a few

comments on,the bdrber's colleges and gets on to fox farms.

e. When poem is complete, as a group, choose an appropriate title.

5. Groups will publish and exchange poems.

Cass Discussion Probes:

Students should read the poetry of all the groups; qUestions for discussion

include:

Primary Competency:

0-2 Poetic Forms.

1. Is there i nterna 1 Ayme? A) 1 i terat ion? Assonance?_ Onamatoppeia?

Give examples.

2. Which poem must successfully uses these techniques and images?

Secondary Competency:

B-1 Word Fluency.,

3. What specific, concrete,. sense- oriented words and hi-ases can ou

,' identify in this poetry?

B-2 ,cieational'Fluency.

4. Which poems made particularly good use of creative ideas? How?

B-4 Restricted Structure.

5. Whic itles wervartipularly effective? Why?

Audience Contet:

L

1. Comment on the variety of familiesthat are visible in each poem:

Which has the greatcAt variety? Which,is+ most believable? Which

most unusual?

\s)
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LISTENING ACTIVIY: IDEAL FAMILIES, NOW AND WHEN if

' Primary Competency Developed: Itt

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication. 1

5. Participating in and appreciating the recreation of mediafed'or

'uhstructurgd forms.

Learning Objective:

Analyzing family qualities depicted in popular TV shows an selecting
.41

qualities desired in ideal families will prepare students to imagine the family

of the future and compare with past and current views.
111

Description of Activity:

Students are assigned the task of viewing their choice of two television

program featuring'"idealzed pictures" of a family. Typical options include:

"Eight is Enough," "Family," "The Waltons," and 4Little House on the Prairie."

The teacher will ask eachs udent to jgt down both the positive and

negative qualities of the families illustrated by the two TV s selected.

Students swill share their lists with the class. A camper on of these.

idealized families can be developed via a classroom.,scussion and blackboard'

listing of their main qualitie.

Students will then viewlthe film Year 1999 A.D. which is a 1967 view of

what the American family will be like at the end of this century. Students

will be asked to note characteristics of the family as they watch, comparing

them with the TV families they drscussed.

Class Discussion, Probes:

Primary Competency':

A
C-5 Recreation of Mediated Forms.

Following the tele qsion viewing, these questions can be used to struc-

ture discuision:

1. List the titles of the.programs'On chalkboard, transparency or

flip chart. What are therfiaracteristics, of the families in

each?

142
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2. How are thecharacters developed in these shows? How do they

- change within the program? During the series?

3. Compare the positive and negative qualities of these families.
How realistic are they?

4. Ho0 do the television families compare with families you are
aware of?

5. What qualities seem most desirable in families? Do you think
these qualities remain the same over time? Can you think of
any that used to be important that no lower are, or the
reverse?

Following ti! filmYear1999 A.D., these questions should be raised:

1. What are the characteristics of the 1999 family?

2. Since 1967 when this film was, made, which of the predictions
in the film have come closest to beirig realized? Which are
still remote?

3. To what extent are the predictions on the film still' accurate?
How would you change them?

Audience Context:

. I. How do these differ from families today? From television's

idealize() families?

A
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: FAMILIES,9NE AND FUTURE

Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

D. The-Forms-of-Creative Communication.

5. Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

Using appropriate small group participation techniques to reAlk a con-

senZh on an imaginative set of qualities of families of the future, student

ti

groups will prepare and present these to the class in a creative format.

Destription of Activity:

After completing the-imagining small group listening activity above, the

students will gather triads to come to consensus regarding their idealized

familnowart& in the fUture. Each triad must agree on.in ideal mother, father,

100-
ssisters) -and brother(s) and

4
on the ideal home both now and in 1999 A.D.

Each triad will make an oral report to the class with each member con-
.

tributing to the report. Each group will determine the format for the-grOup's
'4.

presentation, role playing or other creative techniques should be encouraged.

Teacher resources for this unit include the sections an groupconsensus

in Brooks, Speech Communication, 3rd ed., and Keltner, interpersonal Speech

Communitation.

p

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

B-2 Ideational Fluency..

1. How did your group go about brainstorming for ideas?

241, After brainstorming, wiat criteria seemed to be employed in
choosing-each of the Family members and io'speculating on the

future?

14'4
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0-5 tiediated or T1;;trustured Forms.

3. How did you decide how to present your consensus to the group?

.-4,

Z. Wow effectkie were the group reports? Which was most creative

and why?

Audience Context:

1. Was there a leader in your, triad? How did the leader emerge?

- 2. Did you have difficulty in reachijg consensus regarding any of the

family members? Why did the difficulty exist?-
)

3. How did your triad resolve the conflict? A're You happy with the

teonsensds reached by your-group? How content would you be to really

live in that family? How realistic did the various pOdictions seem?

'io-

a a

j
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9th Grade
IQagining
Public

Focus of Capsule:
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A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME

41.
A

One important element in imagination is the ability to make comparisons

' which enable us.to see familiar things in a new way, or to visua101e things

411111

that we have never seen. This capsule fotuses on such comparisons. Poetry

forms an important eyelfent.in this public.capsule as it is meant for universal

4
audiences.

Overview of Activities:

For the initial activity in listening,. the stud&rits review a film which

reveals the fact that people make comparisons as a matter of course and that

these comparisons vary according to the expriences% interests, and biases

/of the tamperer. The reading activity gives he students a chance to identify

ways in which comparisons are made in-poetry.
f
The teacher allows the students'

...,o, . .
..k

,

,

to fOcus on the comparisons themselves rather than on the terminology associa-.

ted with it. The students then experience a 46try writing task which is

structured so as to remove the threat frequently perceived by students in

poetry. They have the opportunity to create figures of speech and find

meanings and relationships in poetic material that has no "right" interpre-

tation. The speaking activity permits the students work with othersto

)create an imaginary situation which depends upon comparisons with existing

public StructUres.

dm*
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE ElOF THE BEHOLDER

$rimary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

2. Using and appreciating, ideational fluency.

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

5. ,PLrticipating in and appreciating the recreation of mediated

or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

The student Will be able to imagine the outcome of a situation by seeking
*

an understanding of a character and then predicting how that character will

behave in a given situation.

Description 'of Activity:

Students will view a film called "The Eye of the Beholder." This film,

which can be obtained for a nominal rental fde from several film distributors,

is shown in two sedtiogo. After having viewed the first half, students are

asked to give their own versions of the situations in the film which have

been viewed dramatically through the eyes of several different perceivers.

Then the second half of the film is shown revealing the actual nature of the

events in the story. The class discusses the outcome and the differences

between their versions and the correct one.

When the class gives its own version of the outcome, this should be done

through creative brainstorming using the traditional imaginative-thinking-
,

followed-by-evaluation format. Discussion questions for the film, exclusive

of the probes on brainstorming might inclUde:

1. What does the title "The Eye of the Beholder" mean to you/

2. Why is it particularly appropriate that the central character

should.be a painter?

3. How do the actor's convey the characterizations of the persogs they

represent? Identify various specific techniques. To what extent

are these characterizations stereotyped?: .
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Class
0
Discussion Probes)

Primary Competency:

B-2 Ideational Fluency.

1. What happened in the film which led you to discern a suitable
conclusion?

2. How did others' ideas while brainstorming help you imagine
a conclusion of your own?

3. What does the two-step process of imagining consist of?

Secondary Competency:

C-5 Recreation of Mediated Forms.
Alt

4. How does the medium of film enhancethis story?

5. Explain the imaginative methods, adopted by the filmmaker.

4

F
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READING ACTIVITY: 'THAT OLD 'OGORE POETRY ,

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

3. Using and appreciating metaphoric thinking (associattmal

fluency).

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Comftnication.

2. Participating. in and appreciating the role-playing of characters.

Learning Objective:

Students will recogniie'various poetic devices and figures of speech and

communicate their understanding to other class members.

Description of Activity:

Students in small groups will be provided with a variety of poetry

anthologies and. collections. In addition,they will be provided with ditto.

masters. Following a teacher presentation of various type's of pogtry figures

of speech (metaphor, simile, personifipation, etc.) each student group will.

prepare an anthology of poetry which demonstrates the existence of these

figures of speech. The stuAents will arrange their anthologies in "chapters"

ark duplicate these for general presentation and .dis,cussion with the class.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

B -3 Metaphoric Thinking.

1. Identify the various figures of speech?

2. Can you identify instances in which a particular word built

a vivid image?

3. What role does comparisc4/contrast play in building figures

of speech?
1

ti A
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Secondary Competency:

C-2 \Role-Playing.

4. What different types of poetry id you include in your

anthology?

5. Which'ty`pd seemed to be better for storytelling? for explana-
tion of a reaction to a happening or scene?

11,
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WRITING ACTIVITY: NO MEANING SAVE IN THINGS

Primary Competency Dev

B, Verbal Fluene,1.-

Using. and appreciating metaphoric;thjnking (associational

fluency).

*
Secondary'Compet.encies Developed:

.

D. The FOIMS of Creative Commdnication.
O

'

1. Ihventing and appreciating unusual forms (pu

and limerick),

Learning Objective:

4

,
.

Studentsfwil4 learn they can create their own effeCtive images and figures
, , ,

.
,

ot"speech,by utilizing their imaginWions to. tell ilOke or a story.

ir
*..., i.

i,

0 .

Description of Activity: ,''
...-- '

.

.

. Using a variety, of joke books as a spring board,students' should be put to

the.task.of writing their own joke or brief, humorous story utilizing some of,-
, _ \

. , the same Mgtres of speech and.tkiterary devices they learned about in the

reading ivity. These-jokes
o and/or stories should be added to the class-

a.

I

,room anthology of student writing.
0

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

B-3 Metaphoric Thinking.

1. For what purpose, is the metaphor or-other figures of speech'

used insprosa?.

4

2. Does this Offer_ fr .ts purpole

Secondary Competency:

D-1 Unusual Forms.

/AO

poetry.

at

5. Which st ories or jokes4lid you appreciate most? Why?

4. What difficulties did you Oyounter while writingyour joke or

story?

0
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: OTHER VIEWS

Primary Competency Developed

D. The Forms. of Creative Communication.
ti

2. Inventing and appreciating poetic forms (sonnet, ballad,
free and blank verse, etc.).'

Secondary ompetencies, Developed:

The Fol;Tis of Re'breative Communication.

J

dr
'

5. Participating in and appreCiating the recreation of mediated
or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

students will experience a point of view other than theirgown and
?-10P

successfully use the language and attitudesofthe person whose, role they

i

sume.
o

cri tion t :

The class will be divided for working in two groups. The mawr task of

11P
each group should be to discuss an issue of top' mediate interest (fewer

credits required for graduatiqb, let's do away with football, 4.i.ve us a smokin

lounge, etc.). Each studeR the group will assume a role of somApne who

5

is fictional-or'a member of,the administration, --faculty member, or parent..

One student will be a recorder and'one will be a monitor. The students will

speak from this different perspective and
'N

Ine what it would be l'

attempt to reflect this new view in all. comments made to the group.

Class DiscusSion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-2 Poetic Forms.

1.. What aspect of communication did you become aware of when
speaking from someone else's pOint of view?

NO

2. Did you find the problems easier to solve from another's
point of view*than'your own?

Competency:
. '

Recreation of Mediated Forms.
1

3. In a discussion, how does the flow of ideas develop?

152
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9th Grade
Imagining

Mass COMmunication

-145-

.:'SPOOFS, HOAXES, SHAMS, AND OTHER CONTRIVED EVENTS

0

Focus of Capsule:

The mass media are excellent vehicles for creative communication.

Creative/artists have used radio, television, and film to stimulate the

imagination an d fancy of mass audiences. In this capsule, attention will

be given to Tess messages that involve the implementation or depiction of

spoofs, hoaxes, and shams,--highly contrived Communication occurences.

Overview of Activities:

The capsule -begibs with a reading of Howard Koch's script from the

"War of the Worlds" radio program. This program is a dramatic instance of

how a.media program can backfire into an unintended hoax. The writing

4
activity invites the student to construct a radio script about hodags, snipe

hunting, bigfoot tracking, o5 other hoaxes. The listening activity involves

the viewing of a Iiim that depicts a sham occurrence involving mass communi-

cations. The speaking activity involves the presentation of a 7-10 minute

radio drama that depicts a sham occurrence.

1
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READING ACTIVITY: -WAR OF THE WORLDS

Primary Competency Developed: 4

C. The Forms' of Recreative Communication.

5. Participating in and appreciating the recreation of mediated

or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

The students will recognize the effective-coordinating of music, hound

effects, narration, characterization, and plot in script form to create an

effective radio drama.

Description of Activity:

Pre-Activity:

0

Discuss the impact Orson Veils' "War of the Worlds" had at the time of

its broadcast.

The students will read Orson Wellsi radio script of "War of the Worlds"

and may also simultaneously listen to the record. The class will analyze
C 1

the script for use of music, sound effects, narration, and characterization.

Students should ponder the reasons why the imaginary invasion from Mars

was believed by.so many people.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-5 Recreation of Mediated Forms.

1. How were music and sound effects used to create a realistic

setting? 7

2.- How was the announcer used?

3. What believable characters.did he create? How did he use

setting, sound, names, and titles to create believability?
4t

4. What other techniques were used to create the illusion of

-4r reality? (E.g. special interrupt bulletins, familiar loca-

tions, etc.)

5. Imagine you ire the producer-sof a TV production of"War of

the Worlds".which will°attempt to "fool" the public much as

the radio production did. What settings) would you create

and how? What special visual effects would you use? What

are the advantages and disadvantages of using the TV medium

for creating this "hoax?"--

1 5.1
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WRIT NG ACTIVITY: THE SKY IS FALLING! THE SKY IS FALLING!

Primary Competency -Developed:

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

5. Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

After identifying the central ingredients of a radio script, students

will prepari a rad,O script that conforms to scripting conventions,select-,

ing music, sound effects, and language appropriate for a radio spoof or

hoax.

Description of Activity:-

After reeding the script from "War of the Worlds," st)dents will write

a radio script that reveals an impending unreal catastrophe. The teacher

may wish to review tho conventions of script writing and m permit students

to work in dyads or triads. Following the Completion of the scripts, groups

should exchange their work and suggest editorial corrections. A student

selectiori committee should choose scripts to be photocopied and shared.

Instructional-Resources:

1. -"How to make old-time radio. plays" (phonotape).

2. "Dead pan productions" c 1976.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-5 Meciiated or Unstructured Forms:

1. Were the sham catastrophes within the range of possibility?
V

2. To what extent would sound effects and music contribute to
the intended effect?

3. Diethe narrative contain language that a public communicator
would employ'on silch,an occasion?

4. What special devices were used in an effort to make the sham
occurrences plausible?

Do the scritift conform to the conventions of radio scripts?.
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LISTENING ACTIVITY:' GILDING THE ROTTEN APPLE t-

4

Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Reereative CsmmuniiileiOn.

17 -Participating in and appreciating the recreation of crlediated

or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

By viewing films which portray deceptions, s/Ldents will identify the

filmic techniques and imaginative factors which made the deception effective.

Description of Activity:

Have students view a film in which the mass media are used to develop

4-
sham images of a persdn. Among ple movies that treat such actions

"Greatest Man in the World" (Adaptation of the shOrt story by James

Thurber) BAVI 6310

"Meet John Doe" (Classic Hollywood Feature Film.starring Gary Cooper

and Barbara Stanwyok) BAVI 4969

"His Girl Friday" (Hollywood Feature - Length Comedy 'starring Cafy

Grant and Rosalind Russell) BAVI 470o

Class Discussion Probes:

C-5 Recreation of Mediated Forms.

1. What were the deceptiqns?

2. Why were the deceptions effective or ineffective?

3. Why was the deception possible?

4. How did the delivery of major characters contribute to the

deception?

5 Could this deception be portrayed using non-visual media?

"6. What visual elements tontributed significantly to the portrayal?

7. as-ianguage used for comic or dramatic effect?
4Mfe

8. How did the film demonstrate changes in the affectisve states

of major characters? JP
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: OUR OWN SPOOF

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

5. Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

The students will create a deception-for portrayal in a radio dramatic

program, using the conventions of script writing and presentation to pprtray

aA'

character and create an effective program.

Description of Activity:

$
The stAttts working in small groups will produce 7-10 minute dramatic

. , , .,.:t.-z.,1; .

radioscripts demonstTati g the use of sound effects, music, narration and

characterization to create a particular radio dramatic genre in which a

deception is portrayed. After preparing and rehearsing the script, students

should audio-tape their radio dramas for'replay to the whole class.

As an aid to the students' production, the following radio projection )

techniques should be illustrated:

1. Show how music identifies the type of radio genre, establishes
mood, sets the scenes, serves as transitions between scenes, and
builds to a climax.

2. Illustrate how sound effects set scene, depict action, intensify
mood and serve as transition.

3. Give examples of language used as dialogue and narration.

4. Demonstrate the use of tape recorders record Players. For
example, the various types of recorders, el to reel -,- cassette

and cartridge, should be explained.

Review the following radio action techniques.

1. Practice is essential for an effective conversational delivery
style.

2. While practicing the reading of your script, use all of the
gestures, facial expressions, and voice inflections it calls for -
act out the part!

3. Stay in charaCter.

4. Remember phrasing and emphasis affect emotion and mood.
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5. Speak clearly with proper volume, inflection rate:

Instructional Resources:

1. A Resource Curriculum in Brdadcast Media, DPI.

2. Kingston, R.C. Colo-011, R. Levy, Broadcasting: Television and

Radio. New York: Prentice Hall, 1955.

40
3.1 Various sound effect records readily available in most record

stores or libraries such as background music ( Phonodisc) major

records MLP 1040.

4. Sound effects in stereo vol. 1, 2, 3, etc. (phonodisc) audio

fidelity DF37006, 1960,.._

Class Discussion Probes:

D-5 Mediated or-Unstructured Forms.

,

1. What were the sound'effects used? For what purpose?

t

2. In what ways was music used effectively?

3. Was an announcer used? Did s/he-set ,the mood?

4. Was there a narrator? .Was the narration appropriate?

5. Was there adequate character development? Were there too

many characters? Not enough? Were the characters sustained?

6. Which characters Were'most effectively developed through the

use of rate, pitch, volume, and quality?

7. Did the dialogue make the plot clear? What was the deception?

8. How was the deception tarried out?

9. Were you able to identify the particular genre? Why?

10. How would you rate the overall pqpduction excellent? good?

fa*R? poor?
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MASTER LIST

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH /COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

IV. RITUALISTIC COMPETENCIES

-A: Analysi of the Ritualistic Context
7

1. Identifying role expectations

2. Recognizing symbbls used to fa0Titate rituals

3. Predicting ritualized responses

B. Informal Ritualized Exchanges
v

4

1. Using social amenities (being courteous, expressing thanks, excusing
oneself, telephone etiquette, etc.)

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting,_leave-taking,
kidding, etc.)

3. Engaging in informal conversation (taking turns, encouraging

participation)

C. Formal Ritualized Exchange-s'in Small Groups

1. Recognizing and participating effectively in interviews and other'

formal conversations

2. Recognizing and participatinA effectively in small, group . 4

3. Recognizing and performing task roles in problem - solving roups

4. Recognizing and performing'emotional roles'in group discUssions

D. Formal Rituilized Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings

1. Recognizing and initiating parliamentary moves

2. Presenting 'and evaluating epideictic messages,Wogies, acceptance
speeches, sermons, oral prayers, and after dinner speeches, etc.)

k
3: Evaluating and initiating, where appropriate, specialized and

mediated forms
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9th Grade.
Ritualizing
Intjapersonal

BE TRUE TO,YOURSELF: PERSONAL HONOR/PERSONAL HONESTY

Focus of Capsule:
r.

Problems of personal honor are frequently sut jects of literature and the

media. Man's effort to understand and his search for what constitutes Honor-

able behavior has been a continuing theme. As teenagers explore their

identities in relation to their peers, the question of group vs. individual

loyalty can become the focus of conflict creating discomfort, anxiety, or

even trage Understanding the ritualistic basis of concepts'of honor and

dishonor will aid the student in deve.lyping self understandings.

Overviewof

Students will begin this capsule by reading a short story which

trates a young person'in conflict with or. in troubleAbecause of his/htr

personal code of honor. In,p writing activity, they will consider forMal,

statements of codes of honor and write their own. In a speaking assignment

to deliver their own funeral eulogies, students may loose humorlous or

serious ways of employing ritualistic behavior to explore the extent to

which they might achieve the goals represented by their personal codes of

honor. Viewing the film of "Barn Burning," the Faulkner short story, will

juxtapose concepts of family loyalty and personal honor.

IGO
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READING ACTIVITY: WHO PAYS? - WHAT PRICE?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. analysis of the Ritual istft. Context.
4

1. Identifying role expectations.

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate rituals.

Secondary Competency Devia-loped:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

3.' Predicting ritualized responses.

4

Learning Objective:

By reading short stories dealing Irth conflicts arising from personal

concepts of honor, students will recogn e its function and the symbols

.

associated with it 19 teenage peer groups.

Description of Activity:

Students will read two short stories,'"On the Sidewalk Bleeding" and

"A Summer's Reading." In both stories the main characters are trapped between

\J

personal desires, peer and community pressures, and their concepts of per-
,

sonal honor:

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectations.-

1. Describe the concept of personal honor held by each of
main characters.

2. What is the function of peer groups in each of the stories?
How do they determine the roles each plays?

3. What is the public image each boy wants to present? How does

this, relate to his per,sonal.needs?

A-2 Symbols.,

4. "On the Sidewalk Bleeding," what aspects of ritualistic be-
haviOr are visible? What symb identify groups in the story ?'

5. What symbols identify your group membership?
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Secondary Competency:

A-3 PrediCting Response's.

6. What-forces of the community a? large appear in each story?
How do they react to the boys?

Audience context:

1. What groups and symbols exist in your school community?

2. What requirements and rewards do they offer? W

have? What symbols? .

ituals do they .



WRITING ACTIVITY: I BELIEVE...

Primary CompetencyDeveloped:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying role expectations:-

4
Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Con-text.
r

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate ritual.

Learning Objective:

Students will write and illpserate their personal codes of honor in

an appropriate ritualistic format.

Description of Activity:

a

As a pre-writing activity,students wilLread.the Kipling poem "If" and

review scout creeds and pledges of allegiance. They will then write their 41*

awn creed or code of honor in which they articulate some of the bases for

t 4
heir ownvalues. These may be short but e 6 be carefully thought out

and should follow the ritualistid aspects of4reedi and pledges in format.

,These may be illustrated WIlhtoats of arms of personal heraldic devices

that further explain the student's values. All creeds will be put.on the

wall for students to 1 k at.

4 Class Discussion Pr bes;

Primary tompetency:

A-h Role Expectations.

1. Which of these have most clearly the attributes ritualistic

creeds or codes? What roles have influenced the different

codes?

2. Which al=e most interesting? Why? What ats cts o0 ritualrstic
writing do you see in these codes?

3. Which are most complete and thoughtful? What is the tone or
style of these as opposed to less successful codes?

163
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Secondary .Competency:

A22 Symbols.

v
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4. 'What symbdls have been used to. illustrate the codes? What

do they communicate about the users?

164
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: WOE IS ME!!!
.49

4

Os

8Mary Competency Dgeloped:

. .
D.'Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Pubjic and Mediated Settings.

$gconda

2. Presenting andlevaluating epideictic mess
acceptance speeches, sermons, oral [Meyer
speeches, etc.). % ,

Competency Develope 1 :___

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying role expectations.

.Learning Objective:

ulogies, _
after dinner

,---'

After identifying a matter of personal ,achidvement t
i

..

s w by of
A #.

praise,lreaf or imaginary) and conforming to.the.,vocal conventi- of radio,

speech and the conventions used in eulogies,"students will elIver a radio

1.4 0

story eulogizing themselves. - 0

Description of Activity:

Students will prepare.and delNer airadio news story avouncing their

own deaths. The news ;tory should follow the conventions of such an announce-
.

- 4
ment and ihould.emphasize the positive contributIons'of the individual's life

that will cause him/her to be missed. The students will read their'own

announcements with vocalloharacteristics suitable for radio. The announce-
-

mments may be audio taped for delayed classroom playback.

. ,

Class Discussion Probes.:

4

Primacy Competencies:
. .

D-2 Epideictic Messages. (
.

I-
.

1. What do radio announcers sound like?. .DoesetusInodify in,any
way when disCussing4 tragic event?

.

. Were indivldual speakers effective in conveying the style of
*

an announcer under these circumstances?
.-

...

3, Does word and phrase selection change due to the solemnity`

.
: ;.-*,

.

of the event?

,

I

'ss
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-Secondary Competency: 7

A-I Rble Expectations.

4. Under what circumstances do radio announcerg talk about tlie

death of a citizen?

What kinds orinformation are presented in such announcements?

Ar% these found in your announcements?

0.

0-

to,

A

..o

.41
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LISTS NG ACTIVITY: ONE AND THE FAMILY/
erimary Competenc(veloped:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic' Context

1. Identifying role expectations.

Learning Objective:

Recognizing the riNalistic aspects of family relationships and com-

paring the often conflicting demarids of family llty and personal convic-

tions, students will evaluate the personal Honor and personal honesty of

characters in a film and how this is expressed ritualistically.

Description of Activity:

Students will view the film "Barn Burning," an adaptation of the Faulkner

short story in which concepts of family honor and generational conflict high-

ligHt ayoun9 man's developm nt of his own codes for personal action.

Class Discussion Probes:

Expectations.

VW*

4'

1. What are the sources of conflict in the story? How are these
related to the roles they are expected to play in thefamily?

2. What is Abner's concept of family loyalty?

3. What constitutes,Abner's code of honor? Sarty's?

4. 'What are the options open to Sarty? How does his discussibn
reflect his values and 'his view of hig role in the family?

its?
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9th Grade
Ritualizing
Dyadic

Focus of Capsule:

-160-

TWO'S,COMPANY

The focus of this capsule is on the idea that day-t8-daY rituals which
4
of

may seem confining and artificial when viewed from outside, constitute an"

important humanizing feature in civilization. Everyone enjoys being sin-

cerely complimented, being recognized by thanks for extra efforts, and gen-

erally tieing treated as a significant human being. Here we treat those

aspects of ritual behavior exhibited in relationships with a significant

other.

,Overview of Activities.:

The capsule begins with a reading activity through which the students

examine the changing ritual In the relationships between boys and girls.

A
This is followed by a.wrrting experience in which the student applies the

rituals of expressing gratitude through a letter of thankst Speaking activity

helps the student to develop a strategy, for the 4elinte ritual of expressing

sympathy in a face to face encounter with a bereaved individual. Finally,

the student is directed to listen to verbal responses to changes in expected

proxemic behavior.

4r,

6

tt,
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READING ACTIVITY: AFTER YOU ,MY DEAR ALPHONSE

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Anal sis Of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying role expectations.
O

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context. ti

3. Predicting ritualizedyesponses

40,

B.' tnforrila)RitUezed Exchanges'.

1. Using social amenities (being courteous, expressing thanks,
excusing oneself, telephone etiquette, etc.).

Learning Objective:

Students will become awaredithat, the changing ritualistic behavior

between boys and girls doesn't suggest a rejection of decent human treat-

ment of individuals.

Description of Activity:

Students will read two or thre91short stories'in which a'boy-girl

Its

relationship is depicted. These stories should reflect a pattern of rituals
AP.

currently in process of change. These might include Updike's "A & P,"

Cather's "Snake" passage from My Antonia, Parker's "The Waltz," and Salinger's

"Uncle Wiggley in Connecticut."

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

,t.

A-1 Role Expectations.

1. In'what'ways has ritualistic behavior in boy-girl relationships
changed from the patterns found in the stories ypu read?

2. In what other ways has this Pattern of relationships changed

In recent year0
N4

3. Do you think the role changes involved in these changing re-

lationshiPs are for thg best? Why?

116J16J

4

441
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Secondary Competencies:

A-3 ,Predicting Responses.-

4. For, girls, what little rituals do you expect from the boys
in your life? How do you feel about them?

.

5. For boys, what special attentions do you think girls appreciate
in your dealings with ttlem7

_

B-1 Social Amenities.

6.- -What- common courtesies should-be -exh i-bi ted hi-your -deal ings--

with any human beings?

7. Is there any respect (other than in intimate relationships) in
which yod feel a boy should treat a girl differently than
would another boy?

1 70
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WRITING&ACTIVITY: DEAR AUNT HELEN, THANK 'YOU FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF

Primary Competency Developed:

8. Informll Ritualized Exchanges.

1. Using social amenities (being courteous, expressing thank,
exca,hg oneself, telephdhe etiquette,' etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed :,

-A. Analysis of-the, Ritual istio Context.

2-. -Wet ogniz trig symbuts used-tcr-facii-i-tate-

Learning Objective:

Students will be able 'to'yrite a sincere and unself-conscious letter

of thanks.

so
Description of Activity:

Pre- writing activity.

1. Teacher reviews letter form. lam'

2. Class discusses contents of sincere and natural thank you messages.

3. Discuss probes for activity.

Writing activity.

Students will write a letter of thanks for a gift, a service which

someone has performed for them, a kindness shown as a matter of coorse by

41

someone but seldom recognized.

ENialuation.

Students form groups'of four or five to share and evaluate letters on the

p ,basis of 6b6Ve learning objectives.
. ,

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

B-1 Social Amenities.

:" .

I. Should a writer of a thank you_ etter plunge ,right into the

thank you? Why?
0

2. Should the letter be confined to the thank you? Why?

3. How can you be yourself" .when saying thank you?

17r

-00
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)41.

4. Why do people sometimes feel embarrassed about Raying "thank

you?"

5. Why is it important to say thank you?

Secondary Competency:

A-2 Symbols.

6. In what sense is a thank you letter a ritualistic symbol?

Vt.

fr-
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: WHEN SYMPATHY IS CALLED FOR

L.

'Primary Competency Developed:

B. Informal Ritualized Exchanges.

I. Using social amenities (being courteous, expressing thanks,
excusing oneself, telephone etiquette, etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed:
4

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying role expectations.

3. Predicting ritualized responses.

1

q

4:4

Learning Objective:

Students :should be able to perform the ritual of expressing sympathy

directly and unself-consciously to a- bereaved acquaintance.

Description of Activity:

Students will form dyads and role -play a situation in which one party

has lost a member of his/her immediate family and the other is seeing him/her

for the first time after the bereavement. Students then reverse roles and

try it again. Finally the class regathers for a discussion of the activity.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

8-1 Social Amenities..

1. WNy is expression of sympathy a difficult communication 'ast?

2. With what mental et should one approach the task?

Secondary Competency:

A-P1 Role Expectations.

3. What sortdof expression would you appreciate as a bereaved
party? Do you speak from experience?

4. -Which role did you find easiest to pl--5Y? Why?

1

N..
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A-3 Predicting Responses.

5. Did your partner respond to your expression of sympathy as you

could have predicted?

6. How is one supposed to act?

7. What does one do in the event of an unpredicted response?

It

-.1 74
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: WHO'S STANDING IN MY SPACE?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate ritualS.

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Informal Ritualized Exchanges. IP

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, leave-
taking, kidding, etc.).

,

Learning" Objective:

Students will learn about and practice proxemic behaviors and become

aware of verbal and non-verbal reactions to unexpected proxemic behavior.

Description of Activity:

1. "Piacher discusses or otherwise presents p"roxemic information to
students to familiarize them with the subject. Teacher may refer

to Knapp's work in this subject or to commercial filmstrips whicti
are available.

2. Students are asked to go out and try one or more of these uncon-
ventional proxemic behaviors and listen and watch carefully for
overt verbal and non-verbal reactions.

a. stand facing the rear of an elevator when occupied by strangers.
4

b.. strike.up a conversation with someone you do not know in an
elevator.

c. move into someone's personal- or intimate space with whom you

' are not at that level of.relationship.

d. sit in someone else's accustomed place at a table, in a.,,room,

or in an office.

e. move out of the normal space relatmioship during a conversation

with a close friend.

fix someone with unalleviated eye contact durtnrrn7Z7Tetion.

g. refuse to give eye clues when approaching someone alon a side-

walk.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

17
A-2 Symbols.

( :

I. What reactions, verbal arrion-verbal, did you get from your
unconventional proxemic behaviors? How woul you characterize
the tone,of these behaviors? .
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2. Will this experience affect your behavior if faced with similar

unconventional behavior? 4'

3. Can you see how knowledge of proxemic behavior could a) cause

you to avoid problems, b) allow you to gain ower in relation-

ships?

4. in. what sense is proxemic behavior symbolic?

Secondary Competency:

B-2 Everyday Ritualistic Acts.

5. Explain the role of proxemics in everyday ritualistic acts

such -a-s--k-i-cid-i-ng--g-reet4ng-,--4-eavetak-ing-,etc--

St

4

d 1



9th Grade
Ritualizing
Small Group

.

Focus of Capsule:

_
Small groups play a significant role in our lives. The groups we belong

to family, peer groups, social groups, study groups, problem-solA groups,.

THE FISHBOWL OF LIFE

discussion groups use a variety of rituals. Games, rules, roles, norms,

and peer pressure are elements of group ritual. This capsule will foqus on

identifying, describing, and evaluating these elements of group ritual.

Overview of Activities: ,

Students begin the capsule by-jeading and discussing a book such as The

.

Lord of the Flies which introduces and provides a basis of discussion for

group conformity, conflict, rules, etc. Students will break into groups to

discuss the-book. The groups will participate in 'a variety of elkercises and

4

observational experiences designed to highlight the importanceof group

roles, norms, and rituals. The listening activity is a fishbowl discussion

I
where one group of students observe at listen to another group of students

who are conducting a group discussion. Each group will present a panel dis-

cussion to the class that discusses one aspect of group communication.

Finally, each group will write a group report that identifies, describe, and
Ak

evalua.tes the rituals of that group during group activities.

Note: .Student should remain in the same small group for all activities in

the capsule. Because of the possibilities for growth inherent in

such a long-term group relation.ship, the teacher should select the

grobps and not allow students to be" with their-own friends exclusi-vely..

00'

17/
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READING ACTIVITY: PEER POWE1R PRESSURES

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Formal Rilualized Exchanges in Small Groy.

2. Recognizing and Participating effectively in small group.

3. Recognizing and performingtask roles in problem-solving
groups.

Learning_ Objectives:

The student will identify and discuss elements of group ritual found

in the reading by participating in a small group.

Description of Activity:

The students will read The Lord of the Flies, or some. othernovel

(The.Outsiders, Thunder on Sycamore Street) about group pressure to conform.

Divide the class into small groups of five or six students. Each group

should discuss and answer study questions about the book (sample below).

Each group should have a secretary so that an'accurate report of t)E dis-

cussion can be harided'in for grading (use along with teacher observation).

Finally, a whole class discussion should be held to highlight the differences

of opiniofis among groups.

Sample study/discussion questions:

1. What group(s) were formed by the boys? Why? What purpose did
the groups serve?

2. How were leaders chosen? What characteristics did the leaders
have? Discuss the selection process and evaluate its effectiveness

3. What formal and unspoken rules or norms existed in the groups?
How were they devised? What happened to those who broke the rules?

4. Did the groups have any public rituals?' Identify them. How did
they function?

5. How did the groups handle conflict? Evaluate the success of the
process.

The teacher will have to introduce the concepts used-in the questions

,
below before discussion can begin. One way to do his is,to use examP16

from the story to illustrate each concept.

17
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-Class Discussion Probes:

C -2 Snia I 1 ar our .
**44,').

.

N.

14 What rules and norms wereoklisc'
oteledirrg with the assignment?

t

V

'a

'

by the group5before pro-

- _ I

2. What 'unspoken norms governed group , havtor? How.di& the
. group deal with those who would not Conform to .either spoken ,

or unspoken rules?
- ,. -

lic:).1.was the confl-ict' resoW.ed ?.

4., Did -the group have any rituals? What funttion did the ritual's
pei-form?

4

Task Roles.
.

5. Whit role behaVors were apparent, in the g"rou'p7

Did ybur, discussion`gfoury have a leader? How was the
selected? What function did tha leader perform:1,1u:

Me
:..

-et

1

14e43414;.:t

Alk a,
4046

) 7, 0

I.

leader
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LISTENING ACTIMITY: WATCH THOSE RITUAL

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Inf4 RitualiiedExchanges. 4

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, leave-
taking, kidding,etc.).

.

!
Liar g Objective:., . C

. . -
,

-

Students will Ldentify informal and forma .rituals in peer 'groups,.

family, school grob0s, church groups,and community groups.-
411,

Description of Activity:

.0k, Each student will receive an observation worksheet with spaces for

listing rituals observed at home, - school, church, and in peer,groups. Give

the students several days, perhaps over a weekend,,to observe and record

the rituals. Ask students to SpecificaLlopidentify Hew the ritual proceeds.
)

says or does what to whom an what the responses are: Divide the class
At

into their existing small groups. Each group/Should discuss the individual

'reports of its members and prepare a "master list" of rituals. Each group

AA
should hand in a repoyt that-listseach ri4ual and describesvitS function.

Class Discussion Probes:

'8-2 Everyday Ritualistic Acts.

'1.. Did students repcirt the same ritual in different ways?
Why did 'this happen?

,

.

Audience

Z. What functions did the rituals serve? Did /rituals in 1ifferent

groups serve different functions? Or did, each group have
different rituals that serve- -the sargofunction?

3. vlby do people'use r.itualst What attributes do small groups
Ka've that make ritual's particularly important? What 'rituals"

ar( pecuriar to small groups ?. tr
gs

Context: . -

H6w dc!:: the "master lists" differ from, the indiv,idual lists? What

. rill) we conclude about the Value of.group vs. individual work on
,a project J ikir this?
,

4
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: GUESS MY. RITUAL ROLE (

Primary Compete?cy Developed:

C. FOrmal Ritualized Exchanges in Small_Groups.

. ;

.Learning Objectrve:

3.- Recognizing and performing task roles in problem-solving

groups.

The student will practice and evaluate r=ole ilighaviors in groups, and

howpeer pressure to conform. acts to maintain group rituals.

Description of Activity: 4 V,
o -

Discuss with students the various roles played in groups, i.e., initator,

organizer,clarif4r, summarizer, evaluator, synthesizer, harmonizer, analyzer=...

%like each existing grou0.2a topiC
,
to discuss, such as a subject Mal-1W-

.
,
7

,

problem, .a question from
It the novel read, or,a controversial issue. Distri-

bu te slips' of paper, each- of which indicates the role the recipien't is to

play. 'Instruct students not to till anyonethe role they have been.assigned

0

to play: they are to`reveil it through the behavior during the discussion:'
1

After the discussion, the group members will try to guess who was playing

each role:

Allow 1S-20 minutes for the group Isqus%sidhs kui 15-20 minutes for the

post-discusion session.
,

.Class Discussion Probes;

C-311pask.Roles:

Who -played which roles?

Air

"2.' What beflaviors'clue0 you into -identifying the role/game?

/ 3. How did the
Ne

r
op
oles/games help or hinder the grou0 s.disCussion?

.Audience Context:

Oj

Were

group work Why or why not?-

a Ilistening hibits practiced?

44.18'
_t

ab
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TO TELL EACH TRUTH

t..

*.

' . .

Select sfx students from the class': Bring them to (Pont and have them
.

. 0 .

turn their backs -to the class. Brin 2 fiilgthSof rope to Class"- one'
0 2

should be I as long as the other. Have the first 5 studenti feel the -longer

line behind their balk.. Have the last'student feel the-shorter line. Ask
'

t. .

so
Y

each students to estimate the length of the line while they arefeeting
---,

the line. But they should hold-the responses until you ask them. Start-

N-
lug with the .firsts it-Kent (who felt the

4
long rope) have each student &Jr!,

1.

and face the class andeindicgte-what their guess is as to the length pf the

rope. If the las felt a ignificant amount of pr sure to cAform

s/he will. change estimate to be closer Se tfie est imates of the other students.

a

Since the students thought,,fhey'were feeling the same rope, the pressur'e to

conform should'be significant. Discoss,the situation with the class after

the demonstration, epe'cial.ly how peer pressure and conformity help/

hinder a group.

r

oI

G

A

7

4
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: ERVING ROLES AND-RITUALS *

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges igl Small Groups.

_.,
,2. Recognizing and participating effectively in small group.

..,
,

Learning Objective:

The students-will identify aspects of group dynamics that are present

in a group.disc0%ussion they listen to.

+Descri-ption of Activity:

Students will'participate in a fishbow discussion. Two groups will

work'together. One group will discuss whi the other observes-and vice

versa. Provideeach studenCwith a copy f Aree-Disagree Statements."

HaveNach student, independently, complete these statements. 'Give'members

of tfre "observer" grpups a copy of the "Guide for,Obs'grvers." ThAv-vr.oup
V-Y 4

that is disiussIng first should sit in a small circle. The obserVitg

0111
.

. '
.

groups
,

should sit in a larger circle around that group.- Allow 15-20,minutes

.
.

.

for disCusion of 2 or 3 of the Agree-VDisagree Statements) that seemito
-

. .

arouse strong opinions. When the time is up, switch roles. .When-the d
. 4

activity is complete, have each group report to the other what they observed.
.

. .
44

6uideforObservers: .

, .

JP ,While the discussion.is going on, look far the following atacteristics.

.

of -the discussion:

. 1: Who seem; to take the lead in the'distussion? oes t ternal

leadership rotate?,

2. - DO all members participate extensively in the discussion, or do a
few do most of the talking?

4 3. 'Do the members seem to feel free to say what's on their minds?
.

4. Are there many,interrupIions of onemember by another?

5.' When an idea or suggestion is presented, it immediately evaluated,

then explore or dropped? v

6. Whom do members rook at when they talk?

183,
P. a
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a. Other.iodividual members who may possibly be supporters.

b. The, group in general;'possibly.to judge the mood of the group.

c: -The leader, almost\exclusively. . ,

-, 0. No one in particular (looking out the window or at the ceiling).

° 7. 'Is there any attempt o summairize and pull together various ideas/

8. Do the members, try to clarify ideas and .suggestions?

Agree-Disagree Statements:

After reading each statement once, put'A in the parentheses if you

agree, and D if you disagree. Take about four minutes for this.

Then in. Small groups try to reach unanimous agreementpor disagreement

on each statement._ In particular, try to ascertain reasons ftfr the difficulty

in ;eachin,g mous view, either. pro or con.

If you!' gro4 cannot Arrive at a uhanimoas position on the statement .

as worded, try rewording it so as o reach unanimity.

( ) 1. A primary concern of the discussion leader should be to make all

members of the.proup feel freeto express their opinions-

( ) 2. in a group with a strong leader, a member feels more secure then

with a weak or permissive leader..

(- ( ) 3. There are times when a leader should do what s/he thinks is right -

regardless of the, pensions of the group.

( ) 4. All group members should be required to attend meetings held for

setting group goals andfor discussing group problems.

4
( ) 5. There .are times when democratil methods must be abandoned in order

. lb solve some practical problem within a time limit.

r
0.

. ( ) , 6, Forthe long run, it is more important to follow democratic methods,

than to.use other means, regardless of the quality and quantity of

the results achieved.

.
s

() 7.4Soqefimes it is necessary to change people in. the direction you

think is right, even when they object. .

.. \ q _I .

( ) 8. it is somet mes-necessary to ignore the opinions orsome members

in the gro ii order to reach a group decision. .
-

( ) 9. Onejhould not openly criticize a leader or his/her conduct, even'

y
when s/hetiseems to be doing his/her utter best. 7 .

4

( ) 10. There would be more attentiveness in meetings if the leader were

to get quickly o t point and say what s/he wants the group to do.

A 184
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4
:

Class Discussion Probes:

C-2 Small Group.

1. What rules and norms are necessary forthe group to function
effectively?

2. What rituals are appropriate for the group?

3. Oid you ndtice any listening problems in the discussion How
might they be solved? p

4. you were involved in the discussion, did the presence of
observers distract you? How did you deal with this?

V

5. As an observer, did you encounter difficulties concentrating
or remembering what had been said?

4.

6. Have the entire class discuss the "Agree-Disagree" statements
filled out and discussed earlier in the small groups.

Is there a consensus of any of the following statements?
00

,

( 1. A primary' concern of the discbssion Pleader should be to make all
members of the group feel free to express their opinioo.

'( ) 2. in a group Vrith a strong leader, a memberffeels more secure than
with a-weak or permissive leader.

( ) 3. There are times when a leadr should do what s/he thinks is right
regardless of the decisions of the group,'

( ) 4. All group members shbuld be required to attend meetings held for
setting group; goals and for discussing group, problems,.

ANw
( ) 5. There are times 'when democratic methdds must be abandoned' in order

td solve some practical problem within a time limit,

( )4 6. For the long runt it is more important to follow democratic methods
than to use other means, regardles of the. quality and quantity of
the results achieved.

) 7. Sometimes itt is necessary to change people i

. fh.ink is right; even when they object. L/
direction you

( ) 8. It is sometimes necessary tortnore the opitions.of some members
.,

in the group in ord17: to reach a group decision.

,.() 9. One should not openly criticize a leader of his/her conduct, even
hen s/he seemsp5 he doing his/her utter best.

( ) 10. ere would be more attentiveness in meetings if the leader were
to get qukckli> to'the point and say 'what s/he wants the group to do.

.

a

.185
4
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WRITING ACTIVITY:' WE, AS A'GROUP

Primary Competencyjeveloped: .

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Small Groups.

*lb

3. Recognizing and performing task roles in problem-solving groups.

Learning Objective:

The)students, with their group, will write a clear-, concise, informa- .

tiye report using writing conventions correctly.

Description of Activity:

As a wrap-up to the capsule, each group'will write a group report that

identifies, describes and evaluates the rituals that developed in the group

throughout the capsule aclivi_es_-__Ibe group_will be _.responsible for assigning

task roles,,preparing and editing the report, and handing in a typewritten,

-mistake-free report. Other activities of the capsule will-provide necessary

pre-writing activities. Each group should share their report with the rest

of the class.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-3 Task Roles,

What conventions or rituals for writing werenecessary in this

report?

'2. What organization' pattern did you select? Was it effective?

3. Are you satisfied with the participation of group. members, in.

preparing the report?

;Audience Context:

1. Why do people join groups?'

2. What is-the nature of-a small'group?

3. What are the beAefits of group membership?

4. What are the types of group leadership?

5. Wha4 is a hidden agenda?

6. What interaction pa.tter'ns occur in.group's?

4

7
186
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9th Grade-''

Ritualizing
Public .

YOU'RE OUT OF ORDER, TURKEY

Focus of Capsule:
ca

There'are many groups in Americarsocielethat are governed by formal

procedures. In courtsof taw, legislative Chambers, boat'd rooms, and con-
,

vention formal procedures regulate the communication flow. In this

capsule, we will fa.miliarize the student with basic-kinds of procedures used

in formal communication settings.

Overview of Activities:

The capsule,begins with a listening/viewing experience that involves a

filmed presentation of the procedures followed in a studeht council meeting.

Following this introduction, the students will role-play the student council

of their school considering issues of local importance. The students will

then read a play or novel that depicts a courtroom scene. Finally,. the

students will write a short story dramatizing a trial-they have read about

in the newspaper tr other' references.

41

3.

4

4 18

4
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: I MOVE THAT..

Primary Competencies Developed:

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Small Groups."

3. ,Recognizing and performidg-task roles in problem-solving groups.

D. .FormarRitualiied jthanges in Public and Mediated Settihgs.

1. Recognizing and initiating parliamentary moves.

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to descril& an agenda'for a formal group

meeting, identify the usual duties'of officers in formal groups, and identify

tasic kinds Of,Oarliamentary motions.

Description of Activity:
.

The teacher-may either present information and handouts on agefdas and

parliamentary procedure or show a film that presents such information. The

film, "Parliamentary Procedures in Action" (2nd Edition) BAVI 1627 - $7.Q0,

uses astep-by-step analysis of a student council meeting as a way of pre-

senting -information about formal procedures.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-34 Task Roles.

Following the lecture or 'film, the teacher may wish to ensure.

stu dent recall by asking the following questions:

1. What is an agenda?
9

2. What is the purpose of 'an agenda?

3. What kinds of items normally appear on an agenda?.

4, "What kinds of duties are normally served by officers in formal

organizations?

5. What functions are normally served by committees?'

D-1 Parliamentary Moves.

6. What are the basic kinds of motions?

7. ,How ido yob make a main motion?

8, What is the purpose of procedures?



r
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'SPEAKING ACTIVITY,: ,GROUP GROPE

%

. -

Primarx Competencies eveloped:'

C. Formal Ritual zed EX6anges Small Groups.

3 Recognizing and performing task roles in problem-solving groups.

,

D.
.
Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.

,.% .
.

.

, 1. Recognizing and initiating par+mentary moves.

LearmnObjectiVe: .
.

.

The student:will be able to plam
c,

and-follow an agenda, lead a parliamen-

tary group, and make basic parliamentary motions.

Description of Activity:

.Have the class pretend that it is the local student council. Have the

,students adopt the same committee structures, etc., used by the real stu-

dent council. Have meetings in small groups. Have students vote for the

agendas they wish to use. Elect an initial council president and begin the

meeting. Change leders periodically so that members of the class have a

chance to lead. Prior to the meeting, a member of the real student council

may present information bout issues and procedures to the class. Ttle de-

bating should involve local issues fp that research is not requied. Student

speeches should be delivered in an impromptu manner.

Ct ss Discussion Probes:

C -3 Task Roles.

1. Did the agenda work?

2. Why should problem soling groups have an agenda?'

3. Did the chairpersons provide talk leadership?

4. What task roles were assumed by other participants the

meeting?

4

.
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D-1 Parliamentary Moves:.

5. What was the Most difficult procedural problem faced by a
group leader?

Why do many groups have a parliamentarian?

0

7. Are you more or less nervous-when speaking in 'an impromptu
manner in support f.ot in opposition to parliamentary motions?

8. Are there any mot' s that re wire additional clarifi,cation?

,

.0

0f,
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READING ACTIVITY: TRIAL STYLE

Tow
Primary Competency Developed:

A. 'AnalysiS of the Ritualistic Context.

1: Identifying roleexpectations.
41,,

. 2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate ri

3. Predicting ritualized responses.

. Secondary Competency Developed:

D. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.

1. Recognizing and initiating parliamentary moves.

Learning Objective:

P
The students will be able to evaluate the ritualistic believability of

courtroom scenes depicted in plays and novels.

Description of Activity:

Have students read,court scenes in plays and novels. Examples are:

The Cain Mutiny, Inherit the Wind, Twelve Angry Men, The Night of January 16,

To Kifta Mockingbird. The students should be especially sensitive to court-

room procedures and rituals. As the students read, you may wish to have

them respond to knowledge level questions on a worksheet. Sample eipe;tions

follow:

1. Who is on trial?

1 2. What is the alleged crime?

3. Who are the major witnesses?

4. What are they major issues?.

Following the reading, student answers to these knowledge

squestiohs, should be compared prior to considering the thought probes that

follow.

Class' URCU-I0r1"

Primary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectations..

4

1. NoW is a judge expected to Behave? Were any expectations viow
.

laced' in this-portrayal?
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N.

/*

2. HoW are attorneys expected to behave? Were the attorney's

believable in these portrayals?

3. What other roles were pl,yed in this courtroom drama? Were

the characters believable- in their roles?

A-2 Symbols.

4. What major courtroom _trappings were in evidence?

5. Were any important trappngs missing?

6. Identiy terms that are central to courtroom jargon?,

7. Were an verbal utterances-inapp4opriate or unlikely?

A73 Predicting esponses.

8. Did any characters in the drama reactfn unpredictable ways?

5. Was the verdict kadictable,given courtroom deliberations?

10. Were any events during the courtroom drama unexpected?'

Secondary Competency:

41
D-1 Parliamentary Moves.

11. How do courtroom procedures differ 'from normal, P'arliamentary, .

-,procedures? What special rituals are performed by the judge,

_Oa attorneys, ,Ind_ot'hers? What other special procedures

exist? .%

.

-

_1
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WRITING ACTIVITY: COURTROOM CAPERS
OW'

Primary Competency Developed:

D. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.

3. Evaluating and initiating, where appropriate, s ecialized a

. mediated form's.. .

.

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualisti Context.
.

%
I. Identifying role .expectations.

--2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate rituals.

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to write a play or short story that conforms

s

.

to generic conventions while preserving the accuracy of a reel court case

being converted to literary expression.

Description of Activity:

students will write a short story or short play based on an actual

court case reported in a ndwspaper or other resource. The'short story or

play must be consistent with actual trial events. Special attention should

be given to the believability of courtroom ritualsortrayed.

Class' Discussi-o Probe:.

Primary Competency:
.

D- Specialized and Mediated Forms,

cm,

*R.

Doesthe'diarogue or descriptive pro/ s(e present believable

courtroom ritual and proceedings?
,01(

21 In converting actual co urtroom proceedings to literary forms-,

has the author, demonstrated awareness-of plot, conflict,
climax, characterization, and thimati implication?'

3 How effectively has language been employed for dramatic

effedl?

. Secondary CompLencyst
i . %

. ,

.
. -, 4

A-1 Role Expectations.
. I.

4. Are all of the characters in the courtroom drama believa le?

5 Are the Charcte*rs Ansistently developed?
t

_ 193

.



A-2 Symbols.
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6. What instances of language usage are especially ivid and

memorable?
"r,

7. What court rituals are-especially well represented?

8. Are there any courtroom rituals that seem strained?

.AreAre the speeches by the)lawyers believable and well writtep?

Oka

C
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` RitUaliling .

Mass Communication

.f

Focus 61=*eopsule:

HERE'S JOHNNY

Rituals function to maintain social or jnstitutional.relatiopships,

facilitate social actions and structure events or processes. Mass communi-

.

precludescation recludes social interactions but enhances riivals so that ,

.
.

v ,
.

they can be analyzed and unders-tood. In 10dition to using masscommunicafron
a

as a source of ritualistic 'content information, the mediums them'selve's have

created communication rituals to introduce and present content. This,capsule

'414.

introduces the examination of mass communication for ritual content or media

rituals.

Overview of Activities:

Print, film, TV, radio and record mediums will be surveyed for ritual

content or media rituals. Individual itualacts will receive major emphasis

which, in turn, prepare the student -for social 'implications of ritual in the

sophoMore year.. Students analyze individual rituals in talk-format shows;

1

students will role play. a talk show host, second banana, or quest; students will

listen to radio broadcast for identifiable individual and progrril format

rituals, and finally students write a scenario using rituals associated with

_ individuals in the Western film.

(\.

I

AP
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READING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Primary Competency, Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

4

1. Identifying role expectations.

.S'econdary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

3. Predicting ritualized responses.

D. Formal Rituali ed,Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.
A

3. Evaluating and initiating, where appropriate, speCi,;lized'and 400
mediated forms.

Learning Objective:

Students will identify ritualistic behavior or acts located within a

talk show format or a.new/interview format.

Description of Activity:

Students will watch videotapes of Johnny Carson'' "Tonight Show'," Dick ,

Cavett's "The Dick Cavett Show" or Phil Donahue's "Donahue." Students will

"read" (view) -the TV tapes for such ritualistic acts as greeting, leave-
.

taking, participatingin verbal games, reciting,' taking turns in converSa-

tion and - .demonstrating amenities.

Transcripts of some of these Programs (or "Sixty Minutes") can be

obtained from the broadcasting companies and used for actual reading assign-

,.

ments, if there is time within the class flow fporit. Otherwis, reading for'

this activity will consis4 of viewing.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectation.

4

1 Are there fitual acts verbal aid non-verbal - which all

the TV shows discussed share? Which ones?
. t

2. Are there ritual acts identified with one person or show only?

Which ones?

3. Whkt are tre roles of the interviewers? The interviewees?

290 .
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4

A

Secondary Competencies:
)

A-3 Predictin'gRespogses.

4. What will tarsoh,. Cavett or Dohahue usually do at the beginning
of an interview excharige?

p

U-3 Specialized and Mediated Forms.

5. Whl,ch of the interviewers is more successful with ritual? Why?

6. What does this success consist.of?

I

4

197
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: TALK ISN'T CHEAP

Primary, Competency Developed:

B, Informal_ Ritualized Exchanges.

1. Using soo4:61 amenities thejng courteous, expressing thanks\,
excusing oneself, telephone etiquette, exc.). ,- ." , , ..

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, lea'e -.

taking, kiddinglietc.). 4

3. Engaging iri informal conversation (taking turns, encouragin

participation).

'Learning Objective:

N
Stpdents wilC practice different ritualistic roles using verbal and non-

.

verbal patterns, and examine the social implications of ritualized media

instructions.

Description of Activity:

Using a "Johnny Carson's'"Tonight Show" format', select one student to

perform Johnn'Y's role as ,host and another, to~ function as his co-host Ed
) /

McMahon. Two or three students 'are to serve as gUsfs.on 'the snov.

The host is responsible'for greeting the co-host and guests. Within

she greeting process,the host should tell his audience Ne:guest's name and

ems

describe him/her to them including ipter&sts, hobbies, personal characteristics

and thelike.

As co-host, the student should concentrate on maintaining a pleasant, t'

non threatening atmosphere. Whenever the verbal 'exchanges seem to lull it

.
is the co-host's respogsibility to interjettameniti9s to gparantee a free- --

flowing interchange.

Gu sts shoUld appear on the show following their introduction. At thi

point,st dent guests should concentrate on using such social amenities as

t. N .

"I am pleased to be on the Tonight Show and thank, you for the king,Ietroduc-

tion." A two-three:minute dialogue should follow. This-pncess should'be

followed for the' introduction of each of the guestsA Al some ON during.

r



the program, students should engage in a small-group conver'sation concert -'

trating on maintaining a conflict free atmosphere. rf possible theactIvity

should be videotaped.

Additional ritualized enactments within the "Johnny Carson" spOw could'

be imitated or improvlsed upon. For instance, Carnac (the mayonnaise jar),

the book which contains Pall the important' information" about any subject,

etc.

The class should be divided into grorSips of no more than five students.

The purpose of the exercise is to proVide students a format to use such ritua-

listic acts, as greeting, leave taking,'articipating in verbal games, reciting,
: .

taking turns in!conversation, and demonstrating amenities.

Class Discussion Probes:

B-I Social Amenities.

1. What kind of amenities did the host, the guest, the "regulars"
use to make a successful program?

2. If you were the interviewer, did you have an easy time setting

others, A ease?

3. If youwere the guest, what obligations did you feel you had

to fulfill?
,

8-2 Everyday Ritualistic' Acts.

'\--....

..,

What everyday acts were successf)ully molded into the program?

5. Why were they deemed necessary?

B-3, 'Informal 'Conversation.

6. What. is-the difference between informal and formal conversa-

tion?

7. What topics were evered in your informal conversation?

g, What else Might have been brought up?

.
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%

I
_________',.._

Secondary Competency:

V

i,

I

/

r1-

A-1 Role Expectations.
f.

,

. 1 ,

- /

4. Do you expect a local broadcaster to bt more or less Titualistic
}J!

than a national.broddcaster? Why?

',. .

5. Identify tht pattern of greeting or closing used by either

locaj or national broadcasters. , .

4

4

I

N.

7

A

e

.

.7
. .1

r

I

,

,--..,._.........,

i

I

,..

4 .
4 t
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Secondary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectations.

r19-

/

4. Do you expect a local broadcaster to bt more or less 1-tualistic

than a national. broadcaster? Why?

5. Identify th'e pattern of greeting or closing used by either

local or national broadcasters.

S}

2 o

I

a
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WRITING ACTIVITY: WHITE HAT OR BLACK?

Primary Competency. Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context..

2. Recognizing symbols used to faciljtat

3: Predicting ritualihd re4onses.
.,,

Secondary Competency Developed,

D.' Formal Ritualized Exchanges' in Publid and Med

erituals.

fated Settings.

e, specialized and3. Evaluating and initiatieg, where appropri:a
mediated farms.

Learn ingObjective:

'Students will write a movie blurb, scenario or script

-

.1ritua liste patterns found in the American Western.

. t Description of-Activity: ,

Students .will watch the film "Let's Shoot the Devil" (BAVI

ts

4

ineorporating

ritual plot, character and theme. The students will then write

4

) and diScuss

a film blurb

or scenario_either straight or rationally incorporating the ritual

aspects. Ritual aspects of the western are: 1 '( predictable.plOt,

typed hero; and; 3) thematic extremes of good trumphing over evil.

Shane, or The.Ballad of Cat Ballou can be used for resources.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

A-2 Symbols.

1. What do "white hats/black hats"symbolize-in the Western?

2) Are there other symbols that are important in.the American

Western?

istic

2) stereo-

High Npon,

A-3 Predicting, Responses.

3, When you .wrote your own assignment, was it possible to predict

what a heYo would do? a'vijlain? NI-tt makes what they do
`rituaIi§tic?'

202



Secondary Competency:

O

-195-

D -3 Specialized and Mbdiated Forms:

Lt.

6.

Verbally,, what, makes a good weAtern?

How much'of the "good" western could you include in.rour

composition?

What non-verbal elements are part-of a,"good" western?

3

i

A.

I

til s
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MASTER LIST

ALfERNATVE,CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH/COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

V. CONTROLLING COMP(TENCItS

t_t- *raft,

0

Bas ic Anal ysi s 4

.1,

1. DetrMining-the persuasive intent

2. Predicting'audience reaction to a persuasiVe intent

3, Identifying possible persuasive strategies Ccommanding,
'offering, suggesting, etc-) '

/

4 -Predicting listener reaction to persuasive strategies

Utilizing Controlking Strategy

}(! Identifying the rhetorical demands 0 a strategy. (e.g., *rlet
omise?)

-2. Implemeilting'a controlling strategy

3. _Adapting-the strategy in the light of listener response.

C. Apiplyi4.9 Logic

1
..

Determining tines OT argument (contentions)

2. - Being aware 'of underlying assumptions
,

and values

3. Employing sound evidence

Errtploying sound reasoning

(J. ,

:Appealing Emotionally/Ethically '

...

1.2 Retog.nizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic proofs)

* 2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs)

3. '.!lcogni2ing source bias (self-end others)
.

,Evaluating th&-Coritrolling Message

li, Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy:.;

;2. Assessingthe,ethics pf the communcator's seance

"'N



9th Gradd.

Co;ltroiling

In4400ersonaL,

'1/4

- , "

GETTING. Y6UR ACT ToGETHER
/

.

.

NkFotbs of tepsilfe:

1.- ,

As stydentscreach high scico age, they experience both physiological

4
and psychological thanes. ese changg*make the fdllowingyears one, of

.

the most diffiCuise and challenging ptr60 of their limes.' An;awakeriing
e.-

0-

1 ;
N

'awareness of the great diversity of life stimulates a nee'd.for identity.

0.
A Howpver, attempts to assert this identitymay clash with existing external

-4.44

or'even internal conerolsPpon their,actiOhs. Failure to recognize this
,

common experieneo/Of clash may.r.,-ea&'r students vulnerable to nel4z2 d5ources .

A ,

Or

of control: which may.b'even more. restrictive and which may tiave mpre ser-

A

ious, con:sequences. This dapsule focuses on the development=ef self-coDtrol

as a means of le4dingsone through such trying per.iods.

`'Overview of Activities:

E In order to help t students to,recognize their emerging,identiOes,

.4.

the speaking activity gives them a chance to explore perceptions about
V

1

selves irf a reflexiye The writing activity develops their under -,.
... *

standingof the ontrolling influences'which have shaped their existing
ep. v . . .

.

self-:bias. By listening to6and examining the music of their generation and

c9mparing it to that of heimparents and other adult influences, the

students will be able to determine the persuasive intent of a ,developing

external control. Fially,treading and d sing the Diary of Anne'Frank

will allow students to examine,the record of a young girl's strategies for

is4

exercising self-control under unusually difficult conditions resulting from

a variety of external controls under, ilvch she li'Ved

s.

-
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SPEAKINVACTIMY: 1114iAPS INA

'Primary CompetOcY Developed:: ik

D. Appealing EmotkOnally/Ethically.

2. 'Recognizing and, using credibility devices (ethical pltofs).

A t
Secondary Competencies.Developed:

A. Basic, Analysis.

3. Identifying pogsible persAsive strategies (dbmmandin6,
offering, suggesting, etc.).

E. Evoluorillg the Controlling Message. .

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Learning Objective: *
11,

The students will deliver a brief soliloqU? in which s/he gives as

positive a picture as possible of %Oat repr9Sented by his/her, name.

Description of Activity:

The te chertroduces he concept of ethiland its importance inspeak--

ing. 5/he points out that sometimes one must convince oneself of one's

credibility before one can convince others. Perhaps the first stapis tb

knoW oyfesglf. Noving.explained and Atustrated functions

in plays, the teacher asks the students to prepare and deliver s iloquys

.
f

to enhance their self images utilizing such ethical proofs as they might
4

t.,

later, utilize in speaking to others. The students should use the formula

.0

"What is a ?", the blank being filled by the stddltrs name.

Class Discussion Probes:
t

Primary Competency:

D-2 Credibrlity Devices.

1. In motional survey Many people were asked who they were.
Manyfanswe?ed with tbeir'names, but others cited an odcupa-
tion, location, religious affiliation, nationality, hobby, or

- some other feature. How many ways would you answer this

question other than with your name? How do these assocal-.
tions affect your ethos in your view? In the view of others?

lb
2.,e Does a name have awrinherent credibility aside from,thd

individual it represents?
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3. What role does !eputation play in(your view of yourself? ip

4. List some non-verbal aspects of one's ethos.

,

Secondary Competencies:

,A-3 Strategies..

When you were trying to corivinceyovself of p.m' oloin
what Strategies did you find yourself using?

Mbuld_pu describe them as logical, psychological, or

1

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

6. Were you able to convince yOUcself that you were a person
wath listening to?

7. What would be necessary to convince you more fully?

Audience Context: '
e .....,

1. Did you use different data spea(iNg to yourself than you would

hay with yourvarents? Your brothers or sisters? 'our best

friend? Why? In what ways?

fi

f

2 07

I

-e

ti
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WRITING ACTIVITY: THREE WORDS THAT RUN MY LIFE

Primary Competency Developed:

D. Appealing Emotionally /Ethically.

3. Recognizing source bias (self and others)._

Secondary Competencies Developed:

C. Applying Logic.

3. Employing sound evidence.

E. Evaluatin9 the Controlling Message.

2. Assessing t'he ethics of the com municator's stance. .

Learning Objective: _;*

The students will write an expository essay in which's/he makes clear. :

the nature of the. controlling influences, in his/her. fe - '"

Des"cription of Activity:

A discuSsion of control might begin with an analysis of the injtial

Jiiies of John Donne' ."No Man an Island..." or The song of fhe same

f title, during which~ these questions might be considered:

/

1. What does.Donne mean by his island metaphor?

2. What characteristics make man unlike an-island?

3. What does Donne's view of man havd to do- with control in geheral?

Self-cbntrol in particular?
,

:-..- '

Students will then-be asked, to write an essay entitled "THREE WORDS

THAT RUN MY LIFE." The essay should begin with a clear topic sentence which

t
identifies.the three primary influehces under which the writer operates.

ti

By selectiAlsituations--i-details, an'cl-Je*eqples froT their lives, the students

.

should develop an,edited paper which will cohereritly support
4

eir assess-

ments of their"mbtivating controls.

'g 203
/".
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:.

D -3 Source Bias.

1.. Where do your influences come from? parents? church?' school?
friends? other family membgrs? an admired adult? a publicIt 1

f' ure? something you have read?

2. W uld you stand up and defend your influences,in an argument?

3. Did you consciously choose' your influences or did they choose

you?

4. Can you,exercise enough self-control over your influences to
resist them if they should happen to be. leading Nod toward'

unpleasant consequences?

Secondary-Competencies:

C-3 Evidence.

dir
5. What Specific examOTOS'canou give of things you dO'or have

done as a result of the influences you have cited?

I

E -2 Assessng Ethics.

446. Are,your influences-positive or negative in your opinion?

In the opinion of society?

ge,

2J

a
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: CRANK 'MOSE TUNES

Primary Competency Developed:

. A. BasieAlysi's.

1. Determining the'persuative intent.

Secondary Competencies Developed: ,

-

,

A. Basic Ana ysis. t
. / .

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,

. offering, suggestiRg, etc.).

C. At.plying Logic. ) el-

4'

ft

2. Being aware of underlying assumptions and values.

D. Appealing Emotionlly/Cthicallwr-
.

1. Recognizing'and,ping psychological proofs (pathetic proofs)

'2. Recognizing .and, using credibi ity devices ethical proofs).

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message..

6.

2.NAssessrng the.ethics of the communicator's stance. et*

Learning Objective:

The students will he able to identify .the persuasive intien) -in selec-'

tions of music; one of the primary controlling influences among young people.

.
. --.,\ ./

.

Description of Activity: /
', .

/ r
li The teacher selects records whi-ch are,played on adult easy-listening

Al
.,

I'

-stations andthose played on fast-paced stations whichtttract an adolescent

`audience. Students listen to records and identify ti.hase aural factors Which

influence mood, attitUdes,and behaviors of listeners. Such factors should
/

include rate, volume, word choiOs in 'lyrics, combinations of instruments

and sounds, interplay of lyrics and tone, and denotative and,eonnotative
1.5

features of each. Students all contrast the use of these devices in the

two kinds of music.
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Coimpetency:

A-1 Intent.

//1. Do you feel that mu is has persuasive inter? How can you

recognize thi pe uasive intent in a selection of music?

2. What is the persuasive intent-of each of the selections?

Secondary Competencies:

A-3 .Strategies.

1 3.
What strategies are used in music to exercise con'trol over

the listener?

4. Are all of these strategies direct and evident?

5. Which are most effective witt,.../ou? Why?

-11. What is the mood of each selection?

7. How is that mood developed?

C-2 Underlying Assumptiqns.,
4

8. How do the selections of the easy-listening stations differ,

from those on the fast-paced stations? What underlying

antmptions and values are behind-these differences?

O

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

9. What evidence of. psychological proofs or appeals

in ahy bf,the selections?. Are they in the words

verbal aspects?

D-2 Credibility Devices-

do you find
or the non-

I ^

10., In what ways do the D.J.'s on the diffirent types of stations

attempt to identify with the intended audience?

E-2 Assessing Ethics.
.

11. How do'you feel 'aboCtpeople attempting to manipulate-you

41,4hrough your music? c

12. Do you feel that any influende that.music has had on you has

been positive? negativen Would your parents feel the same.

was'?

211
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'READING ACTIVITY: THE CONFLICTS OF ANNE FR AK

a

Primary Competency Developed:

A.- Bagic Analysis.

3. ideptifying possible.persuasive Strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, etc.).

Secondary Competencies Developed:

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

2. Implementing a controlling

3. Adapting the,6-titirgy in/the'light of listener response.

E Cvaldating the Controlling Message.

1. ,Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Learning Objective:

The stigdents will'recognize and understand the strategies which Anne

Frank utilized to maintain the self-control necessary to exist in her

highly,controlled situation.

Description of Activity:

Students will's-read theiAiary or the play adaptation of THE DIARY-Of-ANNE

FRANK. If it is the play version, they may read it aloud in class with

volunteers reading the various, parts.. During and after the reading they

should discuss the questions', below.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

A-3 s"Ntegies.

1. Discuss how Arne controls herself' when deprive4 of certain,
things that we often take for granted. Anne writes, "YoU
Could not do this and you could not do that They forced /

father out of his rsiness. We had to wear yellow stars. r-
I had to turn in my bike. I couldn't go to a Dutch school
anymore. lcouldn't go to the movies --av ride in, an auto-
mobile or even on a gfreet car, and a million other things."

2. How does living in closely confined'quarters with var ious
people require Anne's self-control? What strategies does
.she use in different situations?

.212
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What is Anne's source of self-control?

114
What would you find most difficult,to control in yourself
if placed in Anne's situation?

5. In the play Anne's father exclaims, "We don't need the Nazis

to destroy us, We're destroying ourselves." What does he

mean? -How does.this relate to.the idea of self-control?

Secondary Competencies:

c

8-2 Implementing. \4

6. ,HOw does Anne. implemeot the strategies you-identified in

number 2 above? .\
C .

B-3 Adapting.

7- Can you cite any instances in,which%nne has to revise her

a strategy for self-coptrol,when it fails? Discuss. What

are the consequences of the failure? -the new strategy?

What silategies mighv:have been more successful?

E-1 AsSessing.Effectiveness.
/

8. How effective was Anne in confW5Iling herself under these
.

. difficult circumstances?
.

.

. r

,

{-- .-
4§, Audience C ntext:'

kwm

.

f

1. H do the perselasive strategies utilized in self-control differ

fr those needed to exercise control over otters?

2. Can you name .one thing about Ourself, like being judgmental
about minorities, whic-5fliyou need to control?

0

to

ti
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, DyAdic

Foduslof Capsule:
-/

This capsule is

-206 -.

YOU AND ME, BABE

oncerned with, stUdent relationships with a significant

other either as an obj ct of control or As an emerging adult attempting to
.*4

exert control over othes. It is within such dyadic relationships that the

teenager fitst becomes a are of and resentful toward the degree of ctritrol---_

to which s/he has been su

with ways of increasing co

ov$r.t the lives of others. donflitt is almost-certain to arise with its

,inevitable stress nId consequences. This capsue.exalilines control as it
4

ect for an entire life.. S/he begins to expAliMent

.rol over his/her own life and to some extent,

functions between individuals
tr"

.Overview of Activities:.

.
4 ,

The 'reading activity will allow the, students to bbserve one or more 4

dyadic relationships in liter,ature during the course of exercise of

control by one individual over another is a significant factor. By reading

about, and discussing.the experiences:. of:others, the students will be better

ableto recognize similar elements of control in their owr experiences.

The writing ac iVity will arise out of a-tliscussion of the written word as

a mgdAum for/control. The form assumed by this medium in dyadic relation-
,

ships is. the letter. The *studenti,Sti.11 have the opportunity to design
-f

l etters to remedy particular concerns of their own. The li'teiing activity

will examine informal oral argument and,give the student a dramatic demonstra-

tion of the importance of listening to and thus understanding the position

of the opponent in an argument. This activity willlead naturally(to the

speaking activity which is, a d*dic role-p

T
y simulation.of parent/child

.
,

conflicts.
O

ef,
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READING ACTIVITY: TO CONTROL OR BE CONTROLLED

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Identifying:possible persuasive strategies -(commanding,

offering, suggesting, etc:).

Secondary Competencies Developed:

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

1. Identifying the rhetorical demands of a strategy '(e.g.,

what iS a promise?). *

4
2. Implementing a controlling strategy%

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling .41ategy.

2. Assessing the ethics of the communicator'i, 9r4nce.g
,1-

Learning ObjectiJe:

The students will be able to read a literary selection and recognize

an individual's' use of persuasive strategies to control behavior of another.

individual.

Description of Activity:
7

The students will read and discuss one cir more, pieces of lilterature

from the foll6wing list or from selections sugg tad by the teacher. These

selections should feature a dyadic relationship n which controlling be--

havior is evident. The possibilities are endless,

A. Drama.
.

Romeo and Juliet, Merchant of VenicedBrian's Song, The Glass
sooeli

Menagerie, etc. .

NG*els

Of'ML ce and Men, Dinky Hocker Shoot t Smack, The Chocolate War,

plake'slimbo, etc.

C. Cort-Stories. i,..,

4

"By Any Other Name," "Bush Boy, Poor Boya" "Parsley Garden," "The
Blue Hotel," "One Ordinary Day with Peanuts,"etc.

2j5



a
D. Poetry.

"Death of a Hired Man," "To His Coy Mistress," "Foo Prayer,"

etc.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

0

A-3 Strategies.

1. What persuasive strategies can youfindibeing employed in
this work?

'2. Is the controllie,Sware-t4e.t/s7he is being influenced? :Ay
pr why not? /

likSecondaRyCompbtencies,:

8-1 -Rhetorical Demands.

3. For each persuas;ive strategy you identify
essential components, those factors which
'recognize it?

8-2 I'Mplementing.

4. What role does language play in the controller's implementation
Of his/her'persuasive strategies? s.

what are its
allyoW you to

,/

.

E,-1 Assessiog Effectiveness. .

/ ,. .

5. HoW,successful are the controller's persuasive strategic Pn-
.

satisfying his/her fintentions? c

6,. HoWdoes the control ng behavior change or affect another

character?

- E -2 'Assessing Ethics.

7. ;!Is the outcome of the controlling behavior positive for every-
one involved? for the Controller? for society in general?

8. Does the controller play fair in lik/her use of persuasive

s'tr.stegies? Is his/her conduct ethical? Inherently or only

in its outcome?

21 el
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WRITING 'ACTIVITY: THE_BUCK STOPS HERE

.Primary Competency Developed:
:

A. Basi Analysis. 4

4. Predicting listeneY reaction to persuasive strategies.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A, Basic Ana lysis.

Determining the persdasFve intent.

t. Applying Logic. cc 1b

3.' Employing sound evidence.

4. Employing soundfecsoning:

D: Appealing Emotional/Ethically.

ce

2. Rectgllizinj and using credibility devices (ethical proofs

Learning Objective:

The stqents will write an effective letter of compint, the intention

of which is to effect a change. in an existing condiiioh. The letter will
.

give evidence of predicting audience reSpone to intent and persuasive

strategies.

Description of Activities:

Pre-Writing Activities:

2

1. As a group, students gene'rate a list of situations 'which they might
like to change in their homeenvironments, school environment, work
environment','or in their relatidhshipswith retail outlets, police,
or other governmental 'officers..

2. Teacher discusses main points in a letter with intent tp effect
change.

d. state problem clearly,

b.` state requested change clearly,

c. suppbrt assertions with specific facts, examples, illustrations,
and 116,

d. use proper tone for situation.

"'21



Writing Activity:

It, -210-

'' Each student will-write a letter,ofcomptdint to a parent) eMpoyel,
, ,

-

officialofficial or governmental-Official requesting a change becauSe of some

specific Problem the student experiences.

Evaluation:
. .

.
.

.-V1
.-7.-.

Each student should share the letter with another student. Pairs will

. i-.)

discuss the,prObable effects to the letters interms of the receivers' likely

(J

'resp
,.

O4se. ,

. 1

Class Discussion Probes:

a

Primary Competency:
1

A-4 Listener Reaction to Strategies, 'A

I. 1.
Has the writer attempted to shgw that the requested change is

desirable to the recipient as well as to the writer?,

2. Is the reqUested change reasonable in the recipients' point

of view?

3. tone of the letter appropriate to the situation?

Secondary Competencies:

.

A-1 Intent.

' 4. Is the problem clearly stated and understaridabler

5. Is the requested change clearly stated and understandable?

C -3 Evidence.

6. Does the letter continospecific concrete information rather

than merely abstract generalizalions? kre all relevant facts

presented?

C-4 Reasoning.

7: Does the requested change arise logically out of the problem

' and analysis? Will it be an adequate.response to solve it?
Is the change within the competence.of the recipient of the

letter? 0

0-2 Credibility Devices.

,,

a. Will the appearance of the letter contribute to the reader's

willingness to grant the request? the tone?,

are -I. ;--)I
-



LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTENING TRIADS

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determining, the persua ive intent.

Secondary Cbimpetencies Developed:'-'

' A.. Basic Analysi's. ,

/

4

4

3. Identifying possible persuasive strate
-offering, suggesting, ,etc.).

C. 'Applying Logic: 4

(commandibg,

0 2. Being aware of underlying assumptions and'valueS.

D. ,.AfpealingEMotignally/Ethically.lre .4

s:

1: Recognizing and using psychological proofs (path tic proofs). C's,

A

3. 'Recognizing source bias (self iand others) ,

Learning Objective:"
,

11,01k c

The students will be able to attend to an opponent's position in an

10°
oral argument ow ie matter.of mutual interest sufficiently to be able to'

41
paraphrase the,persuasive intent and contentions to that opponent's satis-

faction(/-\

Degcription ofAktIvity:

A

The crass discusses various' controversial issues from the school scene

or even current local or national conflicts in order to select one in which
0A11 A

A

most students feel interested and upon which th feel well informed. The

class divides into groups of three. Two f ,each triad take opposite sides

of the selected Pssue and discuss it under-the folloWing set of rureg:'

1. Before a-parson May make a point, s/he must. restate theOpponent15
point to which s/he is addressing his/herself. S/he may make a

new point only after the opponent as agreed that the cestatemerit...!(-

of the point is accurate. t.

2. The new polfft having_been mate, theOppcnent must now restate it
. to his/her satisfaction before advancing the argument.

3. ...Nis continues for as long as the teacher feels ifie dj5cpssion .*

productive.

219
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4. The, third member of each triad observes the argument and reports

his/Her answers,to the following discussion prObes.

4Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:,

A-1 Intent.

tik'

1. Were you able to determine the persuasive intent of each

speaker?

2. Do you feel that your two partners restated each other's
points fairly?

3. Did each partner make hoolher get the intent of h&/hel%,__
point clearly stated before allowing the discussion to

proceed?

Secondary Competencies:

A-3 Strategies.

4. Can you identify, specific persuasive strategies - employed

by either speaker?

1C -2- Underlying Assumptions.

5. What values would you say underlies the, two positions? What

seems important to each speaker? Were these values ever

,directly expressed? If not, what lets you know they exist?

)1r1 Psychological Proofs.

6. Can you cite any examples of psyChological lines of argdment

as opposed to logieal ones from this discussion? *4

D-3 Source Bias.

.7. etuld any sources referred to in the-discussion beregarded.

as biased? 'Why? Did the opposite party point this out?

Audience Context:

1. Did you observe any evidence of frustration on the part of either

partyas a result bf the enforced listening? Be specific.

2. Why would this method bf arguing eventually break down if attempts
were Nde to impose it on.all argumentative situations.?

22
4
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: GENERATION GAP

o

.4s

-

Primary Competericy Developed:'

E. Evaluatidg the ContrOling Message.

1. Ass ssing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A very rich activity. Almost all of the controlling coMpetencies are called

,upon. The.. following are perhaps most central to the activity.

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determining the persdashie intent.

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, etc.).

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

\ 3. Adapting the strategy in the light of listener response.

D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.
r . #

1. Recognizidg anclus-ing psychological proofs (patheticglyoofs).

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs).

Learning Objective:

The students will assess the-ef.!ectiverft of various persuasive

strategies as they employ them by role-playing in a simulated conflict

situatioz.

Description of Activity:
/ (1-.1A

The GeherationN44 Simulati (bask upon GENERATION GAP, an educa-

,

tipnal simulation published by Western Publishing Company but now out of

print). g

1. Let students in class generate a List of specific conflicts which

commonly occur between parent and student. For'xample:

a. Student wants to attend an unchaperohed party. Parent says

"no."

Stddent wants to skip school. Parent says

2. Students form role-playing dyads in which one plays the parent and

the other the student. Each Dyad selects five of the conflict issues

and writes them on a 3 x 5 card. Student and parent each rate the

issues on a level of importance from 1-5, concealing their rankings

4 from their partner.

221
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3. Student and parent attemp convince each other on the issues.

Eitherparty may agree t accept the other position or if agreement,
cannot be reached, the parent may order the student to obey.

4.

46,

When all issues have been;kehtatively resolved, the student decides
what s/he will, in fac'tdo on each issue. S/he may keep an agree-

ment, violate an agreemept,obey an order, or disbbey'an order
The decision .Should 4p.based upon assessment, of the relative impor-

tance of the issue tdAim/her.

5. The parent then monitors the student's action on any three issues.
S/he selects those of greatest relative impOrtance to him/her. ,..1f
the student has acted according to the parent's wis , a number

of "satisfaction points" equal to hiWher ranking the issue

goes to him/her. If the studedt has acted accord' o his/her"

own wishes, a number of points equal to his/her king of the

issue goel to him/her. If the student has broken n agreement or
disobeyed an order on monitored issues, the parent may "punish!' the
student by deducting up to four satisfaction poinp,for each issue.
Unmonitored issues are scored but teenagers cannot be.punished,'
reflecting the fact that parents are not always aware of studept's

actual behaviors.

6. Points are totaled. Parents' ,Scores are compared with those of')4It

other parentS, students' scores with those of other students.

7. Dyads may do' additional rounds with other issues. -if-so, the sub-
sequent discussion can consider the-effects of what happened in
the first round upon the negotiations in subsequent rounds.

Class Discussion Probes:

PriMary Competency:

E-I Assessing Effectiveness.

.

1. Which dyad recgived the highest total score Since this

suggests both high parent and high student satisfaction and
thus a harmonious family relationship, can you explain what=
strategies were followed in the activity which resulted ire

that harmony?

,

2. Which dyad-produced the highest student score? What was

the parent score in this pad? How did it,compare with othe'r
parent scores? What student Strategies were used in this

dyad?

Which dyad produced the highest parent score? What was the

student score in this dyad? How did it compare with other

tudent scores? What parent strategigVwere used in this

sdayd? .

4,3.,

'4. What strategies resulted in low student scores,? Low parent

scores? Low dyad scores?
j

222
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Secondary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.

.4
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5. Why is it necessary to act upon establAsheepriorities in
. --- Aa

order to be successfuj in th-1-5 game? In life?

A-3 Strategies.

6. -How did you decide which persuasive strategy to Use in ad-
. -j`-' vancing your position on the selected issues?

I., B-3 Adapting.

7. mow does this activity accommodate the fact that breaking
agreements and disobeying orders in. real life may have con-

,sequences?
r

8. Did the reaction of yourpartner to your perevsive strategiei-
cause you to change yourtapproach in subseopent rounds? How?

'D-1 Psychological Proofs.

9. To what extent an din what ways did psychological proofs '4

such as "What I nevi in my own life" influence your decisions

in this role-'1'play activity? ,

. D-2 Credibility Devices.

10. If more than one round was played, did,,theraults of the
first round influence the negotiatiCn stage of 'the second

round? What kind ethical proof accounts for this?

Audience Context:

1. How does this activity demonstrate that students'exercise con-
trols on parents as well as the reverse? Is this consistent with

your view of life?

2. ,How did you feel filling the parent role? Did this experienCe

make you feel differently about your °On parents' reactions to.

r- some of your plans?

223



3th Grade
Controlling
Small Group

Focus of Capsule: =,

7216-

.
ALL FOR-ONE AND ONg0 ALL

Few sources of external control are as pervasive as that of the peer

A

groupupon the highschool student. Few students like to be regarded as

4
"different," parent dominated, or "chicken." A reasonable understanding of

these pressures and an ability to recognize thetti-where they appear may help

the student to resist them or at least to consider'the desirability of re- ,

silting them. Theninth grader is, and will continue, to be, a,,,Xember of

many small groups--the family, his/her circle of friends, the membership of

'his/her various classes, his/her chUrch group, the ath etic team, the unit

-with,which s/he_works at some job. If s/he is to find atisfaction in these

.

relationships, s/he must be abie to make his/her own objectives those of the

*group--at least part of.the time.

Overview of Activities:

Y.--i

1...._ 4

This capsule begins b iving the students the chance to observe exam-

ples of individuals in conflict with their peer groups. The students will
=

=

observe how control is exerted by ttie group and howthe individual responds

to it. TM's reading activity is followed by a listening one in whiCh the

students view a,film or video tape depicting the values'and life styles of

=

-'a particular teenage group. Focus will be upon the communication strategies

used to exercise or resist controls. The writing and speaking activities 3

evolve from collages in which students characterize their own peer groups.

Students will write analytes of some of these collagei, and, the creator will

discuss his/her intentionsLand evaluate the accuracy of the writer's inter-

pretations. Discussions generated by these activities should provide a.,

good analysis of local peer pressure situations.

0 .
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READING ACTIVITY: AGAINST THE CROWD

Primary Competencies Developed:, j

C. Applying Logic.

ak Being aware of unde7T91ng assumptions and values:

d

D., Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.

3. Re&ognizing source bias (self Sand ,nd others)
4

Secondary Competency Developed:

... i

. A. Basic Analysis.
44

.

.
I. Determining the persuasive intent.

. '

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,

offering, suggesting, etc.). .
-.7 '

46 .

Learning, Objective:

Following the reading ofta work of literature, students, working in

'small groups, will identify assumptions made by literary characters and

recognize these as motivations for conflict based updri a need to identify

witha peer group.

Description of Activity:

Students will read a work of fiction '.(a novel, short story or play) that

kdepicts young people in conflict with peer group values.' Some examples in-

- .

clude THE LIGHT IN THE FOREST, ROLL OF THUNDER, HEAR-)4Y CRY, TO KILL. A

'MOCKINGBIRD, DANDEL4ON WINE, "Antaeus," "Catherine and the WinterCiheat,"

"Revolt of the Evil Faeries," "Stone Boy," "Arilla Sun Down," and-"Nobody's

FamirTs Going to Change." Major discussions of the clessroowprobes will

be conducted in small groups; with a chairperson for each group who, later,

,will make a report'to the class in a panel discassion situation on the group's

decLsions about the questions asked.

z25
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary. Competencies:

/.E-2 Underlying Assumptions.

1

1. What adjectives or descriptive phrases would you use to
indicate the opposing values of the small group and /or main
characters in the selectioh read?

2. What incidents in the story relate to your own personal ex-
periences? Are the incidents portrayed realistiCally? Are
the outcomes realistic?

'D-3 Source Bias.

3. Do you find the values Of any character or group appealing?
Why?.., Are any of the portrayed values particularly repugnant

N.to you?

4. Would you change the story ih any way? Hog? Wfiy? Would
this change remain faithful to what you thinkdfhe-author is
trying to say?

Secondary Competgricy:

A-1 Intent.

5. Is there any evidence in the story to suggest that control
is being exerted by a group upon some individual?

A,

A -3 Strategies.

6. 'What communication strategies are evident in this ckntroll
How dogs the individual respond? ,

7. Are the influences on the individual positive or negative ?'

What makes any resistance on the part of the individual
successill or unsuccessful?

els
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LISTENING. ACTIVITY: LIFE AMONG THE GROUP

Primary Competency Developed:

/,
A. Basic Analysis. .

1. Determining the persuasive intent.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

4. Predicting listener reaction to persuasive strategies.

;.*

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

1. Identifying the rhetorical deMands of a strategy (e.g.,
. what is a promise?).

C. Applying Logic.

3. Employing sound evidence.

Evaluating the Controlling Message.

I

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Learnitig.Objectj-vef

In discussion following the viewing of a film or videotape, the students

will uncover and comment upon motive appeals used by a main character through

verbal and non-verbal behavior.

Description of Activity:

Students will view a film or videotape -that depicts the life of a teen-

age groLip. Before the film, the instructor will discuss motive appeals ayd

how to recognize them. In addition,-discussion of how to ask qu(stions

of what is occurring on the screen will be pre'sented so thatstOdents' will quiz _

themselves while viewing rather than just passively viewing. Serections

for viewing might come from the following list:

REBEL WITHOUT A CUASE

A CRIMINAL IS BORN (BAVI 0564)

WEST SIDE STORY

---

NO REASON TO STAY (Frail the Canadian Film Board)
4:

YOU'RE NO GOOD (Prom the Canadian Film Board)

227
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Videotapes e5f episodes from HAPPY DAYS, THE WHITE SHADOW, or some

tither teenage program dependent upon group acceptance.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary, tompttency:

A-1 Intent.

1. Who'are the main characters?

2. What is their relationship to the group depicted in the film? \i

3. Briefly outline the plot of the story. What role does

communication play in the development of the plot?

4 4. What motive appeals are used by the main characters to
exercise contcoliover: others or themselves in the film?

-7

5. What is being "cool" in this group in terms of ver6al and

non-verbal, behaviors? What is. being "cool" in your own group?

6. What are the group characteristics? Is the group positive

or negative?

ti

Secondary Competencies:

A-4 Listener Reaction tp Strategies.

7. What appeals are used to control the audirces' reaction to
what happens on the- screen?'

B-1 Rhetorical Demands.

I

/

..., ,

: 8. What Kinds 8f demands do the major characters fn the film
-make upon these who are part of the group or tho se who are

not part of the group?

9. How are these.demands phrased?

C-3' Evidence.

10. Do any of the characters use logical proofs or arguments to

defend their actions'or motives?
ng,

.

11. . Based on the films you've seen, at what point would you have

used 4ogical proofs if you
.

were a main character? Explain.

-E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

.12. Is there any true intividual in this film3 How does s/he

manage to maintain individuality from the group

13. Is the character's desire to be an individual desirable?

Why, whi, not2

2 93
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WRITING ACTIVIT4: MY GROUP PICTURES

Primary Competency Develop

C. Applying Logic.

-
4. Employing sound reasoning.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

C. Applying Logic. .'

'3. Employing sound evidence.

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

2. assessing the ethics of the communicator's stance.

Learning Objective:
11,

After introspection and class discussion, the students will prepare a

collage explaining his/her peer group and later write-.on one of the peer

groups. The students will develop a written message characterized 1:)Y

appropriate organization, correct spelling and c nation, and proper

,
usage, which will require inferentia4thinking based upon a symbolic re-

presentation of abstract ideas through the' collage.

Description of Activity:

The students w'reri make a collage of the values dnd motives of his/her

peer group. Collages will Le posted around the room. The class will, select

the five collages which they find most interesting. Each student will then

select one the five other than h s/he own and write a one-page paper

...analyzing the values and motives of the group represented-based

collage itself and no other discussion:-
.

Preparatory Activities.

The teacher wf'11 explain Collage.

upon the

/

2. The teacher will make.available a substantial variety of magazines,
newspape're', pamphlets, etc. from which pictures can be obtained

to uselnithetcollage.

3: The teache?. will explain the organization and mode of writing

expected ot the students.' -

. ;
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5.,

NA., Discussion Probes:

,. . .

These are questions Which the students will have to answer for themselves or,
pos'si'bly, the instructor might hold a class discussion. .,

,\./

Primary Cod ete cy:

C-4 seasoning.

J/
1. Did you accurately portray the values-of the peer group to

which you belong?_ If you found you could not, why?

Secondary Competenci

C-3 Evidence.

2. What kinds of evidence did you use within your collage?

'3. In doing the written part of the assignment, what evidence
were you able to use from the collage?

4. Is the evidence youtused in both collage and writing ample
enough for the audience to understand and be persuaded by you?

E-2 Assessing Ehic.1,1

5. Do you feel the collage designers have accurately portrayed
their groups?

6. Were there momertwithin this assignment where you felt
that.shAding reality was important to do? Why?

A.

2 3



SPEAKING ACTIVITY: DEFENDING YOUR POINT OF VIEW

Primary Competency,Developed:

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

,Assessing the ethics of the communicator's stance.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A.. Basic khalysis.

.4. Predicit:Tg listener reaction to persuasive strategies'

C. Applying Logic.

1. DeterMining lines of argument (contentions).

2. Being aware of underlying assumptions and values.,

3. Employing sound tvence.

Learning Objective:

some students will be able to introduce,an evaluation-type speech,

develop it through specific instances and conclude the presentation with an

appropriate summary, quotation or firtalappeal fOriagreement with his/her

assessment. The 'student will also learn'to field questions on his/her own
---

work. Students who are audience
1
membes's will learn to defend their analyses

and question a, speaker effectively.

Descriptfi-nocActiviloy:

V
Following the writing activity, each student will place his/her inter-

pretation under the appropriate collage. The person who made the collage

will pre3ent a two-minute analysis of the written compositions in small (
groups consisting of these students who evaluated the collage. The class

wil,1 thus be divided into five groups for the tacCt/Lvity-.---The

/ 1

tion will evaluate the accuracy-of the written analyses. by citin specific

instances where the analyses were accurate brwinaccurate. After the vocal

presentation, the members of the group ri4yask questions for the purpose of

231
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clarifying the speaker's interpretation or justifying another interpreta-

'

ti-on. The speaker will field these questions to the best of his /tier .

abi lJty.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary CoMpetency,:

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

Speaker
.,--

. I, Were you able to understand the writing of ybui- peers?'

2. Did the one-page essay's effectively 'assess yoir view-of the

group?

Audience

3. Did the speaker effeptively assess your essay?

4. Did you effectively' assess the speaker's view of the group?

E-2 Assessing Ethics. . ..

,

5, Are there certain aspects of ybur group's life that you felt -

.it would be unfair!' to place" into the col4age?

SeCondary Competencies:

A-4 Listener Reaction tb Strategies.*
.

6. Did the speakers accurately assess their listeners and cover
all aspects in their speeches?

C-1 Lines of Argument.

7. bid the speakers andwriters use clear arguments in expressing
their understandings of the collages?

C -2 Underlying Assumptions.
1 _

8. IPLd both speakers and writers catch the underlyjng assumptions
and/or values found in the gtbups they dtscussed?mik

C-3 Evidence.

9. Did both speakers and writers employ evidence to substantiate
their views of either the writing or Speaking?

f A"-

)
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90 Grade
t- Controlling .

s

Public ,

?

e

Focus of Capsule:

Everyday we attempt to control others Or are subjeCted tO-attempts by

PLAYDOUGH OR GRANItE?

others to Contri51 us. These cootrOls can be initiated by the selfi signi-

ficant t

-

itters, the public, or media. Since we'are nstantly involved

public sit uations, students should learn twanalyze, use and evaluate con-

trolling messages inAhe public area% As Students learn of the 'advantages

and disadv4ntages of the skills, the ethrct of the controlling competencies

41
can be timultaneously considered.

Overview of Activities: -

The activities begin with a. reading assignment to analyze the controls
it- .

ofpublfc rules or traditl nt. Students then write an analysis of school
. ...

rules or tta'ditions relates to the analysis of public rules or traditions.

Then students deliver a 3 minute speech utilizing controlling strategies.

Finally, students will listen to a control-lin message in order to recognize,'

assess,' .and negate4the.strategies.

.1

- 4

tp. - , ..iv ......0.1..-

4 \
.

_4)

4

. .
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READING ACTIVITY: CONTROL IN OUR TOWN/"THE LOTTERY"
/.

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic. Analysis.

1. /C.fiatermining the persuasNe intent.

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding, offering,

441
'suggesting, etc.W

D. Appealin Emotionally/Ethically.' , 41

3. Recognizing source bias (self and others).

/or

A .

'Secondar Competenc elp

,4
Evaluating e Controlling'Message.

`1. Assessing e e ectiveness of the controlling strategy.

o 2. Assessing the hics of the communicator's stance.

Learning Objective:

Given :'The Lottery" or 0 wn,students will discuss in class the

controlling competencies used by characters or-society in the work(s).

Description-of Activity:

The students will read selected works such as Shirley Jackson's "The

Lottery" or Thorton Wilder's Our -Town. The works will be analyzed for

controlling competencies as illustrated by rules, actions, or characters'

speeches. Have the students begin with simpler concepts such as tradition

jand move to more complex and subtrrptychological strategies.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.
.11

wt,

1. What i§ persuasive in t of the stage manager Our Town

or the of man in "The Lo ry?" , .

A-3 Strategies.

1411-
a

2. Vhat persuasive strategies are used by the chaiacters?

*o*

0
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0-3 Source Bias. .

4%.

o 3. What are the ethical and pathetic proofs?

Sedondaey Competencies:

E-J Assessing Effectiveness.
_o.i.--,-------'-

4'. How effective are the co rots of rules and traditions iira

town, country, a person?

E-2 Assessing Ethics.

5. Who has the right to establish public controls?
/'

.

'es

GO

,..

-,

bs.
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TO OUR SCHOOLS

Primary Competencies Developed":

A. Basic Ana I ys i s.

1. Determining" the Orsuaslve intent.

.3. Identifyi sible persuasive strategies (commanding,
offering, sugge ing, 6tc.).\

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Secondary Competency Developed: 4

A. Basic Analysis.

2. Predibting audience reaction to a persuasive intenlifri

Learning ,Objective:

Given examples of controlling strategies from literareWorks, stulets,

in class, will write an analysis of the controlling strateoie of'Wcho

Description of Activity:

The students will write an expoiitory essay `addreNed%o the c

`1'*
ana:lyzesandevalugte the logical, ethical and pathetirl fs o sch con-

Ch

,

trolls. The essay should be revised after each Clas ember offered
2
one

4

written sugges.tion to improve the essay in the "re-writine;stageef the

writing process.

Class Discussion Probes,:

Primary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.,

I. What is the p6-suasive intent?

A-3 Strategies.
4,

t.

2. Besides handbooks and regulations, how do schools control?

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

3. How could we determine if certain school co trols a.geeffective?
if controls filter, how do we decide on ew poliby?

a
23.6
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A-2 Audience Reaction to Intent.

m,
o

1 1,...."

4. Do all indivlduals or classes react the same to controls?

+

e

4

o

s

i

I

,;-----------
x
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V

SPEAKING ACTIVITY:. CONTROLLING CONTROLS

Primary Competency Developed:

Utqizing a Controlling Strategy. ." .%
i

-NOP

1% Identifying the rhetorical demands of a strategy (e.g., what,

is 6 promise. ?).

2. Implementing a controlling strategy.

3. Adapting the str ;tegy in the light of listener respo se.

Secondary Competencies Developed:.`

C. Applying Logic. \\\

3. Employing sound evidence.

4. Employing sound reasoning.

pealing Eniotionally/Ethically.

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic proofs).

2. Recognizing and using(credibi'lity devices (ethical proofs).

Learning Objective:.

Given the knowledge of individual, social and school rules/t aditions,

the students, in class, will deliNier a speech oersuading class members to

change the controls.

Description of Activ.ity:

The student will deliver a.3-4 miAute speech utilizing, controlling

strategies to activate the class to change specific rules or traditions

Students -are encouraged to use )ogIcal, ethical, and'psychological.Rroofs.

TeaChers could model a demonstrative'speech and present an*nalysis of using

control 1 ing, strategies, logic and proof in an.effective manner.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:*

B-1 Rhetorical Qmapds.

1. What p ise was used ?or control?
./

23s

k.
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8-2. Implementing.

-2. After choosing a strategy, what delivery best suits the

method (volume, rate, expression and gestures)?

B -3 Adapting.

3. How does the class as audiende affect the pr entation?

Secondary Competencies:

C-3 Evidence. a

MO

4. What aline of argument can be used?

1110

C-4 Reasoning.

5. How can syllogistic, inductive, deductive reasoning be used?,--'''.

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

6. What emotional appeals are used?

D-i-) Credibility Devices.
I

7. What ethical approaches are employed?

23?
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: 131,-CONTROLLING CONTROLS

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determining the persuasive intent.'

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message..

. 1. Assessing the effectiveness of the, controlling strategy.

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Evaluating_the Controlling Mess'age.

2.--Assessing-the ethics of thoe communicator's stance.

Learning Objective:

Students, in clais, will listen to controlling messages, countering the

logical, ethical or psychological appeals by analysis and evaluation.

Description of Act-oilittt.-

students will critleally listen as 'a class to persuasive speeches

made by a405-racter" from "Tine Lottery" or Our Town who-ig "selling" an

original idea, Listeners will attempt to nullify the skills of the speakers

with analytic and wialuative'techniques.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies;

A-1 Intent.

NIL

1. What particular idea is one of the major characters advocating?

2. ?What related ideas from the short story or play actually help -.-----

to support this major idea?

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

3. What appeals dales the character utilize in his/her "advocacy"
and how convincing or effective are they?

4.1 What added arguments would have. been more effective?

5. What counter arguments could you use to nullify the character's

intent?
04

6. Can you predict in what manner the character would respond to

your counter arguments?

2 4 o
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Secondary Competency:

E-2 Assessing Ethics.

7.

4

What ethical proofs does the character under discussion offer?

8. If you were the character, what proofs would you offer to

support your ideas?

2..

kg'

I
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MENU OR MEAL? '(MASS MEDIA AND CONTROL

Focus of Capsule:

In this capsule,
116

41

students will explore how they are inflqenced or can

influence others through mass media messages using persuasive strateoies.

Overview of Activities:

This capsule directs the'students to explore how they personally are
I

controlled by claims and appeals sellectibd from media ads that the students

have chosen. In addition, the students write -l-etters of criticism or

inquiry to a media source or personality. Finally, the students attempt,to

control material and audience by writing and taping ads which the rest of

the class listens to and analyzes.

x

16.
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READING ACTIVITY: CHOICE OR CONTIAL IN MEDIA?

.f
Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

2. Implementing a controlling strategy.

'D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically. '

4

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic roofs).

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs).

Learning Objective:

'Given a media advertisement, the students will be able to identify the

claims and/or appeals used in the ad.
4

Description of Activity:

Tke teacher will provide different types of magazines, i.e., Time, Sports

Illustsd, Ladies Home Journal, etc. Students will read and analyze,ads
'N\

which illustrate a variety of claims and appe9s. StUdents are to select'at

least 15 different claims or appeals used in the ads, quoting words or

phrases from each ad as proof.

Precede this activity with a class reading and discussion of the chapter on

advertising in Jeff Schrank's Understanding Mass. Media.

Class Discussion Probes:

B-2 Implementing.4
1. What appeals, if any, are used in each ad?

'2. What claims, if any, are used in each ad?

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

3. What basic motivation does each ad appeal to?

4. 'What emotion do you feel as you read each ad?

D-2 Credibility-Devices. .14k

5. Which ads use famous people to sell their product?

ow.

1

6. How closely related are the people's expertise to the product?

s

213'
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WRITING ACTIVITY: I PERSONAL MEDIA: ANSWER?

Primary'Competencies D veloped:

A. Basic Analysis. 4

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, etc.).

liik"

4. Predicting listener reaction to persuasive strategies.

B. Utilizing a Congrolling Strategy.

2. Implementing a controlling strategy.'

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

.0t...,;As'Sessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Learning Objective:

Having chosen a media personality or organization, local or national,

to write to, and having decided what persuasive strategies to use in order

to receive a response to the letter, students will be able to analyze the

success of audience gatekeeping.

Description.of Activity:

Students will write a letterof praise, inquiry or criticism to a media

organization or personality, i.e., a local or national broadcaster, program.
0

director, advertiser, or a letter to an editor of a local newspaper' or

national magazine. .Examples of letters written to the editors shoed be.

I

made availa e as well as Nick Johnson's How to Talk Back to Your,TV Set.

Class Discussion Probes: 4
Before the letters are written, class discussion might evolve around the
following questions.

A-3 Strategies.

1. What types of letters could be sent? (Letters asIng a ques-,
tion, criticizing a program or format, praising a good pro-
gram or 'person's style)

2. What kind'of a letter would be most likelyto receive an
answer? Why?,

24 4 .
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A-4 tester Reaction to Strategies.

3. if you send a letter of criticism, how can it be written so
as to not to antagonize the lirpient?,

4. What types of questions would most likely elicit a responce?

5. if a letter is written with anger or sarcasm, what are its

chances for respOnse?

B-2 Implementing.

6. What controlling strategies were used in each of the following

letters?

4 After the teacher has read and revised the letters, they are to be sent.
After a period of time; allowing for -responses to come back, a class

discussion may center around the following:

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

7. Why were there responses to some letters?

8. Were there more responses from local media people than

national media people?

)

10. Was what people wrote more important than to whom people
wrote in terms of numbers of responses?

9. Were tbere more responses from advertisers than personalities?
E

^
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PEAKING ACTIVITY:. BEYOND ME IN AED A

Primar om etenc Develo ed:

D. Appealin Emotionally/Ethically.

1. Reco nizin\and using psychological proofs (pathetic roofs).

/
2. Receagnizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs).

Seconder om e encies Develo ed:

A.' Basic nalysis.

1. D termining the persuasive intent.

.
. 3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,

,

+1.,

offering, suggesting, etc:).

4. 'Predicting listener reaction to
.

persuasive strategies.

B. `lizing a Controlling Strategy. '

-4,411E-

2 Implementing a controlling strategy.

Learning 4jective:

Giv n a pre-knowledge of possible Persuasive strategies, i.e., band-

wagon technique, statistical claims, family appeals, students will be able

to cre te a 30-second radio ad that includes persuaSive strategies that are

recog izable to their peers.'

Desc i. t i on of Adtivit :

Students will compose and tape a 30-second radio gd. The ad

i 1 follow Monroe's Motivational Sequence on Writing,land will employ

pe

per-

s asive strategies such as apa19, claims and/or propaganda techniques.
6

he students will demonstrate effective use of vocal variety, pitch, clarity

/
,-

i and diction. A
,

prior activity en-cgraging students tO explore different

vocal qualities such as pectoral, oral, f4ilse o, gutieral, etd.%would add
4

. . .

to the variety of voice work produced.

Class Discussion Probes:

. Primary Competendy:

.D-1 Psychological Proofs.

J. What are.some, basic human emotions. which we all share?

i

t-
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2. What'ads have you heard whieh.have appealed to some of these

,.emotions?

Which ads Were wesrfultft you and why?

-

D -2' Credibility es.

4., What types of,peope commaod respect frOm an audience? :

5. .What people in high school coutOie used in an ad tO colavince
4

an apdrenice:.? I

6. What.ads have you heard-using famout people which iwpressed
?you

t
r .

. 7. Which ads did not impress yo4, why?

Secondary-Competencies:

0

.0..

V .,
A-1 Intent. 1-

%
4"...'

8... What are yob tryingfto getpeople to do in your ad?
-

1

A-3 Strategies. .. .

, 0

9. What are the propagan4t techniques, claims and appeals wir
; could work for youy particular ad? `

, . "1,,,,,_.._, ,

$
A-4 Listame4. Reaction tb Stratyies.

1 A

.."'°.

4. -,

10. That types of poesible audience reaction could we expect from
.

(--tiour ad? .4 7,.
...

'B -2 Implementing. ,

'' V
/

.

II. What is thl overall s ate ,ou 'are employing?
.

pa

12. .41-low Bid you decide on this strategy?

. 13, What alternative strategy could you use which might work
411t just as well?

,,

..
,

14. iilryOu'llad to change your beginning ending sentence to
obtaiwthe same effect, W* would you- r -word them?

24 7
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: RECEIVING CONTROLLING MESSAGES
. -

Primary Competencies Developed: 1
'4( Basic ..Analysis.

,.

/111 3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,
--,

..

,
offering, suggesting,.etc.).

....--

DL Appealing Emotionally/Ethically. ..------

,-

. vl. Recognizing and using psychological proof.s.44pathetic proofs).
.

. .

4. ,2. Recogriizlng and using credibility devices (ethPcal proofs).

- .

. 4
. .

Secondary Competencies Developed:

EmotiOnally/Ethically.

3. Recognizing sodrce bias (self and others).

E. ,Evaluating the Controlling Message).

1. Assessing the effectiveness of tIe controlling strategy.'70\
ning Objective:

Given,30-second-tadio ads weitttemby the c

4
to identify the persuasiye strategies used ii each ad and decidt_which ads

.

would be most effective in terms of vocal quality, sound and music led,

types of strategies, emotiorgl proofs and credibility device's used.

4.2!,

st dents wi,il be able

Description of Activity:

Odents will listen -second radio public service announcements

taped by class member., St dents will identify persuasive strategiek4rd

and the use of the motivationalOsequence. Tql, students will then evaluate the

ads-in terms of vocal quality, use of sound/music, and their reaction to

its efforts 'to pelPsuade. It is suggested that students have evaluation

*sf,

sheets prepared, by the teacher,..tnd are allowed to listen to each ad several

times. ,

Class Discussion Probes:
ny.

Primary petencies:

Strategies.
24:3

ft.

qt
,

.e

1. What persuasive'techniques', claims, and appeals were used most

effectively in the ads you heard? '

.
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2. What made them'effective in terms of attention getting, vocally

ikleasing etc.?

39 Were hard-sell (commanding) strategies more effective than
'soft-sell (suggesting) strategies?

D-1 Psychological Proofs,

4. What emotions did'the ads appeal to you?

5. Aat vegative'emotions did any ads arouse in you? Why?

D-2 Credibility Devices.

6. Did any of the ads use<ertain peolile to tryto convince you?

7. Were these ads more or less effective in persuading you? Why?

jedondary Competencies:

D-3 Source Bias.
A

0 Dieany of the ads reveal the writer's bias in terms of music
.Fhosen, athletes or other pber groups recognizable?

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness. i,9. Which of the ads were the most effective in gettng you
v
to

"move to action?" Was it the message itself, the strategies
used, the cleverness of the finished product, the emotional
persuasion used, or other devices which appealed to you?

ti
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READING

Appendix A

------- 4

Secondary school language arts teachers sometimes view treading instruction

as the role of the primary and intermediat teacher, or perhaps, for slow

learners,'n the special education teacher or reading specialist. To this

group, litgrature is the tubject matter of the junior and senior high school

English class. Most of us realize, however, thatrt all reading skills are

mastered by all students to a great enough extent to permit fluent, meaningful

cv.

' eading at the grade levelsyhich they have 'reached.; So literature at the

secondary level must have a skills component as well.

This basic, skills curriculum proyid s a wide variety of experiences across

I v%

the reading spectrum. Here literature confined,to'belles lettres, but

inc'udes any writing with communicative ent. Class Discussion probes are

designed to strengthen those reading skills most likely -to be developing at
*

0

the ninth and tenth grades. In most activities, a range of selections has been

suggested so that the teacher can use mateirials at hand or choose others more

suitable for the student reading -level in the clasS. In some cases, the teacher

may choose a work not listed ink the curriculum but aligned with the requirements

ofd-the activity. The Class Discussion probes are'designed to be applicablem

to many works.

The curriculum offers motivation which makes reading enjoyable and emphasizes

through the probes that one reads for meaning and aesthetic impact. Among the-

skill stressed in the probes are: 1) reading for central thought and main

rdeas, 2) sensing implicit meaning, and 3) recognizing organizational patterns;

distinguishing between literal and figurative expressions; drawing inference;

interpreting figures of speechccurately; distinguishing fact from opinion;

interpreti6g a writer's purpose, bias, point of view and reliability; determining

Pp

mood and tone; sensing ambiguity; and recognizing fallacious reasoning.

2 5,2
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To supplement the reading content of this curriculum, teachers should feel

frees to read aloud to students so that they can hear intonation patterns. They

should encourage students to visualize what is being read. They should utilize

film and video take to give students an opportunity to "read" in another visual

medium. Since television and film are becoming increasingly important in

communication, forming an evecslargerpercentage of the total language arts

experience, a reading curriculum cannot ignore visual literacy. Othel= possible

N.

approaches include using student-written material] to stimulate interest and

encouraging the reading of materials such as comics, magazines, catalogs, etc.,

which have high interest but would nett normally, bg,,pa.; ofa literature, dtass.

The following resources provide excellent suggestions for developing basic

reeding skills:

Allen, P. David and Dorothy Watson. Findings of Research in Miscue.

Analysis: Classroom Implications, NCTE. (This reference is

very useful in suggesting ways of helping students wtth.poor
reading skills by diagnosing the reasons for the problem.)

Moffett, James and Betty Wagner. Student Centered Language Arts and

Reading, K-13. Houghton Mifflin.
4

Pearson, P. David and Dale D. Johnson. Teaching Reading Comprehension.
Holt Rinehart Winston.

Strang, MCCullough, Traxler. The Improvement of Reading,' 4th edition.

#41
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Appendix B

WRITING

The National Council of Teachers of English produced the following opera'

tional definition of writing:

.
Writing is the process of selecting, combining, arranging,

and developing iieas in effective sentences, paragraphs, and often,

longer units of4Viscourse. The process requires the writer to cope

with a number of variables: . method of development (narrating,

explaining, describing,-reporting, persuading);' tone (from very

personal-to quite formal); form (from discovering and expressing.

personal feelings and values to conducting the impersonal "business"

of everyday life)) possible audiences (oneself, classmat so a

teacher, "the world"). Learng to write and to write i reasingly

well involves developing inn-easingAskills and sensitiiiity 'n

selecting from and combining these variables to shape particular

-messages. It also involves learning to conform to conventions of

the printed language, appropriate to the age/of the writer and to

the form; purpose, and- tone of-the message.

Beyond the pragmatic purpose of shaping messages to others,

writing can be a -means of self-discovery, of finding out what we

believe, know, and cannot find words or-circumstances to say to

others. Writing can be a deeply personal act of shaping our per-

ception of the world and our, relationships to people and things

in that world. Thus, writing serves both public and krsonal

needs of students, and it warrants the full, generous, 5ft continuing

effort of all teachers.
( 0

This alternative curriculum design accepts the currently prevalent view

that learning to write requires frequent writing; ho ever, a good writing pro-
,

gram assures that writing'is taught rather than mereiy'assigned. The writing .

activities pro4ded in the various capsules provide-the motivation so important

in successful writing. They also suggest the audience and purpose for the

writing. Bpt in most cases, except for specific`writing techniques=germene AO

a particular activitY;---teachers must use their expertise to assure that students

know how to write.

Students should be aware of and use the important pre-writing strategies

I

of observation, contemplation, exploration through use of heuristic devices, and

'consideration of audience and purpose in the choice and restriction of the subject.

25.1
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They should recognize that any act of writing is essentially Creative. Although

the curriculum provides a rich variety of written forms, the student should

understand the differences in approach required by.such forms as narrative,

expository, argymentative, descriptive, etc. They should also master the

arrangement stylistic skills which are common to all Britten forms.

Not every piece of writing will d editing, but students should under;

stand and apply the important techniques of adding, deleting, substituting,

moving, and combining. Revision should be seen as a major feature of writing.
4

Requiring thorough editing of every paper may,discourage student writing.

Some writing activities need to be simply enjoyable experiences from which some

single' significant understanding or skill arises. Teachers must provide con-

texts,wherein a reason for careful editing is evident. These might include

displaying of student work, publishing stories dr .articles in school papers or

literary magazines, submitting compositions to writing contests: sending actual

Iletters to individuals dr corporations, and writing letters to the editors of

local newspapers.

Like editing, .proofreading for spelling and mechanics is an imortant skill.

Employers frequently cite weakness in this area as one of the most serious de-

ficiencies of their employees. Again, contexts which make the student feel the

importance of accuracy will prdvide the necessary motivation.
.

Student writing must be evalpated, but that evaluation needs to go beyond

a concern for spelling, mechanics, usage, and grammar. Holistic methods of
\

evaluation can be used frequently ranging from global assessments to primary

trait scoring. A cumulative sample of a student's writing which fdllows him /her'

from class to class can provide a useful resource for assessing student progress.

Each student wants and needs to know how he/she is doing. This does not mean,

255
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however, that every paper must receive a grade. :Oral reading of compositions

in dyads, small'groups, or before the classmakes availabLe:the spontaneous

responses of a wider audience than that of the teacher. .This kind of.evaluation

permits the studeqt to compare his/her intended effect with his/her actual

effect.

Finally, teachers who practice writing as a craft are likely to be better

teachers than those, who don't. At least occasionally, they should write the

required assignments and so demonstrate the skills they expect of_students,.

The folio ing resources prove e useful background in writing as well as

specific activities and methods useful in developing the above writing coo-

\
petencies.

-Bernhardt, Bill. Just Writing: Exercises to Improve Your Writing.

Teachers and' Writers. New'York, New York.A '

Cooper, Charles and Lee,Odell. Evaluating Writing: Describing,

Measuring, Judgiqdg. National Council of Teachers of English.

Direct Measures of Writing Skill: Issues and Applications. Northwest

Regional LaboratoriesPortland, Oregon.
4

Koch, Carl and James M. Brazil. Strategies for Teaching the Composi-

tion Process. National Council of Teachers of English.

Moffett, James and Betty Jane Wagner. Student Centered Language

Arts and Reading, K-13. Houghton Mifflin.,

Stewig, John. Exploring Language with Children. Merrill.

5 i;
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Appendix,C

SPEAKING

The speech'communication activities incorporated into this curriculum

reflect a broad: contemporary, perspective ofiekivetsliscip.line. "Speech",

instruction has traditionally been concerned with tkaching students how to

give speeches. "Speech communication" instruction, however, is concerned

with interaction of people in dynamic and diverse communication situations -

informal, everyday interactions as well as public speaking situations. This

curriculum involves students in a wide variety Of communication situations:

.
intrapersonal-- communication witi4self

%sa.or

interpersonal/dyadic - communication with one significanr other person.

small group - communication between 2,-10 people who have a common goal.

4

public communication before a large, live, audience.

mass communication - communication to a large, heterogeneous, anonymous
audience, usually mediated by print on electremic
means.

The activities are designed to involve students in interactions wh're

they can utilize a variety of message strategies, examine the criteria they

use to select the*strategies, and evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness

of the communication. Make use of the class discussion probes'l These

activities will be useless unless' students can discuss what happened, why,

and what the implications for future behaviors are.

Before students can implement and evaluate their communication choices,

however, they need to understand important concepts related to communication

and to.the specific activity.: While many of the discussion-probes include

questions which relate to these con6-1;ts; a content outline of what concepts4

should be taught is not included. Teachers who use this curriculum may

need to introduce the important concepts toktLT students prior to their par-

ticipation in the 'activities. (Some activities are designed, howe.Ver, to be

inductive learni C periences.)

257
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A major component to successful speech communication experiences for

students is the development of'an open and honest communication atmosphere

in the classroom. Students will be more likely to express ideas and feelings

to the class if they fee] secure and unthreatened. Students should not be

graded on every oral exercise' In fact, most intFapersonal and dyadic ex-

periences should not be graded. When students are to be graded o n oral

actii ty, they should be given.ample opportunity practice the activity and

receive feedback from peers and the - teacher prior to the graded "performance."

Again - students should not be asked*to do something they'have not been'taught

how to do. /A valuable pre-teaching tool is the use of examples. When you use

exampTes to teach skills, use outstanding examples. Students should be asked
.

to imitate excellence not mediocrity.

St

To summarize, essential elements in teaching speech communication include:

1. developing an understanding of concepts of communication.

2. providing outstanding examples for students to imitate:

4

3. providing ample opportunity to practice oral behaviors'.

4. developing an open and honest communication atmosphere in the classroom.

5. allowing students to evaluate their own oral behaviors.

Any teacher who wishes to teach this curriculum must have a) understanding

of concepts related to interpersonal communication, intrapersonaq communication

commurhcation theory, small grout) dynamics, public speaking, dramas oral inter-

pretation, and mass communication. The following resources are hiWy

recommended for teachers who wish to gain knowledge in these areas:

'Wisconsin Department of Public Ipstruction Curriculum Guides
-r

A Resource Curi-iculuM in Film

A Resource Curriculum Broadcast Media

AY,

A Resource Curriculum in Interpersonal Communication

A Resource Curriculum in Public Address

These guides contain exclusive content outlines, activity suggesiionS,

and bibliographies. 258



-Allen, Parish, and Mortensen, CommunioWon: Interacting Through %Peech.

-
Allen, Willmington; and Sprague, Speech Communication in the Secondary School.

Book and Galvin, Instruction In and About Small Group Discussion. Available

from Speech Communication Association.
4

Holliday; Mina, Teaching Speech Todayx National Textbook Company.

rr

71!)

Hansen, Brian, A Curriculum Model forTheatre in Aephetic Eddtgtion, CEMREL.

Michigan Speech Association Curriculum Series. Avai101e through Nat ional

Textbook Company.

Weiss, Lisbe4, "Annotated Bibliography of State-Sponsofed Curriculum Guides
.

.. 4
, .I.,!,

in Spee'ph Communication, Drama/The re, and Mass Medic," found in ERIC,
System,/ check Resources in Educat'on, May 1980r .

.

4
1

,...
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'Appendix D N414

LISTENING

,People sperid more time listening than,any other communication activity.

Research indicates that we spend 45% orour communication time listening.

hn contrast, only 8% of instructional time in schools is spent teaching

listening. Thus, the most used commur5tion skill is the least taught'

usually because most teachers are simply not trained to teach listening.

Moreover, English and speech texts have often omitted iistening materials
41

and activities. While there is no substitute for wide reading and inservice

training, the following information about the listening proCess and listening

instruction provides helpful backgrqund.

Instruction in listening has two major oats:

To create an awareness of those factors that affect ligtening

effectiveness.

2. To provide the kindof aural experiences that can produce good

listening habits.

"Shut up and listen" is not listening instruction.

. Hearing is no:\ristening. Listening is a, complex process that involves
. .

sensing, interpreting, evaluating, and responding to a message.

Sensing
%

The sensing process involves attending to and concentrating on oral and

non - verbal messages. Since we-often, listen in an atmosphere full of distrac-

tions,

-
. N

botee external and internal, a key ski)1 is the ability to. overcome

distractions andconcehtrate on a,specific message. Games such as Concentra-

tion, Simon, Copy Cal, Master Mind, and Memory are excellent skill-building

tools for concentration. Compressed 'speech exercises can also be used.
'

Sound And sight activities foster increased awareness of multiple sounds,
fit

the array of non-verbal cues, and a need-fdr selective attention.

Interpreting

Interpretation involves attaching meaning t---clessages. A listener's

purpose is to understand.the message as the speaker intended it. 0.411Ternter-
.
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4

pretation process includes attaching .correctmeltings to words and nom-verbal

.cues, .choosing main ideas and supporting details, understanding the relation-
-

between main ideas and supporting mAterial, and asking clarifying qUes-
,

tions. Activitiestahat bui4d vocabulary, non-verbal awareness, questioning

and organizational skLlls can improve students' abilitji t interpret. aural

messages correctly,

EvaTuLtfng /

EvaluativA listening is the,most difficult to teach because it requires

senOtivity to the appropriateness and extent of evaluation forspecif

s//tuationV To illustrate, critical listAing.although vital in infgmative

and persuasive situations is necessarily absent'from em h c'and pprecia-
-

tive listening situation. The critica,LJ.istener understands melt bods 'of

argumentation, reasoning, fallacies, insufficient evidenc propaganda

.

devices., Teaching students how tgpereate informative or pirsuasive messages

will not necessa-rily ensure their becoming.critical listeners., Therefore,

teachers can develop and use speciflix exercises requiring s4udents to listen

carefu'ly in order to evaluate the accuracy and completeness;)if infortiation,

evidence, and reasoning within,persuasive and inlormativrmessages.

In contrast, the empathiclistener is non-evaluative, withholds judgment

at apprbpriate times, an4 uses questions and non-directive statementswhich

allow the speaker to and,expres4s feelings. "Rogerian" liStening

. exercises can help students develop non-directive and non-evaluative responses ,

\\,

when'listening.
/

The appreciAtive listener,rs taught to identify and appreciate ex ellerice

.

in A'specific oral genre and to evaluate a,pe?formapcellietylf and beguty.. :
: .

. .

-..

The'appreciative listenerenjoystsien ing to end 43eComesinvolved withcre=

alive exPreWoni The Overly critical, listener is unable to enjoy the in-

4ni.
herWt beauty in an aural .art form. .

,The mostkital concept to teach about evalOation is that people need and

wa vto be understood and appreciated, not.cHticized. Vnsequentlii., listeners

Of 6,-
.t
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need to, focus their energies fisf on affirming the speaker by paying atten-

tion ,to the rQessage, second on understanding the message;' and finally,.if

. - "..:--

appropriate, on evaluating the coritent of the message, not the speaker. '

. 0

Responding

__r/
Thesresponse component of listening has three dimensions: reaction,

. a,.

recall, and response. Reaction is the immediate non-verbal reaction a listener

gives -tb a speaker. Absense of non-verba feedback cart have a negative effect

_p_a_s4leakeilk_abi_Li_t_yZito communicate-and can consequently_up.dermine the

..,\\:uallity of the interaction. Non-verbal feedback can 4icate agiement,

comprehension,. interest,concern, liking, etc. Students need to become /('N

aware of the importance of non-verbal reaction and learn to provide appro-
.,

-priate non-verbal feedback. 1

Recall is extremely important for all elements of listening. A person

cannot properly comprehend, evaluate, or respond to a message if s/he cannot

remember what.is being said froirk one Moment to the next. Short and long

-term memory can be'developed in the claSsroom. Activities from the Memory

Book by Lucas and Lorayne, 'Mow, to Remember Names by Dale Carnegie,

ideptification,concentration exercises,,and Oactice,owith mnemonic devices
Aw

are useful for.developing memory skills.'

An, active listener is abl,to ask clarifying questions, p4aphrase ideas

to "test" for understanding, and proxIde'evaluative, non - evaluative d non -

or

directive responses when appropriate. The listening/speaking process is

.'"---a7n-afnIc and requires a continuous chtiging ofsroles. The acti.ve'listener .
. 41

is alio.an active speakeY 'n any interaction. The. effective listbngli, ow-

)

ever, withhol.ds evaLUation until comprehension is complete, and-uses. yerbaj

and non-verbal feedback to ensure comprehension of the message,

before beginning any instruction in liltening, teachers may wish to

give- -their students a leptening 'test. if nothtng,elsey -the test will con -

vinde ,students that they really need to learn how listen more effectively.

ti

a
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calSeveral tests are available:, Brown Carlsen Listening C prehensiowTest,-

Harcourt-Brace-Janovtch and S.T.E.P. Listening Tests, tIngfewood Cliffs, N.J.
, . . ..., . .

The following resources are MUST READING for everyone who teach

listening: i

Barker, Larry. Listening Behavior, Prentice-Hall.

Lundsteen,' Sara W. Ba'si'c Annotated Bibliography on 'Listening.

Available through the ERIC system. .000

NiChol-s, Ralph G. and Leonard A. Stevens. Are You Listening ?, -McGraw

Hit T.

Wolvin, Andrew and Carolyn G. Coakley. Listening Instruction. ERIC

Trip Booklet.

Appendix E

General Comments on Appendices

The preceding, appendices orrreading, writing, speaking, and listening

present wel -Lfounded background statements-about the teaching of each of

these language acts. An understanding of these.stetements, their philos'ophical.

cogsideratIons, and suggested readings are presumed whenever any language

activity is undertaken in the capsules.

1
4

1
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USING THE INDICES

The indices serve many purposes. 'Forreach function, the first

index charts the coverage of primary and secondary competencies by a

specific language arts activity. Teachers wishing to ateain'coverage of

'selected competencies can do so using this index.*

The second index indicates those enabling or basic skills required

before students can demonstrate proficiency-4-n the masttw lists of cm-
/

petencies. For review, remedial work or as a pre-test, teachers may

wish to develop activities-aimed at uncovering student mastery of these 46

basic or sub skills. 6

The third index enables teachers to integrate readily any of the

capsules by choostng an appropriate reading, composition, or speaking

activity. After finding the particular capsule containing these activities,

teachers can then suit the suggested approaches tp their lesson plans.

The final ,index offers a comprehensive view of capsule. titles along

with their topics. As teachers develop plans for4the semester or

year based on topics or themes, this index can 'aid implementation of the

- capsules.

.r4

*For -rndex 1, all outline numbers match thoS.e of the,precediMester,Cist
of Competencies given foft.each major function.

)
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READING

INDEX OF ENABLING OR BASIC SKILLS

WRITING SPEAKING

Decoding phonemes.

4 2. Recognizing roots words

and affixes.

3 Assigning meanings to

words.

4. Assigning meaning ta a

variety of words.

5 Reading at n appropriate

rate.

6. Recognizing context clues

in written sentences.

7 Recognizing syntex and

meaning.

8. Using punctuationh-as
clues to meaning.

9 Interpreting graphic cues.

10..AppreCiating consistency

in meaning, tone and

style.

27u
11.

Interpreting semantic

cues to communication

distance (proxemics).

Representing phonemes
accurately.

Spelling roots wordS
and affixes accurately.

SpellSng words correctly.

Using a-suitable written
vocabulary.

Writing sentences
fluently.

Providing context clues
in written sentences.

Writing sentences which
are syntactically cor-
rect and semantically

Punctuating to indicate
appropriate meanings.

Employing graphic aids to

writing.

Demonstrating consistency
in meaning, tone, and

style.

Using language to indi-

cate varying levels of

communication distance.

Articulating phonemes.

Using root words and
affixes correctly.

Pronouncing words
torrectiy.

Using a suitable oral

vocabulary.

Speaking oral sentences
fluently.

Proving context clues in
.oral sentences.

Using acceptable syntax
and ?style (articulation,

word choice).

Using appropriate and
varied speaking rate,

, volume, pitch, and
quality.

Using facial expression,
gestures, bodily move-
ments, and eye contact
effectively.

Creating verbal and non-
verbal messages that are
consistent.

Adapting proxemics for
Itcommunkative intent.

LISTENING.

Recognizing phonemes.

Recognizing root words
and affixes..

Assigning appropriate
meanings to words.

A-Ssigning meaning to a

variety of words.

Assigning meaning to sen-
tences delivered orally.

Recogniz context clues

,in oral sentences.

Understanding a variety
of syntaxes at styles.

Interpreting variations
in rate, pitch, volume,
and quality.

Assigning appropriate
meanings to facial ex:-

pressions, gestures,
bodily movements and
eye contact.

Rkognizing/interpreting
inconsistencies in ver-

bal and no verbal

messages.

Recognizing and inter-
preting proxemic absur- '

di ties.
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9th Grade
Informing index 3.

INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

Readings Composition SPeaking

Intrapersonal "Early Marriage"
Babe
Johnny Tremain
Forbes'

True Grit
Portis

Other Side of
of the Mountain

Self Report Question-Answer,
Interview

Dyadic

'Small Group

"Secret Life of
Walter Mitty"
"My Most Unfor-
gettable Char-
actec"

Instructions

Public The Miracle
Worker

The Silent Storm,

Death Be Not
Proud

Master of Escape
Abe Lincoln
Grown Up

Go- Up For Glory

Brian's Song
The Legend of
Bruce Lee
Eric
if You Could See

What I Hear
The Lady is a
Jock

Mass Communication Radio or TV
Scripts

Nob-Evaluative
Description

Writing
Instructions

Biographical
'Sketch

Interviewing

a

Present

- Instructions

Informative of

Demonstrative
Speech .

Script Writing (Radio or TV Guide.

to the School

4
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Feeling
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.o INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION:AND SPEAKING -ACTIVITIES

111, leadings omposition

.

Speakin g

Intrapersonal Huckleberry Finn
Tom Sawyer
Light in the
FOrest
The Piwan
Romeo & Juliet

.

Journal Entry Grout DiscuiSion

-Dyadic, Dandelion Wine Let r to a

Friend

Small Group Dinkey docker
Shoots Smack

Death of a Sales-
man
The Glass
Menagerie

Unified Para-
graph on '

"Ideal Family"

One-On-One
Discussion of

Cont-roversi-a-l-

Tapc

Roleplaying of
'Family Issues

Public

:1

mat

"The Scarlet .

Ibis"-

"Raymond's Run"
"Snow Goose". ix

Essay to Create
Audience Emo-
tion

Story Reading

to Children

Mass Communication Editorials I Editorial Pictures De-
picting Non-
Verbal Communi-
cation of Feel-
ings

2 73.



9th Grade
Imagining
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INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

Readings Composition S eakin

r'

_

Intrapersonal

,

,

_

.

.

"Occurrence'at --
6wl'Creek
Bridge" .----"

"Secret rift,of
Walter Mitty"

I Never Promised

XCharacter Cre-
ati,on

'''-

.

-

. :

Problem Solving
in a Fantasy
%/orld '

. -

1
.

*Nou a Rarget

Garden
Connecticut
Yankee in :

Kiag Arthur's '

-.

,

.Court
The Three Faces
of eve -

.

Dyadic

-

-

r vi

.

. .

"Perfect Dayfor
Banana Fish"

"The Killers"
"The Mon-key's,,

paw"

.

'Dialogue

.

.

-
1

Job9nteViews.,
-.:--

.

.

C-
Small Group,

.

.

'You Can't Take
.-

'Poetry

,

0

10 ..

Group Disrcussion,

About Ideal ,

Families.

-It With You

Public
..,

-
,

.

4-4°I
Poetry

.

.

Joke°or
HymorouS
Story '-

Group Discussion.

on.School Issues
.

r

.---i

Mass Communiodtion
.

/ :\

."War of the'

Wiiilcis"' 4

.Radio Script a-

. -

; Radio Script
,

.

Bresentation of
,

BadiO1N-aina .

,

; ,_
,

/ _

t ,

a



p .

th Grade
lIrtualizjng

* ,

INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION; AND SPEAKING ACTIVI.T4ES

Readings 4%Com on SpeAki n

Intrapersonal 411.. 1

.

,

-.

...

°
.*

"On the'SWewalk
. -Blee:cli:ng"

"A-Summer's ,

Redihg"

.

'Writing.a q ode.

of Honor"

i
- ,

, '-;

Radio= News' Story

of OWn Obituary

r

Dyad
.*

.

--(-/

,.
"A & P"
.Snake Passage ... s

frorOy Antonia

.

Letter
.

of Thanks.
.

r
.

,

Rofe'-Pla? Family
Upon Occasion ot,

Death
.

."The W,oltz"

,021,
.

Smell Group'

-.1-Frunder.bn

' ....' .

. ° U.

Loreof the- Flies Recording

.Rituals

.

,
.

Group DiscussiOn

.

,

The Outsjilers

Syca-

I.-more Street ...

Public
q.'.

0c
..

v

/ .

The Caine Mutiny . Short

.

Story .. .

' or Play Sete4.-

tiOn

*

1 .-

.

Student dpuncil
.*

Meeting
. .

.

:

.

.

i

Vhherit the Wind '-

12 Angry Men -.

ile Night of
.

January 16th
To -Kill a Mock-

.igbird

.

Mass CommunLcation
,

.

..
,

Scripts of-. TV.

4S1lows'
..

. .

Film Scerfario

. INV

..,

"Tonight" Show

:a-

4

'a

P

I



9th Grade,.
-267-

Controllipg
. .

lr.
INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION; AND SPEAKING- ACTIVITIES

.

-Reading Composition S eakin
:,

Antra rsonal
.

Play - Diary of
.

, .

"Three Words
that Run My
Life" ig

to

Enhance seif,
Image

Anne Frank

..

Dyadic .

,

. .

..

,

0.

,,t

.

.

90

\?

) P 4.
4

. ._
.

Juliet,and Juet, '' Letter of

Compleipt-

.

s .'

.

,.

-
.

-

.

.
.

Generation4Gap
Simulation

,

., ,-

. .

,

-

.
_

. .

.

,

_

A-Crchant of

Venice
6riart's Sops.

Glass Menagerie
OfIlice and Men -

Dinky Mocker
Shoots-Smack
The Chocolate Wa'r-

Slake's Limbo- -'

"Bush-Boy,'Poor

"Parsley Ga "rden"

"The Blue HOtd1"
'Assorted Poems ,

and Other Silpries

.

.

Small- Grouptea.
-

.

'.The-Light in the

, I
One Page Re-
action to

,Anothet: StuL

dent's Collage
0

4

Evaluation Speech

.

.
Forest

Roll of Thunder
elli

IlTeoal Y1 ArY
Dandelion.Wine

Mockingbifd

Public . -
"The Lottery"
Odr Town

.

Analysis of
School. Policies

.

Persuasive Speech

.

.

Mass, Communication

, . .

,

46%

Magazine Readings

°, ',
,

.

Letter of Praise
or Criticism

ei

aped 30-Second
Public Service
Announcements

276(
4,

406

.0

ol



. -268-
, ,-.

IP' INDEX OF CAPSULE 'TITLES AND TOPICS
.

9th Grade Informing:

;

Intrapersonal

Dyadi

Small Group

Public'

Titles

Index 4

Topics

IP

Inside.Ouf/Outside In" Researching Information

"Through the Looking Glask Knowing Oneself and Others

"Simon Says" :-Giving and Following Istruc-
tions ,

%Let Hapg Out"-

Mass Communitatiqk "Guide to the School"

9th Gibe Feeling:

IntrapersOnal "You Are Wha) You Feel" Communicating Feelings

Telling Abet Ourselves and '
Our Interests

Telling About Our School

s

Dyadic

Small Group
,

Public

"Sometimes TWo Makes One"

"Join Up"

"Feeling - Something Mor
Than" -I

Mass_Communication "The Human gamily"

9th Grade Imagining:
, 4 , .

,

1 ,

.Intrapersonal "Believe It, Or Rot19
/-

Dyadic

I Small Group.

MassC

44

The Types of Togetherness

Feelings Within the Family

Communitating Feelings to a
Public AudienCe

.

Universal Feelings ancythe
Media

-a

Ah.
.

' 'Self - Imagining

Imaginative Dialogue

_Ideal Families - Now and in
the-Future

"It falk3'Two To fango"

"Happy Families"
,

"A Rose By Any Other Name"

NVe

unication "Spoofs, Hoaxes, Shams and

Oth "Contryue4 Events"

2

-,1!4114.,

Making Comparisons

Highly Contfl iedEve5p



Titles

9th Gcade_Ritualizing:

Intrapersonal "Be True topYours
Personal Honor / personal

HMI sty"

Dyadic "Two', Company''.

.srrvAl Group "The Fishbowl of Life",

Public "You're Out of'Order,4
Tuley"

Mass Communication "Here',,s Johmiy."

-269-f

9th ,Grade Controi.1 i

Intrapersonal "Getting Your Act a Self Control

Togethe/

Dyadic You and Me, Babe"

Small' Group "A1.1 .fbr One and One for Peer Group Pressure

All"

Topic:s

Honor and Dishonor

Roj(-Girl .Rituals

Group Rituals

Formal Rituals

'Media Rituals

Control Between Individuals

Public "Playdough or Granite ?" Pgblic Cbnt ols or Traditions .

\.
Mass Communication "Menu or Meal?",

t

Media Cofttrol

.0.' V :

r se
..........

6

7-

*a.
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